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ABSTRACT

The thesis examines three aspects of the grain

elevator industry; the vertical integration of country and
terminal elevators, the storage orientation of the country
system, and the regulation of handling and storage tariffs
for country elevators,
I^Iiltiamsonrs theory provides a framework f or anaLyzLng the reasons for the development of the verticarly
integrated firm. vertical integration reduced risk since
the transfer of grain from country to terminal elevators
was done with the same effect as long term complete
contracts as oppcsed to short term or spot contracts. The
study also concludes that pecuniary savings from hedging
and conrnission operations lvere available through vertical

integration.
It has been hypothesLzed that the storage Lariff
caused the storage orientation of the country elevator
system. The study examined the long run development of
the system and concludes that federal government policies
such as accelerated depreciation and the Temporary Inlheat
Reserves Act \.,Jere the cause but that the storage tariff
lvas instrumental in its maintenance.
Vtrhile tariffs have been regulated since L9L2,
their impact upon the industry has changed substantially
over time. The tariffs set in L9T2 lvere those previously
I

2

established by grain firms and which were shown to be noncompensatory by the saskatchewan Elevator commission of
1910. The study concludes that the tariffs set by grain
firms prior to L9L2 encouraged farmers to selr grain on a
street basis. The regulated tariffs of LgLz had the effect of limiting the potential deveropment of marketing
mechanisms to compete with the verticarly integrated
companies.

to L974 the regulation of tariffs ap_
pears to have been void of a detailed philosophy. From
L945 to L973 the canadian trlheat Board controlled industry
profit levels through the handling agreement. rt is unclear, however, if the Board had a target profit level it
considered adequate and if so, adequate for what purpose.
rn L974 the canadian Grain commission developed a
detailed regulatory philosophy which included that tariffs
should be compensat'ory. The study concrudes that the
handling and storage of grain are interdependent functions,
that recent tariffs tend to violate the philosophy and that
tariffs should not be regulated.
From L9T2
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CHAPTER

I

OBJECIIVES OF IHE

STUDY

This thesis examines three particular features of
the grain elevator industryi the vertical integration of
country and terminal elevators, the handling versus stor_
age orientation of the country elevator system, and the
regulation of handling and storage tariffs at the country
elevator level. All three features are steeped in the
history of the industry having their beginnings around the
turn of the century and continue at the present time, although in rnodified forms.
The vertically integrated structure of country and
terminal grain elevators in canada developed around the
turn of the century, largery by American interests who had
marketed grain in the united states with that organizational form. subsequent major entrants into the grain
industry, such as the united Grain Growers and the three
pool elevator companies developed integrated elevator
systems and became effective competitors to the privately
owned grain companies by the mid 1920s. The fact that the

vertically integrated structure has dominated the industry, and has existed for some eighty years reads one to
believe that this structure is more efficient than others
which could have existed. The study deverops the

6

efficiency attributes of the vertically integrated
structure of the industry.
over the long run, the country elevator system has
turned over its storage capacity about t\n7o times per year.
From time to time, the country erevator system has displayed the ability to turn over its capacity double that
of its long rLrn average. rndividual grain erevators,
under the proper conditions of supplies of grain and of
grain cars, are able to achieve storage capacity turnover
several times that maintained by the system. The relatively low turnover of storage capacity, or handling to
capacity ratio, is indicative of a storage orientation of
the country elevator system. The study examines the
reasons for the development of the storage orientation of
the system.
The handling and storage tariffs for country grain
elevators have been regulated since about LgLz. rt was not
until L974 that a major review of the phitosophy of tariff
setting was undertaken by the canadian Grain commission.
This review resulted in a substantiar relative shift in
the structure of the handling and storage tariffs.
The
study examines the philosophy of tariff setting by the
regulatory agencies as well as the impact the tariffs have
had on the industry since L9L2.

7

A. Vertical Integration
The development of the country erevator system,

particurarly after the iirst decade of the twentieth
century, hTas a function of private firms as well as farmer
owned companies. competition among grain companies, be
they privately or farmer owned, for elevator sites and for
the patronage of farmers \i\ias exceptionally keen during the
formative years and by the end of the Tgzos the basic
system was in place. The growth of the farmer cooperatives
developed only after significant attempts by farm organizations for direct government involvement in the elevator
industry. Probably the most vocal supporter of such
involvement was A. E. Partridge. The partridge plan
(rgog), as it came to be known, was succinctly described
by colquette' and required the government of each province
to take over and operate all country grain elevators within
the boundary of a province and for the federal government
to take over and operate all terminal and transfer ele_
vators. The plan fit neatly into the separation of polvers
under Lhe British North America Act and presumably would
free farmers from what had been popularry termed the
ttsyndicate of syndicates.rf The term referred
to the
practice of the private vertically integrated erevator
companies establishing daily prices in l^iinnipeg and then
1

ln. D. Colquette, The First Fifty years.
!üinnioes:
The Public Press Ltd. , f95

8

sending one telegram to a delivery point, in essence en-

suring a common price among elevator agents.2 This was the
ttprooftt that farm organizations needed to show that there
no competition among country grain elevators. The Plan
Idas presented to both levels of government and while non
r,vas

accepted the plan in its ultimate form, that is the

nationalization of the grain elevator industry, both levels
of government experimented with public ownership of elevator facÍlities.
The rejection by governments ultimately
led to the formation of the prodllcer owned companies.
The government of Manitoba, in 1910, yielded in
part by acquiring L74 grain elevators at f00 delivery
points in that province. The role of the public in country
elevator operations ended two years later with substantial
losses caused by poor management, poor locations, overpayment for facilities and a lack of producer support.3
The Grain Growers Grain Company, which had lobbied for
public ownership through the Partridge Plan, acquired a
windfall from this experiment by being granted lease rights
to the elevators. For the company, which had hitherto
operated solely as a selling agency, this was the beginning
of what was to become a farmer owned fully integrated
company which became the United Grain Growers in L9L7.
2C. F. I^Iilson, A Century of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoon, Saskatche\,ran: Modern Press, L978, pp . 26-27.
3Colquette, op. cit., pp. g2-g3.

9

Colquette summarized the events in the following manner.

ItIt finally cured the Organized Farmers of the obsession
that government ownership of elevators \.das the panacea for
the grain marketing ills and it put the Grain Growers Grain
Company into the elevator business,"4 The second point
made by Colquette is correct, but his conclusion regarding
the panacea is open to question. A more tenable conclusion
might be that the Manitoba incursion into the elevator
business showed farmers the unwillingness of government to
proceed with full nationalízatlon of an industry which was
probably not a natural monopoly and was one which served
the farmers I inEerest in the main.
The Saskatch€wan government reacted to the
Partridge Plan by appointing a Royal Commission in 1910.
I^IhiIe the appointment of Royal Comnissions, over the
years, has become a national pastime, this one lvas instrumental in shaping Lhe future structure of the industry.
The report of the Commission envisaged a plan for the
development of a cooperative to be set up in each of the
provinces. The final sentence of the report: "Ihis plan
avoids many of the risks and limitations of the other
plans and is pregnant besides with possibilities for the
5
future."-, proved particularly prophetic. Currently,
4rbid., P. 9T.
5Rep ort of The Elevator Connnission of the Province
of Saskatchewan, Regina : Government Printer, 1910, p. 98.
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the united Grain Growers and the three provincial pool
elevator companies operate about 75 percent of the country
grain elevators. The conclusions of the commissionrs
report are attached to this study as Appendix A.
The federal government, after the passage of the
canada Grain Act of L9L2, which empowered the construction
of terminal elevators by the federal government, built a
terminal elevator at Port Arthur. This allowed farmers to
ship directly to that elevator, potentialty relieving them
from dealing with the fully integrated grain companies.
The failure of the port Arthur terminal, tike that of the
Manitoba government country elevators, was due in part to
a lack of producer support. The efforts of both levels of
government, albeit possibly halfhearted efforts, to offer
alternatives to producers dealing with vertically integrated companies and the entry of the farmers r companies
inLo the industry on a fulty integrated basis indicate the
econo:nic superiority of this form of structure. otherwise
the government programs may have proven more successful or
the farmers t companies might have organized in an alternate
organLzatÍonal form.
I^Iith the entry of the farmer owned companies into
the industry on a fully integrated basís (united Grain
Growers L9L7, the three poor erevator companies by Lgz5),

the issue of vertical integration was put to rest and did
not resurface until the 1960s when channon tinked the
regulated tariffs for handling and storing grain to the

l1

issue of vertical integration. Channon argued that because of the inappropriate levels at which the tariffs for
handling and storing grain \^7ere regulated, the grain
companies have commonly practiced cross subsidization
between country and terminal operatiorr".6 Channonf s
argument has been both supported and refuted by members of
the grain industry. Mcleod argued that if terminal eler¡ators lvere prof itable enough to cover deficits of country
operations, then there would be the Íncentive to construct
more terminal space while reducing or discontinuing construction of country elevator space.T searle argued that
even if one could eliminate transfers among divisions, the
company directors would accept in their own mind such offsets. Searle further contended that the only way to
prevent such internal cross subs LdLzatLon would be by way
of non-integrated companies, but that there was Iittle
liketihood of this o"".rrting.8
61. W.
rrTowards a Revitalized Economy Ín
Çhannon,
Iniestern Canada,tt Paper presented at a seminar on Inlheat
sponsored by the Saskatchewan Branch of the Canadian
egticultural Economics Society, Regina, February 1968,
p. 9.
7g. Mcleod: "Comment: How Canadian l^Iheat is
Handled,'r Inlheat, Canada and the I,Jorld, Proceedings of the
L969 lrTorkshop of the Canadian Agricultural Economics
Society, Regina, June L969, p. 108.
8s. A. Searle Jr., ibid., p, 103.

L2

I^Ihile Mcleodrs point has some validity,

what over simplified.

it is

some-

The fact that terminal operations

are profitable is not a sufficient condition for their
expansion. Terminal elevators are supplied by country
elevators and if increased flows through onets country
system are not contemplated, the investment in increased

terminal capacity would be unjustified. This would be the
case regardless of the level of profits in the terminal
division. In fact, large profits at the terminal level
courd dictate the need for increased investment at the
country level, if terminal facilities lvere not fully
util ized,
Searlers point is correct from at least t\,ùo perspectives. There is no obvious reason why grain companies
should voluntarily operate in only one of the country or
terminal positions and as shall be indicated, the vertically integrated structure provided for efficiency gains
to the firm. The second point is that the federal government has no power to force divestiture from one of the
markets. The combines rnvestigation Act, which empor^7ers
the federal government to deal with issues of competition,
is silent on the issue of dissolving vertical integration.
For the federal government to take such action would require ne\,ù legislation which would no doubt be vigorously
opposed as \,vas the case in 1911 when a similar issue was
dealt with.

I3

The vertically

integrated structure has existed for
some eighty years in the grain elevator indust-ry. rt can
be argued, therefore, that a structure which has such a
record of survival must have some efficiency advantages
over other forms of marketing, or it would not have withstood challenges over those years. rn chapter rr, the
theoretical framework developed by laiilliamson is used to
anaLyze the efficiency attributes of the verLicalry integrated structure of the grain elevator industry. rn this
regard, the study provides a rationale for the development
of the verticatly integrated firm in the grain elevator
industry.
vJith a sense of irony, it is noted that the issue
of vertical integration has reappeared in the 1970s and
will continue into the 1980s. The current issue, however,

is vastly different from that which occurred during the
first decade of the century. lrrhereas in the past it was
the producer organizations who were opposed to the cornmon
ownership of country and terminal elevators, it is no\,v the
producer organizations which may be expected to oppose what
may be the next technological breakthrough within the
industry. The technology referred to is the inland
terminal which could replace several hundred country grain
elevators; furthermore, with adequate grain cleaning
facilities and unit trains, they could replace terminal
elevators as well. I,rlhereas the private companies argued
against the breakup of the verticatly integrated firm at

L4

the turn of the century, the farmer owned pool elevator
companies can be expected to resist the development of
inland terminals today. The reason in both cases would
appear to be the same. Just as it was the private companies which had the most to lose in the past, so it is the
case for the pool elevator companies today.
B. The Handling Versus Storage Orientation
The Canadian grain handling and transportation
system is one of the most studied and regulated sectors
of the Canadian economy. At the same time, it is likety
one of the most difficult sectors to understand in its
In large measure, this difficulty lies in the
totality.
dynamic nature of the industry and the high level of
interdependence among those involved in the system. The
movement of several hundred million bushels of grain, of
many types and grades, from over I50,000 farms to some
4,000 country grain elevators by truck, and then by rail
to terminal elevators located at port positions for
export, offers a passing glance at the complexity of the
system. The high degree of variability in production and
exports inevitably shifts the grain handling system from
one that is geared to the mass movement of grain to one
that is storage oriented, only adds to the complexity.
As Gilson has stated, rrEvery decade since the beginning
of this century has been confronted with a wheat

15

crisis."9 GilsonIs comment, while made at a seminar on
wheat, applies contemporaneously to all grains.
The following estimate of wheat exports, made by
agricultural economists, is indicative of the difficulty
in allocating scarce resources in the grain elevator industry. Gilson, in L970, indicated that the long term normar
annuar exports of canadian wheat could be expected to be
560 million bushelr. l0 Bjarnson, in L967, anticipated
that Canadian wheat exports would be some 720 million
bushels on average by 1980.1f Huff predicted, in Lg6g,
that canadian wheat exports would be 397 mLllion bushels
in 1980.f2 Th""" predictions, or educated guesses, in a
sense mirror the highly variable circumstances under which
the grain handting and transportation system must operate.
The allocation of scaïce resources is further
complicated, particularly in the grain elevator industry,
9-r. c. Gilson,'rAn Appraisal of I,rlheat Policies
l,Jith
International and National Inferencês, " Seminar on Iniheat,
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of
Manitoba, blinnipeg, October L970, p. 222.
l0cilson, ibid., p. 2L3.

ll*t. F. Bjarnson, rtMarketing possibilities
for
canadian Grains rtr Proceedings of the Grain Transportation
l,Iorkshop, Grain Transportation Committee, I,riinnipäg , L967,
p. 25"
L2

H. B" .Huff ,_ 'Marketing of Canadian [,rl"neat, An
Economic Analysis
with Projectións to Lg75 and 19gó,"
Department of- Agricultural"Economics, Iaichigan scatå
University, East Lansing, L969, p" L7L,

t6

by the very long useful life and the singular purpose of
country and terminal grain elevators. For s¡¿mple, it is
not unconmon for country elevators to provide continuous
service, with some modifications, for over forty years.
Under such conditions, it is not unusual for a capital
asset which may appear to be technologicalty outdated, to
be functionally adequate. In this regard Mcleod, of the
Saskatche\.^7an WheaL Pool, stated: 'tIt is fairly conmon
for elevators, handling the amount of grain they have in
the past, to last about 40 years. Indeed, some plants
built before the turn of the century are still in operation, having been re-equipped, electrified and often
substantially overhauled. "l3
It is with respect to the t'crisisrt nature of grain
production, exports, and inventories and the long useful
life of country elevators that the second major interest
of this study emanates. In Chapter III the events, and
the policies of the federal government which were instrumental in shaping the storage orientation of the country
elevator system, are analyzed. In particular, the storage orientation of the system is examined for its relationship to competition, government policies, and the
structure of tariffs for the handling and storing of
13

A. D.
"Handling Grain in Country Elevators Now and _Mcleod,
In the Futurerrr Proceedings of the- Grain
Transportation- lnlorksÞop, _Grain Transportãtion Committee,
Minaki, September 6-8, L967, p. 50"

L7

grain. In respect of the tariff structure, it is hypothesized that the storage tariff, which is generally acknowledged to be higher than the costs of storage,14 ru,
not the cause of the storage orientation of the country
elevator system, but rather a means of perpetuating the
storage orientation.
C. Handling and Storage Tariffs
The third aspect of the country elevator system
examined in this study are the tariffs for the handling
and storing of grain. The basic hypothesis underlying the
study of the tariff structure is that the handling tariff
does not cover the cost of handling grain, whereas the
storage tariff is greater than the cost of providing
storage. Channon, who has probably done more than anyone
to prod the regulators regarding the inappropriateness of
the tariff structure, argued that whereas the revenue from
storage to grain companies lvas one cent per bushel per
month, that the cost of providing storage was about onethird of a cent per bushel per month.15 lulcI-eod stated the
following regarding the tariff structure.
L4

McI-eod, ibid., p. 54.
15.1. I,,I..-Channon, rt'Iowards
a Revitalized Economy rn
l.Iestern Canada." Paper presented at a seminar on Inlheatsponsored by the Sa'skat^che\,ran Branch of the Canadian
Agricultural Economics Society, Regina, February T6, 1968,

p.

8.

18

. . . It is generally conceded in the trade that the
handling charge does not cover costs associated
with grain handling, with the result that storage
earnings contribute a disproportionate share of
total revenue. This fact has tended to encourage
building of facilities with emphasis on capacity
for storage rather than ability to achieve a high
rate of through-put. It has been suggested in
some quarters that an upward adjustment of handling
charges, together with a downward adjustment in
storage rates would contribute to a more realistic
basis of comoensation related to services

rendered.

16

Pound, the Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Grain
Cornmission, which is the regulatory body which sets the

tariffs, described the storage tariff, while not
necessarily agreeing, as follows.
Despite the fact the rates havenrt changed since
L9L2, it has been argued that the rate for
storage of one-thirtieth cent per day has been
too high and that it has encouraged the buildiçr
of elelator space that is now a ñeedless cost.l
It is not the purpose of this study to confirm or
refute the hypothesis regarding the tariff structure. The
purpose is rather to use the hypothesis to further
understand the role those tariffs have played within the
country elevator system at various stages of the history
of the industry, The demarcation of periods relate to
points in time where the regulation of the handling and
maximum

lfocLeod, op, cit., p. 54.
L7o. H. Pounds, rtPlain Facts About Handling
and
Storage TariffsrrrProceedings of the Grain Handling and
Transportation Seminar, Sponsored by the Canada Grãins
Council and the University of Saskatche\^7an, Saskatoon,
March 8-9, L973, p. One-26.
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storage tariffs may be considered of major consequence to
the grain elevator industry. The first period relates to
the initial setting of maximi::n tariffs by the Board of
Grain Commissioners in L9L2. The second period spans the
years from T9L2 to L945, which covers those years prior to
the Canadian l,rÏheat Board operating as a monopsony purchaser of Board grains. The third period spans those
years ín which the Canadian VJheat Board and the Board of
Grain Commissioners \,vere involved in setting maximum
The fourth period, beginning in the crop year
tariffs.
L974-75, witnessed the Canadian Grain Commission becoming
the sole regulatory body involved in the setting of
maximum tariffs (tfre Board of Grain Commissioners !ùas renamed the Canadian Grain Commission in 1971).
As the maximum tariffs for the handling and storage
of grain have been regulated since L9L2, the study of the
philosophy of the regulatory agencies and the changes in
that philosophy may be as important an area of study as
the tariffs themselves, and the impact the tariffs have had
upon the industry. Of particular importance is the
apparent philosophy of the Canadian l.Iheat Board and the

possible consequences regarding the structure of the industry, and the post L974 philosophy of the Canadian Grain
Commission and the consequences regarding the performance
of the industry. In respect of the latter, the theory of
tariff regulation relevant to the grain elevator industry
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is employed to evaluate the tariffs
as a result of the new philosophy,

set by the Conmission

D. Overview
of the regulation currently existíng within
the grain industry has roots dating back to the turn of
the century. The Canadian Wneat Board had its inauguration in L9L9 and possibly L9L6 if one considers the
role of the Board of Grain supervisors at that time. The
discontent and agitation of farmers which was instrumental
for some of the regulation was brilliantly observed by
Much

Patton.
'l'he tarmer -vüas, indeed, in very much the same
ec_onomic position as the unorganLzed, unskilled
labourer in relation to a greãt industrial corporation. In all such cases, where economic
po!'ier is unbalanced, friction and strife are bound
to arise and persist until a new equilibrium is
established. On the one side, strátegic domination affords almost irresistable temptations
to arrogance and abuse, even where no such
deliverate inte.nt exists. On the other side,
the sense of dependence, and ignorance of thé
risks and responsibilities invólved in highly
organized undertakings, induce an attitude of
inflamed suspicions ánd immoderate antagonism.
Tþ. very gggrecy of the dominating inteiests, and
their unwillingness to lay before-the aggrieíed
parties the economic facts determining tñeir
p_olicies and methods, inevitably aggrãvate the
friction.
In default of a voluntaiy taking of

the interested public into confidenêe, theie are
two other means by which these facts ñay be learned
by Lhe latter. One is a compulsory govârnment
investigation. The other is by the dissatisifed
individuals organizing and undertaking themselves
the functions whose performance by otñer interests
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they have_claimed to be -prejudicial. The grain
ot Western Canada resorted to both"of
these alternatives. 18

gro\.^;ers

The grain farmers used both methods and to great
effect " The federal government, through the use of Royal
commissions to investigate the concerns of farmers,
responded by way of passing the Þlanitoba Grain Act in l9l0
and the canada Grain Act in L9L2; the latter often being

referred to as the Nlagna carta of grain farmers. rn Lg25,
freight rates for export grain lvere set at the level
existing in L897 and while continue today, are a matter of
substantial debate. The freight rate structure and the
tariffs for handling and storing grain in country elevators have had an impact upon the location, size and
number of country grain elevators.
The grain handling and transportation system has
been in a constant state of change since the turn of the
century and this dynamism is perhaps nowhere more pronounced than in the country grain elevator sector. T'he
external manifestation of the ubiquitous nature of country
grain elevators leaves one with the impression that this
sector has by some miracle managed to stop the march of
time somewhere around 1930. Nothing could be farther from
the truth" The country grain elevator system has responded to the economic, political and social stimuli with

Inlestern
P. L9.

18..fr. S.
Canada,

Patton, Grain Growers Cooperation in
Harvard: Harvard University press, LgZg,
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which it is confronted. rf the stimuri can be judged to
be ttwrongtr, then the country erevator system has developed

in a manner that will itself be judged to be "!,rrong."
The science or art of economics, the terminology
depending upon onets persuasion, teaches one to think in
terms of optimizatLon by making serections at the margin;
that is by equating marginal cost to marginal revenue or
benefits. At a slightly higher lever of sophistication,
the presence of externalities requires analysis of the
system or several economic entities rather than only one
part of the system. The MacPherson Royar commission of
l96t had a profound impact upon the grain handling and
transportation system by concluding that the railways were
not being adequately compensated for moving grain from
country elevators to terminal erevatotr. 19 This conclusion started a long run process, the goal of which is
the rationali zatLon of the grain transportation and
handling system.
Subsequent to the report of the Macpherson Royal
commission, a process of branch line rational ízatLon lvas

initiated which met with substantial resistance, ostensibty
because of the piecemeal approach being taken, from
virtually every group which interfaced with the railway
companies. The process of branch line rationalizatLon
L9

Royal Commission on Transportation. Vol.- l.

ottawat a

-ø0.

'

\,vas
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halted in the mid 1960s pending several years of study of
the implications of such rationali zatLon, and the systems
approach to this issue was born. In L969, the Minister
in charge of the Canadian Inlheat Board established a body
known as the Grains Group to study in detail all facets of
the grain handling and transportation system. The Grains
Group carried out some thirteen studies of various aspects
of the system. The most controversial of these studies
lvas one which provided cost comparisons of the present
system with proElressive stages of rationalLzatLon culminating in an eighty unit inland terminal ,y.t"*.20 The
study which depicted the present system as being relatively
inefficient was naturally not well received by some
western Canadians. The Itsuggestion,,2l that Ottawa was preparing a master plan for the grain handling and transportation brought an end to the Grains Group which was eastern
based. The reports of the Grains Group lvere turned over
to the canada Grains councir, also established in L969, for
further assessment. The canada Grains council, unlike the
Grains Group, is a v;estern canadian organization comprised
ZOp. S. Ross, Grain Handling
and Transport Costs
in Canada, Grains Group, Ottawa, L97L.
ZLo. A. Dever. rtCapabilities and Cost Structure
Existing Çra.in Handlinþ and rransportation system, ?' of
lh"
Proceedings of the Grain Hãndling and- Transporta-tion
seminar, sponsored by the canada-Grains council and the
Uni^versi-_ty of Saskatche\,van, Saskatoon, March 8-9, L973,

p.

One-10"
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initially of a very wide range of groups with interests in
the grain trade.
In L975 the federal government appointed two
commissions; the snavely commission which investigated the

cost of transporting grain by rail, and the Hatl commission
which investigated the possible abandonment of some 6,300
miles of branch lines (a process, as \,vas mentioned above,
which had its beginnings in rhe f960s). The Snavely
commission concluded, as dÍd the MacPherson commission in
L96L, that the railways lost money on transporting grain.
The Hall Commission recommended that 2,L65 miles be
abandoned, 1r813 miles be maintained as permanent, and
2,344 miles receive further stud.y.22 rn a rather rimited
wây, the issue of branch line abandonment remains today
much the same as it was in the mid 1960s. The grain
elevator system has changed dramatically since that time,
however. For example, the number of companies operating
r00 or more country elevators \,,üas reduced from ten to five
between 1965 and L973. This structural shift provided for
substantial savings of cost to the industry. Tangri et al,
22th" Report of the Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Ottawa, Minister of Srpply and
Services, L977, pp " 520-52L.
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in L973, have shown other means by which the elevator
companies har¡e increased productív|ty.23
System tlpe studies have not been limited to
organizations such as the Grains Group, the canada Grains
Council and Royal Commissions. The University of
Manitoba and the canadian Transport commission have completed studies which indicate that aggregate savings would

exist for a rationari-zed grain handling and transportation
system.24'25 Both studies proceeded by way of selecting a
specific area of the prairies and estimating cost changes
through simulations techniques. similarry, the concept of
a system of inland terminals to replace the country grain
elevator system is not unique to the Grains Group. In
L967 the Barnett-McQueen Company presented a plan consisting of 72 inland terminals to a committee of
parliament.
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23o. P.-Tangri,
zasada and E. lri. TyrchniewLcz,
ilcountry Grain
Elevãtoi ?,
closures: rmplications for Grain
Elevator compa_nies,rr, center f or Transþortation studies,
UniversiFX_of Manitoba, I^Iinnipeg, Resêarch Report No. iO,
January L973, p. 6L.
24n. I^I. Tyrchniewlcz and R. J. Tosterud, ,,A Model
For RationarLzLng the canadian Grain Transportation and
Handling system ón a Regional Basis," canaäian Journar of
Agricultural Economics, August L973, pp. 805-8i3.
2514. S. Fleming
and p. A. yansouni, prairie Grain
Handling and rransportation system Efficiency, canadian
Transp-ort ggTTi"sion, Ottawa,- Rêsearch Report'No. l0-7g-lg,
September L978

26st"r,ding

Çommittee _on Agriculture, Forestry and
Rural Development,
Minutes
of Proóeedings añ¿ Evidenäc
ottawa: Queän's Ériniàt,- February tO, igol ,-pp.-Lg4:1,4LL.
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Very few, if any, industries have been as open to
research the reports of which become public documents, as

has the grain elevator industry.

The studies conducted

since L960, with their background paperwork, would firr a
small library. I¡ihile the studies are no doubt useful in a
variety of ways, such as the systems studies which indicate
cost differences under various handling techniques, the
studies will not, in themselves, be a vehicle for change.
change will come from the actions of participants in the
system. Since the system is not operated by monopoly,
"
the theoretically ideal solution, as possibly portrayed
by the study by the Grains Group, is unlikely to be attained even in the long run. The "optimal, solution will
be attained only if the participants are able to make
choices which are primarily based upon the correct economic
signals. Moffat, who was the General Manager of Manitoba
Pool Elevators at the time, refuted the concept of central
planning to obtain an efficient handting and transportation
sys tem.

are convinced that any one plan
for western
is
completely
impractical.
In
fact
think
rridiculoust is the- only word to use Í.or anyI proposal to devise a plan that can be applied to- the
three provinces. For this reason Mairitoba pool
has never taken much part in theoretical studies
of general principles. In the future we will
probably_take even less part, because lve simply
canrt afford to waste the tiire and staff on ãtúdies
of general theories which dontt apply to the Swan
ItIe
Canada
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River Valley or to Grandvielv or to Deloraine or
to the aTea between tþq Assiniboine Rivei and
Riding Mountain P ark.t /
This study does not deal with the entire grain
handling and transportation system, br:t rather with one
participant; the grain elevator svstem. It has probably
been argued on more than one occasion that to know where
you are going you should know where you have been. It
would be somewhat presLunptuous to assume that this study
will add substantively to the future direction of the

industry. InIe trust, however, it is not presumptuous to
assume that this study provides a deeper understanding of
those features qf the industry which are the object of
the thesis.
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R. E . Mof f at , rrlhe Grain Handl ing Companies,rr
Grain Handling and Trañsportation
Seminar, Canada Grains
Council and tñe Universi'ty of Saskatcherran, Saskatoon,
March 8-9, L973, p. Two,10.

CHAPTER

II

THE EFFICIENCY ATTRIBUTES OF VERTICAL
]NTEGRATION IN THE GRAIN
ELEVATOR INDUSTRY

The country and terminal grain elevator systems in
canada have been vertically integrated since the earliest

days of the grain industry. This chapter develops the
possible reasons why the industry organized in this
fashion by making use of theory developed in the field of

vertical integration.
The grain elevator system functions in such a T,vay
that the principal use of country erevators is to receive
grain by truck from farmers for shipping by rail to
terminals. Terminals receive grain from country elevators
in preparation for sale to intermediate or end users.
Terminal elevators, as appropriate to their function, are
very much larger, handle commensurately larger volumes of
grain and have maintained a higher handling to capacity
ratio than have country elevators. For the crop year
L975-76, for example, the average storage capacity of a
country elevator was slightly under 90,000 bushels, whereas
the average storage capacity of a terminar elevator was
about 5 million br.h"l".28 The functions and relative
sizes of the two types of elevators demonstrate that:

28st"tisticar
[^Iinnipeg, p. L84

Handbook 76, canada Grains councir,

"
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l-. country elevators are feeders for terminal
elevators, and
?
several hundred feeders, oÍ country elevators, are
necessary to supply the needs of a terminal
elevator.
It further follows that if a grain company is to integrate
vertically from the terminal system to the counLry system,
it must be hori zontaLLy integrated in the country elevaLor system as well. The reason for this is simply that
given the relative sizes of terminal and country elevators,
it would not appear that any economic advantage could be
gained from a terminal elevator company owning and
operating one country elevator. It does not follow, however, that if a firm were horizontally integrated at the
country elevator system that it would necessarily be
integrated into the terminal elevator system. The reason
is that a firm with a fairly large line of country elevators could operate at that level alone if reasonable
terms of trade with terminal elevators could be acquired.
Around the turn of the century there were country elevators
operating without being tied to a particular terminal.
However, by the L920s, virtually atl country elevators ü7ere
integrated vertically to terminal elevators or to end
users such as flour mills,
For our purposes, the definition of vertical and
horizontaL integration provided by Kohls are sufficient.
frVertical integration occurs when a firm combines
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activities unlike those it currently performs but related
to them in the sequence of marketing activities .,,29
ItHorizontaT inLegration occurs when a firm gains control
over other firms performing similar activities at the
same level in the marketing sequence."30 Implicit within
Kohls I definition of vertical integration is that a firm
which is vertically integrated transcends the market
mechanism through managerial fiat.
It is this feature of
the vertically integrated firm which has created interest
among economÍsts generally and for us within the canadian
grain elevator industry.
It is interesting to note that much of what might
be termed the theory of vertical integration emanates from
efforts by economists such as Coase, Robbins, Robinson,
Marshall, Clark and Robertson in defining a firrn.3l Coase
defined a firm as consisting of I'the system of relationships which comes into existence when the direction of
resources is dependent on an entreprer"rr."32 Coase
argues that the "main reason why it is profitable to
29n.

L.__Kohl_s,- Marb_eti_lg of

ThÍrd Edition,

New York:

=Agricultural

products,

3otbid. , p. 32.
D1
JrR.
H. Coase, The Nature of the Firm, Readings in
Price Theory, Stigler and Boulding, editors, Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, L952, pp " 33r-35r.
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Ibid. , p.

339.
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establish a firm would seem to be that there is a cost of
using the price mechanism. "33 rn this regard, the pursuÍt
of profit maximization by an entrepreneur will encourage
the development of the firm to the point of indifference
between expanding in a vertical,

horizontar oï conglomerate
direction or making use of the price mechanisûr as the resource allocator among functions. or as coase stated:
hle may .sum up this section of the argument
by saying that
the operation of a market costs
something and by forming an organisation and
allowing. some authority (an teñtrepreneurr) to
direct the resources, ôertain markbting costs
are saved, The entrepreneur has to calry out
his function at less -cost, taking into aôcount
the fact that-he may get factors"of production
at a lower price than-the market transactions
which he supersedes, because it is always
p_osgible to reverE,to the open market ii he
fails to do this.ra
Bnanating from the work of Coase, the theory of
vertical integration progressed first in the direction of
technical complimentarities for cost savings and then
into a more generalized search for cost savings. Bain,
for example, in speaking on the former states that:
...the cases of clear economies of integration
generally involve a physical or technicãl
integration of the processes in a single plant.
A classic case is that of integrating"iron_
making and steel-making to effõct a ðaving in
fuel costs by eliminating a reheating of Ef,"
iron before it is fed to a steel furñace. where
integration does not have this physical or
technical aspect--as it does not,-fo, example,
??
""Ibid.,

p. 336.
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in integrating the production of assorted components with the assembly of those components-the case for cost savingê {Fo* integration is
generally much less cleãr.35
I'riilliamson, in speaking on the ratter, states that:
fn more numerous respects than are commonly
appreciated the substitution of internal
organlzation for market exchange is attractive
less on account of technologicãr economies
sociated with production buE because of whatasmay_be referred to broadly as ftransactional
failures I in the opç;atioñs of maikets for
intermediate goods. Jb
It is the latter position of I^Iilliamson which is
germaine to an analysis of vertical integration in the
canadian grain elevator industry. Before examining
Inlilliamsont s theory it is useful to outline several
characteristics of the industry which are pertinent to the
study of vertical integration.
A.

Output. Cost and Concentration Characteristics of the
Grain Industry

i) Country elevators
As indicated above, country elevators act as
feeders for terminal elevators. The size of a country
e levator is determined to a large degree by the
amount of
grain it can expect to acquire from the area it is planned
35.1. S.
f ndustrial Organization, New york:
^Bain,
John Inliley and Sons
rncffi

36o. E. I,{illiamson, r'The Vertical Integration
of
Production: Market Failuró Considerations, " d;;i¿;;
Economic Review, Vol . 6L, No. 2, May Lg7L,-p.-Tt7.
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to service. At the turn of the century, when the country
elevator system was in the developing stage, the size of
an elevator \.^ras basically limited by the ability of
farmers to deliver grain by horse and wagon and by competition from other elevators at a particular, or nearby,
site. As a result, country elevators \,ùere built wiLh a
storage capacity of about 30,000 bushels and could expect
to handle less than 100,000 bushels of grain in a year.
Over the ensuing several decades, country elevators vrere
expanded in size due to several factors which include
federal government storage policies, improved transportation methods and infrasLructure, improved technology of
grain elevators and various programs undertaken by grain
elevator companies which were designed to improve productivity within the country elevaLor syst.*.37 These
factors have resulted in country elevators being (in fgZS)
on average about 90,000 bushels in storage capacity and
handling slightly greater than 200,000 bushels. A common
characteristic of country elevators, throughout their
history, is their ability to handle several times the
volume that has been generally handled. For example,
whereas over the long run the country elevator system has
37I., regard to the latter point, see: O. P. Tangri,
D. Zasada, and E. I^I. TyrchniewLcz, Country Grain Elevator
Closures: Implications for Grain Elevator Companies,
Center for Transportation Studies, University of Manitoba,
Irlinnipeg, Manitoba, R€search Report No. 10, January L973,

pp. 7-L0.
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attained a handling to capacity ratio of about two, it has
been claimed, âs will be discussed in chapter rrr, that a
ratio of from four to six could be sustained.
Because of the highly variable nature of canadian
grain production and export demand, the output of the
country erevator system and of each grain elevator tends
to be highry variable. For s¡¿mple, receipts of grain at
country elevators were 835 million bushels in Lg66-67, felt
to 583 million in 1968-69 and rose gradually to a peak of
L.02 billion bushels in L}TL-7}.38 As will be shown in
chapter v, the operation of a country grain elevator exhibits a very high lever of fixed costs. These factors
result in a per bushel operating cost which is low in relation to average total cost and net revenue which can
vary substantially year by year. As a result, the pricing
of services, whether established by the industry, or after
19rl by the Board of Grain commissioners, is complicated by
the problem of falling short run operating cost. A further
problem related to the pricing of services is that the
handling and storage functions exhibit a high degree of
conmon costs. As a result, the determination of price for
the separate services by the regulators has not been based
upon marginal cost criteria.
38^
-Canada

Grains Council, ilSlate of the Industry,

I^Iinnipeg, September, L973, ExhiËit 3:
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A further characteristic of country grain eIevators is their specific use and extremely long useful
life.
rt is not unconmon for grain elevators to last for
forty years " The decision to invest in the construction
or purchase of an elevator by company is undertaken
"
therefore, with an added risk factor relative to many
other uses f or the money of the o\,vners or shareholders.
In recent years some very old and small grain elevators
have found an alternate use by being purchased by farmers
for on farm use. This phenomenon, however, does not in any

significant sense reduce the risk to olvners or shareholders

"

ii) Terminal elevators
Terminal grain elevators Ì,üere developed to collect,
store and prepare grain to export standard for loading
into boats for fÍnal sale. By their very nature of acting
as an assembler from country elevators, they are much
larger than the feeders they serve. As a result, there
are f.ar fewer of them and at least in the very early days
of the industry their ownership was much more concentrated
than that of the country elevator system. As is the case
of country elevators, terminal elevators exhibit a high
degree of fixed costs resulting in a relatively low
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average operating cost.39 As well, several functions

within a terminal elevator, such as handling and storing,
exhibit conìmon costs, These factors have resulted in the
prÍcing of these services on something other than a
marginal cost basis.
The terminal elevator system is subject to the
same vagaries of world demand and domestic grain production
ín respect to the output of the terminal system. Using
the same tlrree years as Ì,ve did for the country erevator
system, as an example, the primary receipts of the
terminals at Thunder Bay and the Pacific Coast combined
\,vere 975 mLllion bushels in T966-67, 418 million bushers
in 1968-69 and 921 million bushels in l97L-72. As wirh rhe
country elevator system, the net revenue from the handling
and storage of grain is highfy variable because of the
cost and output characteristics.
B. I,rIilliamsonr s Theory of Vertical Integration
The theory developed by Vrlilliamson regarding the
economic rationale for vertical integration falls under
two broad headings; internal organization and market
ral lure s . 40
39p. S. Ross and partners, Cost Ascertainment
study of Thunder Bay and Pacific coast Terminal Grain Ereya.Lg5g, Prepared for the Grains Group, October L970,
Exhibits V and VI.
40O. E.

I,rIilliamson, rrThe Vertical Integration of
Production: Market Failuró Considerations, I' A.ñerican
Economic Review, Vol " 6L, No. 2, t',tay L97L, pp. tt3-l2,2.
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i) Internal organization
I^Iith respect to the internal organization of a
firm, williamson identifies three areas under which
internalization may be commended as a substitute for a
market; incentives, controls and inherent structural
advantages. The incentive to internalize will exist where
transactions conducted at armrs length by independent
firms would result in difficult and protracted bargaining.
control features relate to the ability to enforce results.
rn an interfirm setting control is determined by the
nature of the contract established between firms, whereas
in the intrafirm setting, control is determined through
management. I^Iith respect to what is terned the inherent
structurar advantage, I^Iilliamson cites the possible economy
of information exchange. For example, in complex matters
communication is facilitated by conmon training and
experience.

ii) Market failures
Market failures as defined by t^iirliamson refer
only to situations whereby transaction costs are econornized
through internalízation relative to market exchange. rn
this regard, three possible areas for market failure are
identified: static versus dynamic markets, contractual
incompleteness and the risk of strategic misrepresentation.

I^lith regard to static markets, I^Iilliamson argues
that provided small numbers exist (bilateral origopory),

vertical integration through merger or bargaining with
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respect to contract terms and conditions is likely to be
an indifferent solution" Parties to such bargaining are

essentially equals and therefore setting a long term
agreement somewhere along a contract curve is probably not
substantively more difficult than deterrnining the asset
valuation for a merger between firms. According to
Iniilliamson, the same condition may not hold, however, in
a dynamic market.
contractual incompleteness may occur in situations
which are essentially dynamic in nature such as wíth
technically complex products or where substantial volume
changes take place in a changing environment. The problem
which occurs is that contract terms cannot be stipulated
exactly for the changing conditions. As a result, a long
term contract must make way for what Iriilliamson terms an
adaptive, sequential decision-making process. Short term
contracts will accomodate such a process, but a series of
short term contracts would be encumbered if the investment
required is specialized, has a long use life and if the
first contract results in less than satisfactory terms for
one of the parties. This could occur where one party has
access to superior technical knowledge or if other "first
movertt advantages exist.
Strategic misrepresentation as defined by tlilliamson
occurs when there exists both ex ante and ex post uncertainty" under such conditions, enforcing the terrns of
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a contract could be impossible and therefore internalization is encouraged because the firmrs access to data
ex post is superior than in the case of market exchange
between firms. Internali zatLon will circumvenL the possibility that contract terms will be opportunistically
exploited by one or both parties to a contract.
C. I^Iilliamsonrs Theory Applied to the Canadian Grain
Elevator Industry
The study of vertical integration in the Canadian
grain elevator industry must be conducted with a view to
the conditions which existed at the time the integration
occurred, which was about eighty years ago. Mr. F. B.
I¡Jells, representing the Peavey interests, stated the
following in his bríef to the Senate Committee studying
Bill a in 1911.
Not only has our fixed investment in Canada
increased with great rapidity during the past
five years, but because of our knowñ financial
responsibility and long experÍ_ence as grain
merchants and warehouseman, wê have beèn able
to extend credit to our Canadian corporations,
which has made it possible for them to aid
materially in the marketing and handling of
the grain crops in the territory which they
s

erve

.

Much of our country construction up to date
has been of a pioneer nature; in some instances,
the elevators being built in'advance of the
opening of the railroad, thus affording the
farmer a market for his grain; and in ãuch a
development we have naturally been obliged to /.1
count upon future rather than immediate profit.*'

4lfh" Senate Select Committee, tvtinutes of proceedings, Bill Q, t'An Act Respecting Grain,rf Ottawa:
Government Printing Bureau, 1911, p. L4.
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The comments made by Mr. Iniells indicates two

features of the elevator industry important to the
analys is

.

1. For the time period in which integrated firms \,vere
establishing their presence in the industry, the
conditions \.vere dynamic.
2 " The building of facilities
in advance of the
opening of rail lines indicates the existence of
?tf irst movertr
advantages.
As well, it is important to reaTLze that while the output
of the elevator industry (either country or terminal) i"
grain, the output is not a homogeneous product. I{ithin
the various grains such as wheat, oats, barley, etc. there
exist several grades which resurts in a large combÍnation
of products which make up the output. The farm output of
grain can change in quantitative terms by type or by grade
rather quickly during the growing season, making the flow
of information from country to terminal locations a valued
commodi ty.
i) Internal organization a lied to the rain elevator
indus try
I^Iith regard to the issues raised by l^Iilliamson,
regarding internal organLzation, alt three points can be
related to the graÍn elevator industry as yielding
inducements to internalizatÍon through vertical integration.
An incentive to internalize exists where protracted
bargaining between parties can be expected. As we have

4L

already indicated, a terminal elevator witl require supplies of grain from hundreds of country elevators in order
to achieve a sufficient volume of graÍn to be profitable.
Even if the country elevators were owned by a few firms,

the number of transactions among firms is likely to be
large unless ârrangements are made for country elevators
to forward virtually all purchases from farmers to a
particular terminal. vrlhile it is conceivable to imagine
such a tie-in between independent firms, the hÍgh degree
of harmonization necessary regarding such issues as:
l. price spreads between farm and country elevator
and country and terminal elevator,
2. which grains should be purchased at the country

elevator level, and
3. which grains should be moved out of the country
elevator to the terminal at what point in time,
would appear to favour internalization.
Because of the complexity and the number of
transactions which would occur, internalization offers
greater control of the process than would the market.
The integrated firm has full control of internal resources
such as manpower, recordkeeping, financial statements and

as a conflict resolution mechanism" Conflict
between firms cannot be resolved in a fashion similar to
that within a firm and therefor" may take the form of
costly and time consuming litigation or bargaining. since
the country and terminal elevators are totally mutually
management
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interdependent, ãny mechanism which would offer control
efficiencies, âs would vertical integration, would, other
things being equal, be preferred.
In regard to inherent structural advantages,
I¡Iilliamson cites information exchange and communications
as offering efficiency gains for vertical integration.
Accurate and timery information provides an invaluable
ingredient to any segment of the grain trade in attaining
its goals. In cases such as country and terminal ele-

vators which are totally interdependent, information
regarding available stocks at atl locations and estimates
of stocks and production at the farm level would tend to
reduce the possibility of divergent expectations among the
two levels of grain elevators. vertical integration also
offers the control to audit such information across the
successive marketing stages increasing the confidence of
users of the information. By reducing the possibility of
divergent expectations and by increasing the potential for
accuracy and timeliness of information, vertical integration would appear to reduce risk and uncertainty over
market transactions. This is most likely to be the case
where the sequential markets are highly interdependent
as is the case of country and terminal grain elevators.
ii) Market failures applied to the grain elevator
Índus try
i^Iith regard to static markets, Itüilliamson argues
that in cases of bilateral monopoly or bilaterat oligopory
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long term or once-for-all contracts would prove to be no
more difficult than vertical integration through merger.
As we have stated above, the time period of concern here,
regarding the grain elevator industry, Ì,vas anything but
static" vertical integration did not, in the main, transpire by way of merger in the development stage but rather
by elevator companies building country elevators to
service their terminal elevators. A rationale for this
form of development was offered by Adelman and it would
appear to apply to the grain elevator industry.
. . . If we start with an industry in its earliest
years, when it is an innovation, it is at first
adapted to and fills a niche in the existing
structure of markets and of factor supply. -It
is essentially a rearrangement of known and
available resources. Few can discern its large
possibitities of growth and for pushing the
capacity of supplying industries and firms.
...4 sluggish response will often force the
growing firm to prgyide its own supplies and/or
marketing outlets. a¿
The comments made by Adelman and tüells indicate that for
rapidly developing industries vertical integration, given

certain conditions, mây very well be inevitable. In the
Canadian grain elevator industry, the opportunities for
growth and profit were seen by American interests which
vüere already operating in a fully integrated manner in the
42tq,.
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United States. In this sense, vertical integration of the
Canadian industry was a natural occurrence.
I¡Iilliamsonrs concept of contractual incompleteness

relates to the problem of contract specification which
results in an incentive to integrate vertically.
The
argument appears to apply very well to the dynamic nature
of the grain elevator industry. In regard to the argument
of contractual incompleteness, the use of the word dynamic
refers not to the growth period of the industry as
discussed above, but rather to the yearly or seasonal
fluctuation in output and prices which add to the risk of
operating within an industry.
If we assume that vertical integration did not
exist, the market structure could have been either an
oligopsony at the terminal elevator level and an oligopoly
at the country elevator level or an oligopsony versus a
highly competitive .country elevator system. The latter,
however, would not likely exist for long. If the oligopsony \,'ras able to extract what might be regarded as more
than favourable terms of trade from the competitive
country elevator operators, the country operators would
form an oligopoly either through horizontal integration or
by commission agents operating on behalf of a great number
of country elevators. The structure of the market,
because of the total interdependency and the need for
countervailing po\iüer on behalf of country elevators, would
in our opinion, tend to become one of bilateral oligopoly.
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Regardless of the concentration at either level of
the industry, as long as the country and terminal elevators
were not vertically

integrated in an ownership sense there
would exist the necessity of the transfer of ownership of
grain from country to terrninal elevators by contracts.
The transfer of ownership from country to terminal elevaLors could take the form of spot sales or short term or
long term contracts.
Spot sales offer maximum flexibitity
to firms since
changing conditions of supply, price and demand can easily
be translated into the buying or selling plans of firms.
This flexibility,
however, adds uncertainty and therefore
cost, particularly at the terminal level, where sales are
arranged months in advance. The expertise needed to
ana1-yze changing markets and to translate the changing
conditions into price offers to country operators would
exist with terminal operators because of their involvernent
with export markets. It is do':btful that similar expertise
would exist at country elevator operations except in the
case of substantial hori zontaL integration at that level
of operation. The necessity to translate world prices as
indicated by prices on the I^Iinnipeg Grain Exchange at the
country level would be essential to the financial viability
of a country elevator. The need for pricing expertise
would therefore encourage integration at the country elevator level. As country elevator operations became Larger
through horizontal integration, risk would increase
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because of the greater volumes of purchases of grain from
farmers which must be financed and because of the rarge

capital investment in country elevators. Because of the
inherent uncertainty involved with spot transactions, this
forrn of ownership transfer would not tikely endure for
either country or terminal elevator operators
The ownership transfer of grain on a spot basis
also has disadvantages related to the number of transactions which must be formed. Each transaction adds to the
cost of doÍng business and the cost wilt be borne
domestically on the assumption that exporters of canadian
grain cannot influence world prices. A further argument
against spot transactions lies with the nature of the
investment in country and terminal elevators. rnvestment
in either country or terminal elevators involves a long run
commitment because of the exceptionally long use life of
facilities and because of the specialLzed nature of the
facilities.
under these conditions, spot transactions are
unlikely to suit the particular needs of the grain elevator
indus try.
Short term contracts between terrrinal and country
elevator operators retain the advantages of spot transactions in being flexible and adaptive to changing market
conditions. They retain, as well, the disadvantages
related to supply continuity, investment risk and the
number of transactions or drawing up of numerous contracts.
In addition to the number of contracts there is the
"
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difficulty of specifying what is in the contract. The
contract would have to specify such things as price,
quantity, grade, dockage and delivery terms. If the
contract deals only with grain in store, the difficulties
may be no more severe than spot

sales, However, if the
contract involves future flows from farms, then contingency
arrangements must also be provided. Divergent expectations as to what the terminals believe their needs will
be and what country operators can expect to receive from
flows, will complicate the drawing up of terrns of the
contract.
Long term contracts would appear to suit the
problems related to investment in facilities and continuity
of supply. However, the longer the term the more difficult

it

to specify the contract because of divergent
expectations and contingency provisions. The longer the
term of the contract the greater becomes the probability
of opportunistic behaviour by parties to the contract.
I^rith market conditions changing frequently as occurs in
the grain business, opportunities for either party to
achieve greater gains outside the contract are bound to
exist. under these circumstances, the terms of a contract
can only be reached through a great deal of time and effort
devoted to specification which must include all possible
contingencies. A contract would likely specify, for
example, actions which would follow a default by either
party. However, litigation or haggling which would follow
becomes
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a default may turn out to be what one might term a negative
sum game; that is, everyone loses. rn this respect, an
or-lnce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and parties
to a contract would probably provide for audit procedures
to monitor the performance of the terms of the contract
by the parties. The complexity of establishing a contract,
particularly under conditions of dynamic markets and a
high level of interdependency between successive stages of
production, favours internalLzatíon through vertical
integration where joint profit maximLzatíon becomes
s implified.
I^Iilliamsonts argument, in regard to the risk of
strategíc misrepresentation, pertains to difficurties in
ex post evaluation of, for example, broken terms of a
contract. The probability of the occurrence of strategic
misrepresentation would be directly proportional to the
degree of opportunistic behaviour available to the parties

to a contract. opportunistic behaviour in turn would be
directly related to the dynamic nature of the indus try,
the degree of difficulty in contract specification, the
degree of difficulty in controrring contract perforñâDCe,
and the type of contract (i.e., short terrn, long term).
The greater the degree of difficurty in ex post evaluation
the greater is the incentive to internarize. rt may be
the case that the issue of misrepresentation has a greater
moral as opposed to economic content. Nonetheless, if
vertical integration reduces risk of strategic
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misrepresentation at a cost less than the cost of bearing
the risk, integratíon will be encouraged.

D. InJilliamsont s Theory in Conclusion
hlilliamsonr s theory in support of vertical integration is based upon the premise that transaction costs
can be reduced, iri certain cases , by substituting the
market with internal organLzation. The simple rule of
profit maximi zatlon demands that output be increased to
the point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. rn
principle, the decision of a firm to expand to a forward
or backward function of the same industry is no different
than the decision as to whether or not to produce one more
unit of output at a particular level of production.
I^ïilliamson has provided a framework f or the marginal
decisions which must be made. rn this regard, w€ have
attempted to make use of his framework to make judgements
respecting the development of vertical integration in the
grain elevator industry. on the basis of the theory one
cannot conclude with certainty that internal organizational
advantages and market failures, taken in the narro\.v sense,
are the reasons for vertical integration within the
industry. Nonetheless, given the characteristics of the
grain industry, wê would conclude that the framework at
least provides plausible reasons for the argument that the
incentives to operate the industry in an integrated manner
existed at the time that the industry organized in that
fashion.
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Inlhile the concrusion is not definitive, two forms
of transaction costs which are likely reduced because of

vertical integration are offered below.
i) Hedging costs
Tf the terminal and country elevators lvere divorced
in ownership, it is probable that both levels of elevators
would hedge purchases to reduce risk. Dual hedging could
be circumvented if agreements \47ere made to the extent that
the terminal operator would purchase everything that was
made available by the country elevator operator on a cost
plus basis. contracts of this type would be most unlikely
given the nature of risk within the industry. The hazard
of such an open contract is that the country operator could
pay any price merely to obtain vorume. The contract could
be refined to the point where the terminal operator would
specify the price to be paid by the country operator and
offer a margin above the set price. The specification of
price may not be an insurmountable barrier to a nonintegrated industrial structure, but when coupled with the
great variety of types and grades of grain, w€ contend the
problems are significant.
clearly as one refines the
argument, wê enter back into the problems of specification,
opportunistic behaviour and control of performance which we
indicated encourages vertical integration. As a result,
if an extremely tight contract cannot be reached at other
than excessive cost and risk, the parties will operate
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closer and closer to a spot basis and dual hedging would
likety result. Vertical integration circunvents the added
cost.

ii)

Commission merchantrs fee

The role of the commission merchant and the fee

paid for the serr¡ice is described by the Grain Markets
Commission of L9T4 as follows.
The conr¡nission merchant is generally credited
with earning the easiest money in the grain trade.
His actual investment of capital is smãll. He
conducts his business largely upon a line of
credit at the bank from which he pays advances to
his clients upon the security of the bills of
lading of the grain whÍch is consigned to him for
sale. As he need neither buy nor éell for his ovün
account, h. is considered to carry no risk and to
be in a position to do the cleanest kind of
business in the trade. Unlike the line elevator
companies, he has not the large capital expenditures involved in the construction of elevators,
nor has he the grief and uncertainty attached to
operation of them. Unlike the êxporter, he
.th"
has not to take a certain amount of risk as to the
movement of prices, the vagaries of freight rates
and his ability to make del-iveries on them. Unlike the miller, he has no
no particular concern as
to whether the price is high or low; his commission is the same in any case. Doubtless the
commission man has his troubles, and among them
he probably counts the fact thaÈ his earnings
_are fixed by " rule of the exchange which places
his commission at one cent per bushel. Alf of
the evidence, however, goes to show that in
making this rule the exchange.f,ealt generously
with Èfre commission merchanl.43
that vertical integration dÍd not exist
and that longer term contracts cannot be struck between
Assuming

43Ruport of The Grain Markets Commission of The
Province of Saskatchewan L9L4, Government Printer,
Regina, L9L4, p. 31.
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terminal and country elevator operators, there would be
vast potential for the role of the commission merchant in
arranging sales between the two levels of elevators.
Through vertical integration the role of the commission
merchant is virtualty eliminated for the firm. Under
separation of ownership the commission merchant would
likely operate on behalf of country operators but the
terminal operator would also maintain personnel for the
buying of grain. under an integrated structure that staff
would be deployed to the efficient transfer of grain from
country to terminal elevators and in this respect would
assume the role of the commission merchant. rt is likely
that a very large proportion of the one cent per bushel
commission fee that was fixed by rules of the I,riinnipeg
Grain Exchange is saved by internarLzatLon of the selling
and br:ying functions. Considering that the large integrated firms \,vere dealing with several rnillion bushels of
grain per year, the savings would be substantial.
E. The Defense of Verti"ul Irtugrutior by th
it
¡r
Elevator Companies
_,h" t"view of Bill Q by a Senate Committee in lgll
which concerned itself, in part, with vertical integratÍon
witnessed the following comments regarding the integrated
structure of the grain elevator industry.
The investments so made have been increased in
the succeeding years, until they no\.,ü represent
some millions of dollars. The beginninþ of the
elevators dates from L902, when tñe Canãdian
Elevator was organized, añd has gro\^in from
building new elevators and acquiring those
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already byilt, until- the company doing country
business has on the list ownèd änd opõrated, 'o,
did until the government of Manitoba'purchaéed
some of those elevators, over three hundred
country grain elevators, representing an in_
vestment of over two millioh dollarsl Now, when
a man builds a country elevator his investment
becomes fixed; he cannot move it like a stock
of. groceries or lumber or implements, to some
other .tgrn, ir case competition becomes severe,
or as his investment beèomes injudicious; but he
must seek his return from that õommunity by
lixing -and building up a trade tributary tó ir.
[,rle f ind ourselves, thèrefore, in a way, citizens
of three hundred different tówns, to Lf,. extent
at least that our money is invesÉed there, and
all our interests lie in the prosperity
or these
communities. There are two wãys -of conducting
grain business: one by a syãtem of indepenãent
?
buyers, commission men, Lermiial elevators- and
carriers, and the other by one interest from the
farmer to the miller or exporter.
Under the first system- the interest of the
farmer ceases when he- sells his grain in the
country; the country elevator buler when it is
loaded on a car and a draft drawä on the Com_
mission house in l,rlinnipeg; the cornmission man
when he has made his sãfð and secured his
mission, the miller when he has closed thecompur_
chase at the best price which a man not int'erested
financially in the- grain is willing to take in
order to secure that commission; tñe terminal
elevalor operator (it ne is not orvner of the
grain) when he has taken in and loaded out the
grain and received his storage and handling
charge; the. exporter when he-has deposited his
foreign exchanþe and the lake carriär when he
has received his freisht.
Please note that Efr" only parties who have
any perraanent investment dependent on grain
olly, are the o\¿rners of the country hoüses and
the terminal elevators.
The second method of handling grain is the
one which we pursue, vLz., the pürõhase frorn the
farmer and carrying-of thé investment in the
grail either in the country or at the terminals
until it is finally_sold tô the miller for use,
or to the exporter f9r shipment. Believing thåt
as an economic question this is_ the right ,"y,
we have constructed t\.do terminal elevaEors--one,
the Ernpire Elevator at Fort i,Iilliam, and one,
the Thunder Bay Elevator at port ArÉhur.
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!ühile the principal reason for buildins these
elevators ïvas to car'ry out the second methõd of
doing business, there lvere others. Inlhen the
Empire elevator was built, nearly all the storage
at Fort l^iilliam was of wood, and the total elevator capacity there \,vas, in our opinion, too
small to handle the prospective crops of the
Northwest to the best advantage. Furthermore,
there was no system for the registration of grain
in terminal elevators. By building our own grain
in our own fireproof bins and to carry it until
marketed, paying the Çgrminal elevator charges
to our own^ eievátors.44
The following are quesLions and ans\,vers at the Senate

hearings.

a. He left the impression on my mind that the
Canadian Northern people would not have gone into
that lease without there was an undertaking on

the part of your people to build a certain number
of elevators, through the country? --4. I will
explain that and I will go into detail a little.
I was in New York--in the first place Mr. Peavey
himself had been approached, through his life,
by the bankers to go into Canada. Twelve years
ago I went up there to investigate. Three of the
principal line companies that are now quoted here
vTere for sale, offered to us. The conditions surrounding the business at that time \^7ere not
advantageous, b.cause lte are bankers and warehousemen, and we wonrt go in where we cannot absolutely
seli our grain for-future delÍvery. InIe do not
speculate at all. So the conditions at that time
\,vere not auspicious. It had been talked by some
of ollr friends in Canada to the MackenzLe & Mann
interest several times, So that they vrere familiar
with us and our business, and name, and I met
Colonel Davidson in New York five years âgo, and he
said the Þlackenzie-Mann people would like to have
us take one of their terminals. I said we would
not consider going into Canada at all unless we
had a terminal. He said, tI think if you will
take the matter up with them you may be able to
obtain a lease of those terminals.r I said, fAll
right, I will take it up with my associates.r
When I got home, Mr" I,trells and I wired'to them
that we would be very glad to confer with them;
44fhu Senate Select Committee, op. cit.,

p.

8.
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and Ì^7e \.vent to Toronto. and one of the conditions
we would not even inveátigate the business unless
we had a lease of those terminals, knowing the
general trend of the business, knowing what ultimately must take place. They finally agreed to
Lhat, and in our written agreement we agreed to

build fifty country elevators to start with;
before we would even consider that we must have
the negotiations settled with regard to the
terminals.4)
a. It gets down to this; the volume of
business done by a terminal elevator is contingent upon the energy thrown into the volume
of business done thror-rgh the country elevator?
--4. Yes.
a. Cut off your connection and you have
nothing to rely úpon? --4. lto.46
The cornrnents by those in the grain trade noted
above claim that for purposes of assured supplies, reduced
cost and the reduction of risk, vertically integrated
operations \,Jere essential. The comment made by I,rIells, as
noted above, implies further that the integrated structure
provides for the availability of lower financing costs
because of the experience and knowledge of those who had
been involved within the American grain trade. The
arguments by the industry are consistent with I,üilliamsonts
theory. The following comments made by Mitchell, while
applied to the oil industry, are also applicable to the
grain industry in our opinion.
...businessmen do not usually couch their arguments
for vertical integration in terms of contractual
or communication problems. Typically, thev will
think in terms of the importance of reliable

45th.
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supplies,

markets, the reduction of risk,

and lower egsured
financing costs. y.t, while what he
is seemingly different, the busínessman is in facÉ
"åy,
the
same
thing
the
as
economist,
hlhen
the
_saying
businessman says he must acquire an upstream
plier.to assure reliable supplies he is sayingsupthat it is impossible to write an ironclad-"rä
cgtplele contract with an upstream supplier that
gives him the assurances he- needs to iiln his
plant efficiently, .or that no upstream company
knows exactly whât he requires änd none is'likefy
to know it in the near future. In brief, becausä
g,f the Ï-mpracticability of p_erfect contrácting or
the lack of communication of his needs. it is
cheaper and more timely for the busineåsman to do
i t himself .
The lower risks and reduced costs of capital
often cited as an advantage of certical intägration must also stem frõm the transactional
advanLages of the integrated firm. The integrated firm can be viewed as a chain of business
entities that are able to enter into longterm
complete contracts, while the nonintegraËed firm
can be viewed as one of a chain of buõiness
entities that is constrained to deal more often in
spot markets because of contractual problems. Because the firm possesses long-run assurances on
the terms of the supply of iLs raw materiars and the
demand for its product, each deparlment of the
integrated firm can plan for anã reaTLze a less
variable leve1 of output and less variable unit

costs in the face of fluctuations in demand and
each-stage of the market. I{nowing its
:upply gt
future
level of operations with relative ceitaintv
permits the integrated firm (l) to incur lower
average costs since knowledge of future rates of
operation generally permits more specialized (tess
f lexible) facifitiês,
and Q) to incur smaller
variations in levels of output
and hence smaller
variations in average unit -cost. This second
advantage results in less variable profits and
hence a less risky investment for the stockholders and bondhôlders of, the integrated ftrm.47
47^!.
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The integration of country and terminal grain

elevators

an innovation to the Canadian grain industry.
As we have argued above, integration likery provided for
\.,ùas

substantial efficiency gains within the industry. The
country elevator transformed the handling of grain from a
labour intensive to a capital intensive operation by
replacing flat warehouses and the bagging or shovelling of
grain. The conmon ownership of country and terminal
elevators provided further innovation and efficiency gains
by facílitating the transfer of grain to terminal positions. That change is resisted might be regarded as a
human failing and to be expected when significant transformations occur within a particular field of endeavour. The
complaints by farmers against integration per sê, \^7ere
likely misguided in that they did not take account of the
efficiency gains made possible through integration. Assuming that the value of canadian grain is determined in
a competitive world market it is expected that mistrust
of the sharing of that value by the various sectors
involved would occur as a particular sector becomes
concentrated

"

F. Vertical Integration and Anticompetitive Effects
As we have noted previously, if vertical integration takes place between country and terminal operations,
there will also be substantial horizontal integration at
the country elevator revel. Because of the size economies
of terminal elevators and their role as assemblers of grain
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from country elevators, the industry can support only a
small number of terminal elevator operators. With fully
integrated firms the small numbers will be translated

directly to country elevator operations as welI. üIithout
entry barriers, particularly at the country elevator
level, a fringe group could possibly operate at that
leveI. This occurred in the very early years of the elevator industry as is evident from the statements made by
members of the grain trade mentioned above (see ff 13, L4).
In respect of the concentration created because of the
development of fully integrated firms, three possible anticompetitive effects are examined.
i) Output and price
Economic theory indicates that the price-output
relationship between highly competitive versLls highly
concentrated industries is that, other things being equal,
output is reduced and prices rise as markets move away
from perfect competition, Output within the grain elevator industry relates to the amount of grain moving
through country and terminal elevators. The output of
the industry is dependent upon grain which is produced on
farms and upon domestic and foreign demand. I^Iithin the
ranges of output that country and terminal elevators have
operated over the long run, it would appear that per unit
operating cost decline rapidly at low levels of output and
less rapidly at higher levels of output. Marginal revenue,
on the other hand, could be considered to be constant

s9

because of agreements made within the grain trade.

pro-

vided that marginal revenue is greater than per bushel
operating cost, there would be no incentive for grain
companies to restrict output.
Revenue

within the grain elevator industry is

determined by handling and storage charges, buying margins
and related volumes of grain. As will be explained more

fully in chapter rv, handling and storage charges uTere
fixed by the elevator companies prior to L9L2 and subsequently by the Board of Grain Commissioners. Buying
margins were established by the elevator companies on the
basis of the closing prices on the l,iinnipeg Grain Exchange.
As is mentioned in Chapter IV, the practice of príce
quotations at country points based upon the decisions of
members of the grain trade led to the belief by farmers
that they faced a virtual monopoly in the selring of their
grain. The following exchange which tool'. place between a
member of the senate and a member of the grain trade during
review of Bill Q provides the rationale of the grain trade
in the fixing of grain prices" The Q and A refer to
questíons and answers.

a. Does not the grain exchange arrange the
price of the grain every day? --A; The giain
exchange does not. The-mari<et price is ñade in
open competition. There is a certain price, the
closing market price, and the price is sent out.
a. If you r^7ere operating ãn elevator in a
to\dn, the grain exchange woul.d send you the
price? -:{. No, -I do not think the lrain exchange
has anything to do with it" There is some
association sends out the price.
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They all get the one price? --A. yes.
a" Andit emãnates from 'one source in l^iinnipeg?
a.
--4" Yes" You can only have thç one price in tire
market, Do matter who fixes it.48
However, even if the price set for a given type of grain
(by grade) I^7as the only price offered by country elevator
operators, competition existed respecting grade and
dockage which affects the ultimate return to the farmer.
As well, non price competitions such as the competency and
honesty of the agent, various other services offered by
the particular grain company such as sales of fertiLtzer
and the provision of credit, would arl be invorved in
attracting patronage from farmers.
The fixing of prices to be offered farmers by the
grain trade would nonetheless provide for highly predictable margins for the elevator companies. If the grain
companies could agree in the first instance to fix m¿rgi¡s,
there would probably not exist any ,cifficulty in ensuring
that the margins vüere not shaded by any of the firms.
shading of margins by offering a higher price than that
established would quickly be matched by competitors. on
the other hand, âfly attempt to raise margin by one firm
would not be followed as farmers would quickly learn of
the action taken and no sales or drastically reduced sales
would likely prevail for that company. The various
companies being ar^7are of the probable reactions which
would ensue from any deviation to the set price would

48rhu

senate select Committee, Minutes of Proceedings,

BiIl Q, rrAn Act Respecting Grainrtr Ottawa:
itg Bureau, I9LL, p.37
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adhere to the pricing schedules. The general adherence to
such a pricing policy by the grain elevator industry would

be because each firm believed that the demand curve for
their services r,Jas tt¡1rl¡"¿,,49 at the set price for grain.
The kinked otigopoly demand curve is generally related to
price rigidity.
The reference here is not to rigidity in

the price of grain but to the rigidity
margins of grain companies.

in the buying

one cannot prove that buying margins were absolutely adhered to by members of the grain trade. However,

there are various pieces of evidence or assumptions that
lead one to believe this was the case:
1. the quotation provided above regarding ,one price
in the market,tt
2, there is no discussion whatsoever in the Senate
proceedings regarding Bill iletî by members of the
grain trade that the buying margin was not adhered
to,
3. complaints by farmers indicate that prices !üere
fixed and adhered to (see Appendix B),
4. it is most unlikely that a grain elevator operator
could unilaterally disregard the price list which
lvas received from his head office on a daily
basis, and
49p. M. sweezy,

Demand Under Conditions of Oligop.ofy, Ame_rican Economið Association, Readings in Price
Theory, Homewood, Tllinois: Richará D. Irwin, L952,

pp. 404-409.
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5, the principle of fixing the country elevator price
relative to the terminal price which was basically
setting the buying margin was adopted by the
Board of Grain Supervisors (see Chapter IV),
indicating the industries acceptance of the
practice.
It might be argued that because corTtpetition was
based upon grade and dockage and other non price items,

that the marketing rnargin w¿s not strictly adhered to by
members of the grain trade. There is clearly some
validity to the observation. However, grade is not as
precise a concept, as is price, âs an indicator of what
any particular elevator agent or elevator company is
offering as an inducement to farmers. rn this regard, it
is possible that if competition on the basis of grade got
trout of handil this could be reflected by agreeing to
increase the buying-margin at a later date. The canada
Grain Act (tgtZ) also provided that farmers could sell on
a street basis to an elevator subject to official grade
and dockage. If farmers vüere generally aware of the
provision and made use of it, the competitive element,
based upon grade and dockåge, would not exist and buying
margins would be intact.
ii) Barriers to entry
It is most unlikely that verLical integration could
act as an absolute barrier to entry. rf profits were at
monopoly levels entry by firms from other industries which
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could acquire technical expertise and arrange for capital
either internally or externally could enter the grain
industry regardless of the entry costs involved.

It would appear that the only significant neÌ,v
entrants on a fully integrated basis after the entry of the
American interests (up to about lglo) were the farmer owned
companies; the Grain Growers Grain company in L9L2 and the
three prairie pools in the mid L9z0s. More recently
cargill Grain entered the industry in the L970s. The
history of the grain trade since the 1930s, however, has
been one of consolidation as opposed to new entry growth.
From the pattern described, one is encouraged to conclude
that monopoly profits did not exist or did not exist for
long during the early years of the grain trade. The entry
of the farmer owned companies might be refrective of
monopoly profits but it was as well a natural outgrowth of
the mistrust that many farmers held for the private grain
trade.

rf vertical integration of the grain erevator
industry caused barriers to entry, arbeit transitory in
nature, those barriers probably took the form of capital
requirements and knowledge. The vertical integrated
structure of the dominant firms in the industry rnade it
virtually impossible to operate on a small scale at the
country erevator level only. rn terms of capital requirements, therefore, to exist within the grain elevator
industry an integrated structure of terminal facilÍties
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\,Jith significant numbers of elevators lvas necessary. By
raising the capital requÍrements the ability of those not
operating on an Íntegrated basis and those who operated as

intermediaries between formerly unintegrated operations
\^7ere placed in jeopardy. However, to concern oneself
totally with the casualties of a market which undergoes
dramatic innovative change is to indulge in concern
respecting competitors as opposed to competition.
Vertical integration increased the barrier to
entry also by increasing the technical kno'¡ledge to operate
eff icienLly within the grain elevator industry. I,rJhereas
prior to the integrated structure it was possible to
operate solely at the country elevator level without
necessarily taking ownership of grain, the integration
innovation demanded that the role of grain buyer, commission agent, terminal operator and seller of grain be
brought together under one controlling interest.
The knowledge necessary to operate withÍn an inte-

grated structure is a form of first-mover advantage raised
by IrIil-liamson. The first-mover advantage relates to the
proposition in l,rlilliamsonrs theory that the inherent
internal organLzation advantages of vertical integration
as well as the possibility of market failures at the
interface of the two systems of grain elevators, provided

for efficiency gains which \^7ere unavailable to unintegrated firms. If the knowledge requirement was not a
scarce resource to the grain industry in Can¿da,
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then it is difficult to explain why it was American
interests that introduced the innovation of vertical
integration and why it took several years for others to
copy their efforts. No doubt, the ans\^7er, iri part, lies
in the fact that the American grain industry was more
mature than the canadian grain industry at the turn of the
century. The American grain interests had already developed the trknowhowtt and vì7ere willing and abre to transfer
the knowledge gained to the canadian industry. rf the
vertÍcally integrated firms \.dere abre to produce a higher
level of profit than the unintegrated grain companies, they
did so, at least in part, because of being first movers in
innovating greater efficiency in grain marketing.
The development of the farmer owned grain companies
is a clear example of the principle of learning by doine
and likely had the effect of gradually reducing the
economic rent achieved by the Anerican innovators. The
Grain Growers Grain company was formed in LgoT and as its
first undertaking acted as a commission agent for grain
consigned to it by farmers. As a commission agent, the
company lvas successful and subsequently entered

the field

of export sales " The success in both fietds of endeavour
tvas due, in part, to the large volumes of grain consignec
to the firm. I^Iith large volumes of grain under its control
the commission fee of one cent per bushel proved highty
profitable and provided the company with the abitity to
be a reliable supplier, The success of the company in
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those two fields no doubt created the impetus to

become

fully integrated. By L9L2 the Grain Growers company was
fu1ly integrated. rn L9L7 the company became known as the
united Grain Growers which continues in existence today.
G. Vertical Integration in Conclusion
By way of theory and actual events which occurred,
we have attempted to provide a rationale for the development of vertical integration within the canadian grain
elevator industry. Intilliamsonf s theory provides a f ramework for anaLyzing the reasons for vertical integration.
Connnents made by those involved with the integrated
companies at that time could be regarded as either statements of fact or statements made to protect narro\,v self
interest. Given the climate of the day, both are likely.
More importantLy, however, those statements tend to support
l^iilliamsonrs theory as do the conditions which existed
within the grain industry around the turn of the century.
If the integrated companies \^7ere able to attain
profit levels above those which existed prior to the
development of fully integrated firms, those profits \.,üere
due, in part, to economic rent available to innovators.
The integrated structure held out no lasting natural or
artificial barriers to entry. The barriers which existed
were transitory in nature as \,vas evidenced by the rise to
maturity of the farmer owned companies. I^Ihile it is
difficult to prove conclusively that efficiency gains \,ùere
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created by fully integrated elerzator companies, the survival of this organi zatLonal form for the past 80 years

provides few, if any, alternative hypotheses. If the
innovation of integration and its attendant profitability
created the incentive for this organi zatLonal form, surely

a superior alternative would rise if it existed.

CHAPTER

THE COUMRY ELEVATOR

III

SYSTÞ{:

HANDLING

OR STORAGE ORIENTED

This chapter examines the handling versus storage
orientation of the country elevator system. For the
purposes of Lhis study, the determination of whether the
systern is handling or storage oriented is based upon the
potential handling to capacity ratio as opposed to the
actual handling to capacÍty ratio of the elevator system.
As is indicated below, many who have commented on this
subject, either directly or indirectly, have claimed that
excess storage capacity exists, and therefore that the
elevator system is storage oriented.
One hypothesis given for the storage orientation
of the system is that the storage tariff is in excess of
the cost of storage, therefore encouraging the building of
excess capacity. By examining the development of storage
capacity over several decades, the hypothesis is analytically tested.
Table I shov¿s the handling to capacity ratio for
the country elevator system since 1903. Over the long run
the system has managed to handle only about twice its
storage capacity per year. If one assumes that the
average stocks in store \,üere in the order of seventy
percent, then on average, every bushel handled would
68
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TABLE

I

HANDLING TO CAPACITY RATIO OF THE COUNIRY GRA]N
ELEVATOR SYSTH!,1: 1903_04 ro 1980-81

Year

Primary Receipts
(Bushels x 106)

1903- 04

36 .60

L904-05
1905-06
L906-07
1907- 08
1908-09

1909-r0

1910-11
L9LL-L2
L9L2-L3
L9L3-L4
L9L4-L5
19 15- 16

L9L6-L7
L9L7 -L8
19 18- 19

T9L9-20
L920-2L
L92L-22
L922-23
L923-24
L924-25
L92s-26
L926-27
T927

64.L4

40.5r

59. 13
115.08
L03.49
L57.43
L72.98
T99 .4L
134.03
373.77
265 .86
230.45
L78.L6
195.53
263.94

3r6.

19

389.27
503.72
276.89

-28

4L2 "T4
381. 14
459 .83

-30

286 .30

T928-29
L929

39.23
59.L7

1930-31
L93L-32
L932-33
L933-34
L934-3s
193s-36
L936-37
r9 37- 38
19 38- 39

L939-40
T940-4L

548.64

363.04

30s " 23
424 "25

8.85
278.63
268.62
2L9 .58
r84. 5s
27

3s4 " 47

488. 8s
5L7 .22

srorage capa c\ty
(Bushels x 106)
27 .2L

28.49
3L.32
36.60
39.78
43 .04
54.46
57 .49
62 .07
70. 88
80. 04

86.65
94.32
103. 5r
LT7 .34
L24.86
T26.95
L29.07

r30.8r

L33 .7 5

133.96

r38.32

L4L.32
L46 .64
L55.L2
L78.62
L92 .86
193. 33
L92.38
L92 .45
L92 .7 5

LgL.07
189.93

r89. 36
L89.2s
T89 "7L
L90"76
201. 33

t"8jotå:?.i'
Rãtio
L"4

L.4
L,9

1.8

r.0

T.4

2.L

r.8

2.5
2.4
2.5
L,6

4.0
2.6
2.0
L.4
1.5

2,L
2.4
2.9
3.8
2.0
10 J

1.

2.6
3.0
3.1
1.5

T,9
L.6
)t

1.5
1.5
L.4
T.2

1.0
1.9
2.6
2"6

(Continued)
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TABLE

Year
L94L-42
42- 43

L9

L9 43- 44
L9 44- 45
L9 45- 46

L946-47
T947-48
L9 48- 49
L9 49 -s0

1950-51
L95L-52
T952-53
L953-54
L954-55
L955-56
L9 56 -57
L957 -58
L9 58-59
19s9-60
T960-6L
L96L-62
L962-63
L963-64
L964-65
T965-66
L966-67
L967 -68
L968-69
L969 -7 0
L97 0-7L
T97 L-7 2
L97 2-7 3
L97 3-7 4
L97 4-7 5
L97 5-7 6

L976-77

L977 -7 8
L97 8-7 9

1979-80

1980-8r

Primary ReceiBts
(Bushels x rOb)
2L7 .25

494.7 4
578.08
57 2 .96

4r9. 80

5L2,4L
404.9L
482 .83
463 .53
564.64
7 37 .40
844.86
608.34
524.55
567.30
585.44
583.08
548.48
5L9 .69
555.28
4L8.27
672.35
7 43.L4
67 5

.56

769.s0
835 .42

609.00
583.22
660 .7 4
7 85 .L6

952.25
993.LL
877.84
7 34 .38
880.60
23. t8*

27.62*
22.6Lx
27.34*
27.03*

I (ContÍnued)

Storage Capa cLty
(Bushels x IOo)

Handling to
Cap

acity

Rati

L97.09
T96.95
L97.34
L96.97
L97.L5
L97.L6
L98.L2
20L. 47
206.24
283.06
292 .54

1.

)
)
)
)

o

I
5
9
9

I

2. 6

)
)
)
)
)
')

306 . s9
3r9. 84

l.

333.70
345.20
357.54
365.80
37 4.46
381.95
362.9L

1.
1.

0

4
3

0
5

8
9
6
6
6
6
5

t.
t.
t. 4
I. 5
t. I
t. 8
1.

.36
367.47
368.78
37 6 .6L
381. 33
384. 5s
389.68
392.4L
396 .34
398.83
393.99
377.80
368.03
362.27
35s .47
37 0

,)

l.
,)
t
1.

0
8

0
2
6

t. 5
l. 7

,
)

0

n

4

4

) 6
2. 4
) 0
) 5

9.63*
g .32*
9.25*

3. 0
) 4

9. 05*
8. 75*

3.

0

3. I
(

Continued

)

7I
TABLE

I (Continued)

* rndicates figures recorded in mÍllions of

tonnes.

souRCE: canadian Grain commission except 1903-04 to rgog09 which are from the Report of the Elevator
commission of the Provin-ce of saskatche\,van, 1910.
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remain in storage for about 4.2 months. hrith regard to the
handling or throughput potential of the country elevator

system, the length of storage is excessive. For example,
as far back as L9L5-L6 the handring to capacity ratio \47as

four. Assuming average stocks at seventy percent, it
results j-n an average length of storage of 2. I months.
The study by Fleming and yanso,rrriSO indicates that a ratio

of 6.5 to t might be the maximum turnover rate depending
upon capacity. They also state in their report that,
ttalthough operators claim that under ideal
circumstances
throughput ratios could be much higher, overall system
constraints and inefficiencies such as those imposed by
rail operations, climatic or market conditions, are un_
likely to permit much higher systen-wide average throughput ratios."51 rt should be obvious that a discussion of
throughput ratios abstracts from the issue of the number
and the location of country elevators. These factors
become determinable only if one specifies the size or
sizes of grain elevator. Putting this problem aside and
using a ratio of approximately 6 to l, as suggested by
Fleming and Yansouni, and further assuming the utilization
of storage space at seventy percent results in an average
length of storage of 1.4 months.
5oM. s. Fleming and P. A. Yansouni, rrPrairie
Grain
Handling and Transportãtion System Eff iciency, r' Report
l0-78-lã, Canadian' Transoort Commission, Ottawa/Hutl, No.
Septembei L978, p. 25.
5

lrbio

.
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vüith regard to how much storage space is essential
in the country elevator system, severar views have been

expressed" The chief commissioner of the canadian Inlheat
Board was questioned in L959 about the amount of commercial
storage available in reration to on-farm stocks. The
question asked by federal Member of parliament lvas:
"
. . . Is there not some line of demarcation between
the two that the farmer could profit from and
which would not discourage the- shipping position?
The Chief Commiss ioner t s response rvas as f ollows :
Yes there ir, and I shall give you a personal
opinion. In my personal view the poiirt of
demarcation has just about been arrived at. I
think we have just about provided a balance
between commerõial posÍti-on and stocks on the
farm. That is why I suggest that I would not
advocate an increase in òomme¡çiaI capacity and
store less grain on the fa'rm.5'2

rn L969 the chief commission of the canadían Inlheat Board
made a similar comment upon questioning.53 D-rring that
ten year period, exports of wheat were at least fifty
percent higher than they \,vere around the mid to end 1950s
while the capacity of the country elevator systern had
increased by about ten percent.
rn L960 the president of the saskatchewan wheat
Pool was questioned as to whether there was adequate
52standing Committee
on Agriculture and ColoniProceedilgl
of
Evidence, Orrawa:
Z?t\o_r],
Printer, June 23, 1959,anã
Queen's Yinutes
p. 274.
3Standing Committee
on Agriculture, Minutes of
Proceedings alq_Evidence, Ottawa: eueenfs Érinter, May
'
27

,

L969

,"p, T602.
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storage space in Saskatchewan" His reply was: rrI think
Ìre are very much overbui Lt.,,54 !ühile it is the case that
in saskatchewan the handling to capacity ratio of country

elevators is generally lower than in the other two prairie
provinces, his comment indicates that the storage space
available was above that which was sufficient. rt would
not be presumptuous to assume that the president of the
saskatchewan hlheat Pool and the chief commissioner of the
canadian Inlheat Board had quite different views on the
storage requirements of the elevator system.
The Report of the canadian Grain lilarketing Review
committee which reported to the canadian I,rlheat Board in
L97L, stated that stocks of all grains in store in country
elevators should not exceed 250 million bushels.55 The
level of utilLzation at which one assumes con€lestion will
take place will determine the total space necessary. At
eighty percent, Í.or- example, about 310 million bushels
wourd be necessary, ãt ninety percent about 275 mLllion
would be necessary, whereas at seventy percent about 360
mirlion bushels would be required. rn L977 the country
elevator system contained about 344 mlllion bushers of
54standing Committee on
Agriculture and Colonizatíon, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, Ottawa:

Queenrs

Printer, May 20, 196Õ, p. 208.
55_
-Report

of the Canadian Grain Marketing Review
committee, submitted to the canadian üJheat Board, lriinnipeg,
January L2, L97L, p. 23.
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storage capacity which was a reduction of about 55 million
bushels since L97L. At the time the review committee wrote
its report, the country system was overbuilt as measured by

the need estimated by the committee by between 40 and f00
million bushels " Since that time the country elevator
industry has significantly reduced the total storage space
available and is well on its way to having what the Review
Committee would have considered the necessary amount of
s

torage

.

The study by Fleming and Yansouni, as mentioned

above, estimated that a handling to capacity ratio of about
6:5 to I would be sustainable and would be sufficient to

successfully forward grain to meet terminal demands. At a
projected demand for country elevator or:tput of one billion
bushels, a handling to capacity ratio of six, and seventy
percent utilization, about 240 mLllion bushels of space
would be sufficient
Heffelfinger, in a paper discussing the rationalízatLon of the country elevator system, concluded Lhe
following:
The commercial country elevator system should be
made up of somewhere between 200 and 240 mi.llion
bushels of licensed capacity. Each elevator
facility would have between 400 and 450 thousand
bushels of licensed capacity. This would require
some 500 elerzators, handling in the neighbourhood
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of Tl mLllion bushels each per year, located al.
approximately f80 central marketing locations")o
Heffelfingerrs estimate was made for
750 million bushels. To put this in
bushels, the needed storage capacity
vator level would be in the order of

a handling of about
terms of one billion
at the country ele270-320 million

bushels
These estimates tend to differ

from the estimate

or opinion of the Chief Commissioner of the Vüheat Board
made in 1959 and again in 1969. This is not to be unexpected, ho\,vever, as the lrlheat Board would, in our
opinion, opt for more accessible stock than might be
necessary. The reason is that the inability to deliver to
waiting ships or to terminal position leads to demurrage
charges and lost sales for which the lriheat Board is often
criticized.
If one is looking to the future when the country
system may very well be forwarding one billion or more
bushels as a long term average, the amount of storage
capacity which exists presently, about 320 million
bushels, may not be terribly excessive. However, going
back into the 1950s and early 1960s, when country elevator
shipments \.,üere 700 million bushels or less, the country
56

G. Heffelf inger, rrThe Long Range Rationalization of the Grain Collection System in I¡üestern Canada,'r
presented to the graduates of the Farm Business Group
Programme, Manitob¿ Department of Agriculture, March 31,
L970, pp " 7-8.
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erevator system was overbuilt and storage oriented,
particularly when viewed from the point of view of the
potential handling to capacity ratio of the system.
The development of the country erevator system,
to the end of the 1960s when the storage capacity was

pushing 400 million bushels t\7as a function of several
factors. The primary factors appear to have been:

competition, policies of the federal government, and the
handling and storage tariffs.

A. Competition
The primary function of the country elevator system
is to act as a feeder to terminal erevators, and in this
regard the country-Lerminal interface has been verticalry
integrated frorn the turn of the century. rn order to
maintain a profitable verticatly integrated system, large
volumes of grain purchased on a street basis at the country
level was necessary. To attract patronage, a rine of
country elevators could not be broadly spaced, but rather
close together to draw farmers whose mode of travel was
limited to horse and wagon. The factors of competition and
a limited travel renge resulted in grain elevators becoming
ubiquitous across the prairie landscape. The growth of
Ëhe country elevator system followed closely the development of railway trackage as shown in Table II below.
The competition for deliveries of grain from
Farmers hias conducted not only by the grain companies but
by the railway companies as well. The need for volurne and
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TABLE

II

DEVELOPMENI OF THE RAIL NEThIORK AND COUNIRY GRAIN
ELEVATORS IN THE PRAIRIE PROVII{CES
1906 to 1935

Year

Total Miles of Line

19 06

5,966.L

L,049

1

No, of Country Elevators'

l0
19 l5

,640.9

L,766

T2,998.5

2,753

L920

15,098. 3

3,730

L925

16

3

4,294

1930

L8,L92.2

5,734

t9 35

L9

5,729

19

7

,560.

,285.2

L^
-Canadian

Grain Commission.

SOURCE: Canada Grains Council, State of the Industry,
lrrinnipeg, September 10, L973, p. Exhibit 5,A.
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turnover of capital equipment was as necessary for the
railways as it was f or the grain companies. I^Iith the
invention of the country elevator and their introduction
into the prairies, the railway companies embraced the
technical superiority of the grain erevator over flat
warehouses and loading platforrns by granting space at a
nominal fee for their construction and use, to the
exclusion of the latter. This practice, however, !\ias
prohibited in the Manitoba Grain Act of rgoo and the right
of farmers to the use of loading platforms continues to
exist today.
As the railway companies !{ere some of the first
to construct terminar facilities at the head of the Lakes,
their lease or ultimate sare to the private grain trade
\,ras used as a lever to have country grain elevators built
along their railway lines. The following infornation given
in 19ll by Heffelfinger at committee stage regarding the
debate of Bill a (Canada Grain Act) provides detail on the
role of the railway companies in soliciting expansion of
country grain elevator facilities.
The railroad company. \,vere desirous of having
ample facilities along their road, and provisioñ
for additional elevatórs and graiír markäts as fast
as new lines were constructed. The provisions of
this contract obligated the Atlas Elevator
Company, Limited, _ãnd the Security Elevator
Company, Limited-(the former orn"á bv the Douslas
interests and the latter_ by the pea,uy interesEs),
to construct each a total of 80 country erevatoré
(making a total of f60), within five yó"ts. This
meant an investment of one million dollars. Thev
gl"o_required that an additional ten per cent (o1,
L6 elevators) should b. placed at contiguous
points, also in addition elevators must be built
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at a1l junction points with other railroad lines

where there is another elevator in the competing line. _ These two latter items would require
an additional investment of frorn $150,000 upwárds.
ï might add that in armost arl cases Ëhur" iatter
would mean unprofitable investments for the elevator companies., being built as they r,rere for the
protection of the- railway cornpanyts-business
and
at locations prþich the tine eieväto, companies
comoanies
rvt,
J ) /
^.-^.i
try l-n
to avoid.
The actions of the railways in the formative years of the

graÍn elevator industry no doubt contributed to the overbuilding of the system in order to maximize the movement
of grain along their ordn lines. The encouragement given
by the railways to build grain erevators in some respects
has the effect of treating possible elevator sites as a
free good. The return to the railway was the volume of
grain to be shipped along their line as opposed to site
rentals and as a result it was not in the interest of the
railways to ration sites.
The development of farrner owned country elevators
became significant only after the passage of the canada
Grain Act of L9L2, by which time it was evident that
governments would not nationalize the elevator industry as
was lobbied for under the partridge plan. At the turn of
the century there \,,rere about 447 country elevators of
which only 26 were owned by farmer".58 By Lg26, among the
57gu

1-(e), I'An_Act Respecting Grain,r' Minutes and
Proceedin_gs _bef ore-the select c'ommittãe, Erriåencã piãvi¿e¿
r-by F. T. Heffelfinger, Ottawa, 1911, p.'23.
58C. F. lrtilson, A Century of
Canadian Grain-

_
Saskatoon,

Saskatchewaá:

l
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united Grain Growers and the three prairie pools, farmers
owned and operated about 1,050 country grain elevators out
of the approximately 4,400 operating at the time. By the
time of the depression, the farmer owned companies operated
about 2,L00 out of the 5,600 that existed. Therefore,
during the first twenty-five yeaïs, Lhe growth of the elevator industry was predominantly in the hands of the
private companies, whereas for the succeeding five years it
lvas predominantly in the hands of the farmer owned
companies.

The growth of storage capacity of the country
system followed along similar lines increasing from L2.g
million bushels in 1900 to L4L,3 milrion bushels by Lgz5_26

and to L92.9 million bushels by L92g-30, The average size

of elevator throughout the first 30 years of this century
rdas in the order of 30-35 thousand bushels. During the
period L9L0-29, average handlings per elevator seldom rose
above 100,000 bushels per year, but with the size of plant

in existence the handling to capacity ratio \,ras three or
better on four occâsions. The drive for patronage among
eler¡ator companies, while providing competition for
farmers, ãt the same time deprived the country elevator
system from achieving the handring efficiency of which it
is capable" For example, patton relates the following

incident:
Di:ring. L926--27
elevator at Sperling,
^the_pool
'sfroweC"å
Manitoba (of 60,000^
bushel capacity)
-Revenues
turnover of 400,000 bushels.
from
handling, storing and cleaning charges, grade
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gains and overages, sales of screenings and
premiums, yielded a net surplus to meñbers
equivalent- to the entire co'st of the eie.rãtor.
of course, âo exceprionat
Tl::.::p5çsents,
'
s no\,vr_ng .

I^Ihile the case is no doubt exceptionar, it displays the
tremendous potential of the country grain elevator to
handle grain. A major factor inhibiting grain erevators
from reaching a greater proportion of their handting eff

iciency

r.,ras

the

overbi_ri

lt system.

B. Federal Government policy
Federal government policy regardÍng the storage of
grain, predominantly wheat, has shifted frorn crisis to

crisis.

rt has, from time to time, developed programs to
encourage the building of storage facilities and at other
times to reduce the storage and production of grain. The
storage of wheat has, in the past, been linked to the
problems relating to the income of farners and more
generally, with marketing problems created by world
conditions. The time period from i,Iorld Inlar I to the end
of l^Iorld [.I,ar rr set in motion the centralLzed marketing,
through the canadian hlheat Board, which continues today.
During Inlorld lrtar f the policy of the federal
government was to ensure that wheat stocks beyond domestic
needs \.vere made available to Britain.

The country ele-

vator system was operated as a warehouse for the Board of
s9..
"'H. s. P_atton,

[,Ie s

p

.

te rn Canada
262ff. "

,

Grgin Growers Cooperation in
Harvard : Harvard Univers i tyTres n LgZg ,
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Grain supervisors during L9L7-L9L9 and fixed charges for
services performed were paid to the grain elevator
companies. I,'Ihile the federal government was not favourably
disposed to control the marketing of wheat and had
intended to reopen the Grain Exchange follo.,ving the f918L9L9 crop year, world conditions did not pernit this course
of action to be pursued. open market trading in Europe had
not resumed and as a result of central purchasing there,
the government of canada established the canadian Inlheat
Board to handle the L9L9-T920 marketing of wheat,

As

agents of the Board, the grain companies \,vere paid for
their services in a manner similar to that under the Board

of Grain Supervisors.
Due to fortuitous events and intelligent marketing
by the Canadian hlheat Board, wheat farmers achieved very
high returns for the L9L9-20 crop. The initial payment was
$2.15 per bushel while the participation certificate (finat
payment) yielded 48 cents per br:sh"1.60 The results
achieved by the Canadian lrlLreat Board, fortuitous or otherwise, preceded the drop in price coinciding with the
resumption of futures trading and led farmers Lo lobby for
the reinstatement of the Canadian I,rlheat Board. The denial
of this, oÐ the part of the government, vùas consistent with
the federal government stance since the very late 1800s.
6Owilson, op.

cit., p.

165.
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Even though the federal government did not actively

pursue a policy regarding the grain handling system at the

country level at that time, indirectly there was a
significant effect. The refusal to appoint a permanent

following the success of the L9L9-20 venture,
led to the development of the Pool Elevator companies. By
nrid-year of T929 the assets of the three Pool Elevator
companies included T,642 grain elevators with a storape
capacity of almost 58 rnillion bushels.6l Whil" the
developrnent of the Pool Elevator companies resulted in sone
needless duplication of facilities,
from a technical
efficiency point of view, the position taken by the
government left little choice for those farmers who felt
strongly against the fully integrated privately owned
companies and the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.
I^Inile the federal government took no active role
in country elevator facilities to 1930, this rras not the
The Partridge Plan and the
case with terminal facilities.
Senate Committee hearings regarding. Bitl Q concerned themselves with the involvement of the federal government at
the terrninal level. Subsequent to the Senate Committee
hearings, the Canada Grain Act was passed without the
controversial divorcement of vertical integration provision
which had been deleted by the Senate. As a compromise,
the Canada Grain Act of T9L2 empowered the government to
I,rlheat Board,

6lr'. I^j. Hamilton,
-Service at
Saskatchetvan: Modern Press, p, Of .

Cost , Saskatoon,
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build and operate terminal elevators, The government
moved quickly with that power and built terminal elevators
at Port Arthur, Vancouver, Halifax and Prince Rupert,
Interior elevators r,,üere built at Floose Jaw, Saskatoon,
CaLgary, Edmonton and Lethbridge.
The terminal at port Arthur \,üas of most in¡mediate

use and resulted, within a few years, in displaying the
benefits to be derived from vertical integration. of the

functions to be played by the terminal, of great importance
Ì,vas that of giving farmers a terminal position for grain
without the necessity of being tied to ân integrated firm.
It also allowed the Board of Grain Conmissioners, by
actually operating a terminal elevator, the ability to
more effectively set terminal tariffs.
However, because
the grain companies doubled terminal capacity at the Lakehead between L9L6 and T920, and because the government
terminal elevator did not have a line of country elevators
from which to receive grain, the terminal operated with
highly variable receipts of grain on a year by year basis.
As a result, the elevator did not prove effective in
either regard
The government terminal was eventually leased to

a

fully integrated grain company which could more effectively
make use of the facility.
The general manager of the
government elevator wrote the following regarding the
terminal elevator: Itrhe complaints that the farmers were
not getting a fair deal from the line companies r^7ere not
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borne out, inasmuch as during the early years of operation,
no more than ten percent of the grain received ín any one

year represented direct shipments by farmers .,,62 The
connnents by the general manager of the government terminal
are interesting as the little made use of the elevator by
farmers could not have been due to a lack of knowledge
of its existence or that farmers \,\iere not making use of
producer cars from which grain could be directed to that

terminal elevator, The urgings of the Grain Growers
Association for the federal government to take over the
terminals and as a result, divorce terminal and country
elevator ownership rnust have been widely known by farmers.
rn the same regard, the reluctance of the government to
take such action and the subsequent buirding of the port
Arthur terminal and its potential for use by farmers must
also have been well known. The lack of use of this terminal by farrners r^7as also not as a result of farmers not
making use of platform roadings. During the period subsequent to the elevator becoming operable in 1913, pratform
loadings \,üere never less than 20 mLllion bushers and were
as high as 65 million bushels up to the mid L9ZOs,
The inland terminals, on the other hand, have had
a very spotty existence with the major obstacles being that
the grain in store is not in export position and because
62_
-Report

of the Interdepartmental Committee on
Grain Storag^e^and Handting-in-cãnããä; Vöiumð'
ï;-õ¡¡u;;,
September L962, p. 352.
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of the double handling charges that are incurred by their
use. rn times when storage facilities are at a premium
these facilities have been used for storage purposes,
otherwise the grain companies would obviousry prefer the
use of their own facilities whereby revenues are gained at
both the country and terminal positions. The federar
government has recently sold all the inland terminals and
their use should be increased as they become integrated
into the ner^7 o\,vners I marketing methods.
The grievances of grain farmers received a great

deal of attention by the federar and provincial governments
between f900 and L920. During this period, several
commissions had reported that the Grein Exchange was an
efficient price discovery mechanism and that regulatory
activities should be established which would maximize the
alternatives for farmers to markets their grain. The
federal government and the government of Manitoba, acquiesced to producer demands by experimenting with ownership
of terminal and country elevators, respectively. That
both attempts were unsuccessful \^7as, in part, because the
experimental elevators did not operate in a fully integrated manner as did the private grain elevator companies.
If the period of the 1920s was one of growth within the grain industry, the period of the 1930s was the
exact opposite. The depression brought falting prices,
falling world trade in wheat and accumulation of stocks.
Table rrr shows the average farm price for, and the total
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TABLE

III

AVERAGE FARM PRICE FOR I^IHEAT AND
TOTAL FARM VALUE OF WHEAT

L928-29 to T939-40

Crop Year

Average Farm Price
($ per bushel)

Total Farm Value
($ l, ooos )

L928-29

0. 78

424,039

L929 -30

1. 03

287,67L

1930-31

0.47

L87 ,279

L93L-32

0

.37

LLz ,490

L932-33

0.34

L44,333

L933-34

0.47

L23,Lgg

T934-35

0.60

L59 ,027

193s-36

0.60

L59 ,67

L936-37

0.92

185,590

L937 -38

1. 03

l6

1938- 39

0. s8

196,390

L939 - 40

0. s3

264,L45

l,

7

016

F. [,/ilson, A Century of Canadian Graifl,
Saskatoon: Saskatcher.van : Þf odern pres s J 97 B ,
p. 246 .

SOURCE: C"
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farm value of, wheat during the period Lgzg-zg to Lg3g-40.
The fall in the farm v¿lue of wheat from Lgzg-zg to
L93L-32 is indicative of the problem facing western farmers
during that time period and resulted in federal policy
searching for ways to shore up farm income,
The three prairie Pools, operating much as did the
canadian l¡Iheat Board of L9L9-20 by way of giving producers

initial pa¡rments upon delivery of grain and a share in any
profit from pooled sales, encountered financial difficulties during this period" The initial payments given to
farmer members for L928 and L9z9 \,üere too high relative to
the world price and as a result governments, first pro-

vincial and then federal, stepped in to guarantee the bank
loans of the Pools in order to help them remain solvent.
overpayments by the three Pools on their L929 initial
pa¡rments Ì,vere about $22,9 million, virtually all of which
lvas eventually repaid to the respective provincial
governments. 63

The role of the federal government in attempting to
support producers \,vas one of price support, but in a

rather unique fashion. The central selling Agency of the
three Pools was disbanded and the federal government
instituted its o\47n central agency under J. r. lulcFarland.
For four and a half years ÞícFarland bought wheat on a
63

C" F. lrlilson, A Century of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoon, Saskatcher,ùan: Modern press, L978, pp. :OS-

306.
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special government account to support prices whenever such
action was deemed necessary. A detailed account of this
period is provided by IrJil"orr.64 Because the actions taken
by McFarland lrere indirectly supportive of price, it was
impossible to calculate the benefits to producers on a per
bushel basis. t^Iith a direct stake in the cost of carrying
stocks, McFarland questioned the storage tariff at elevators as established by the Board of Grain comnissioners.
rt was at his urgings that the storage tariff was reduced.
The decision of the government to support the
market for wheat through the traditional free market
mechanism (the Grain Exchange futures market) was consistent with government policy since the turn of the
century. The operation of the Board of Grain supervisors
and the canadian Inlheat Board during the period LgL6-L9?:o
r,vas under exactly opposite circumstances to those of
the
early years of the depressi.on. The problem durÍng the
T9L6-T920 period was to distribute short supplies while the
depression period witnessed excess supply relative to a
depressed world trade in wheat.
rt is somewhat ironic that after the support given
to futures trading in those difficult years that it was
the Exchange itself that was partly responsible for the
reintroduction of the Canadian Wheat Board. I^Iith large
carryovers of wheat, the government was considering a
.,
64-.
-'Ibid.,
pp. 4L6-448.
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wheat acreage reduction scheme and McFarrand sought the
support of the Exchange" The Exchange not only refused

to give support to the reduction of acreage, but spoke in
rather glowing terms about how it had ,functioned continuously and, oD the whole, smoothry, under the abnornnal
strains of the past three or f our years.,,65 McFarland,
who had developed and

carried out the support program, and
the Prime Minister who had supported his work in what can
only be described as trying politicar times, were disappointed by this lack of support.
The canadian l,rrneat Board of 1935 was established,

not as a monopsony agency, but rather âs a voluntary one
much in the same line as the central selling Agency that
the Pools had established. The nor^r traditional operations
of initial payments and participation certif icates \,vere
enployed and this mechanism operated along with the private
trade which used the exchange mechanisms for hedging,

speculation and the setting of. street prices. The need for
a Board was accepted by all politicar parties of the day,
in part because it was felt that rarge stocks could be
held by the government without the disastrous low prices
that would likely occur on the futures market. Though the

federal government of 1936 r,üas intent upon the demise of
the I^Iheat Board, it could not announce its intentions untir
the report of the Turgeon commission, which was appointed
65wrlson,

ibid., p.

455.
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in 1936, was tendered, I^Iith the potential for large
surpluses occurring for the f938-39 crop year, the Turgeon
Commission reconrnended the [r]"neat Board continue in operation to meet the conditions which might arise" Under
pressure f rom farmers, the government maintained the I,rIheat
Board and set an initial payment of 80 cents for I
Northern and as a result of low prices as determined on
the futures market, suffered a loss of some 62 m|Llion
dollars.66
For the L939-40 crop year the government announced
a 70 cent per bushel initial price, but with maximum
deliveries of 5,000 bushels of wheat per farn. The changes
from the preceding yeaT \^7ere important since the quota of
5,000 bushels per farm would place an upper limit, ât
least volume wise, regarding the possible losses to the
treasury, and it was the first time also that quotas were
used. As well, the initial price was made statutory,
possibly with the hope that this would make the government
decision regarding initial prices simpler if the Board \rere
to continue in existence beyond the crop year" The
depressed markets due to the war and the exceptional crops
of L939 and L940 resulted in record carryovers of wheat.
This was to set the stage which embarked the Canadian grain
66wilson, ibid., p. 565.
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TABLE IV
STOCKS OF I^IHEAT AND

AS OF JULY 3I:

Year

üIheat

ALL GRAINS IN
L939 to L943

Total All Total Storage
Grains
Capacity

STORE

Country Elevator,
Storage Capacityr

--(Thousands of Bushefs)--

L939

98,229

LLg,472

424,290

L90 ,7 59

T940

283,L87

304, gg I

510, l5g

27 3 ,gL3

466 ,L7 5

482,659

60l,lgl

307

L942 4L3,306
L943 397,4L9

343,530

604,254

309,608

469 ,7 44

605,ggg

309,996

L9

4L

,065

lCrn"da Grains Council, State
of the Industry,
lniinnipeg, L973, Exhibit 48.
SOURCE:

Canadian Inlheat Board Annual Report, lr/innipeg,
L956-57

, Table VII.
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handling industry upon a storage program which was to last
at least three decades.
Table IV shows the dramatic turn of events regarding grain stocks and storage capacity from 1938 to
T943. I^iith wheat crops of over one billion bushels in
total for 1939 and L940 and the limited export markets
open during times of war, the government had little
option
but to arrange for the storage of surplus grains which
burgeoned from ll9 million to 469 mLLlion bushels at the
beginning of the L939 and L943 crop years, respectively.
The problem of storage was particularry acute and as
described by LIilson67 ru, attacked on basicatly two fronts;
farm storage and country elevator storage.
The farm storage program, which was established for
the crop years L940-4L and L94T-42, operated in such a way

that farmers \,vere paid to store wheat on farm, ât the same
tariff that applied at country elevators, The storage
payments \^7ere earned by way of the initial paynent rising
through time, thereby helping to defray the costs to
farmers for the building of storage bins. D:ring L940-4L
the cost of the farm storage program \,vas slightly over six
million dollars. The Minister in charge of the program
rightly stated that this fee would have been paid to the
elevator companies if not to farmers. However, had the
67

r. F. blirson, A Century of

Saskatoon,

Saskatcher^7an:

Modern

Canadian Grain,

Press, L978, p.

660.
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grain been placed in commercial storage immediately rather
than spread through time by backing it up on farms, and if
farmers had been paid an initial payment, the funds for
those payments would have been borro.¡ed, thereby incurring
additional carrying charges" Therefore, the program to
back up grain on the farm saved the government those
interest costs which theoretically could have been written
off against the farm storage program.
I^iith regard to conmercial storage space, the
government made use of accelerated depreciation programs
to increase storage capacity. The program \,vhich allowed
for the two year write-off of capital cost resulted in the
building of 100 millÍon bushels of temporary space. The
temporary space does not appear in Table I above, âs the
figures relate to permanent space. It does appear, however, in Table IV above. This space became incorporated
into the permanent'system around 1950 and became an
important source of revenue to the grain companies for the
next thirty years.
Another aspect of the storage policy during the
period in which the l¡iheat Board purchased wheat from
farmers, was that the Board entered into handting agreements with the elevator companies to handle wheat sold to
the Board by farmers. The Board of Grain Commissioners,
si-nce L9L2, had established the maximum tariffs for
handling and storing grain and this resulted in both
Boards negoËiating with the grain companies. As in L932
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(when McFarland had argued

that due to large inventories
the storage tariff was excessive) the storage tariff was
adjusted down during the second trlorld lrlar because of large
ínventories. For the crop years Lg4o-4L to Lg4z-43 the
storage tariff was L/45 of a cent per bushel per day, for
L943-44 and L944-45 the tariff was T/50 of a cent per
bushel per day. These tariffs had been reduced from the
long term rrnormaltrrate of L/30 of a cent per bushel per
day. As in previous cases the manipulation of the storage
tariff was done as a forn of profit control as opposed to
any concept of the cost of storage. The decreases in the

storage tariff

during this time period were the most substantial and covered a relativery rong period of time in
cornparison to any other adjustments. rt must be recalled,
however, that country elevator storage capacity had increased by 100 million bushels which was significantly
aided by the two-year capital write-off program indicating
that profits from storage \.dere considerabre. The accelerated depreciation program could be considered a
necessary condition for increases in storage capacity but
not necessarily sufficient. To ensure that the capital
project would add to profit, it would be sufficient that
the companies are, or at least feel, âssured that grain
will be stored in the facilities that are built and that a
reasonable storage tariff will be set.
The difficurties during the crop years of Lg4o-4L
and L94L-42 mereLy compounded rhat of Lg3g-40. rn Lg40-4L
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the quota policy changed from an upper rimit on deliveries
to the Board to one based Lipon acreage seeded, iri order
that the available storage space could be more equitably
divided among f armers. I^Iith the increase in storage space
constructed, accommodation of larger carryovers in com_
merciar position was possible. The availability of commercial storage was necessary as it was on the basis of
delivery to commercial storage that initial payments were
obtained by farmers. The dÍfficutty for farmers for the
L94L-42 crop year lvas that deliveries were to be greatly
restricted because of a lack of space. For example,
deliveries to country elevators were 5L7 and 297 million
bushels for the L940-4L and L94L-42 crop years respectively.
The difficulty during the crop year L94L-42 !ùas not only
to ensure equitable access to commercial storage by
farmers, but also to maintain farmerst incomes at a
reasonable level because of the large reduction in grain
delivered.
For the crop year L94L-42, the government program
of maintaining aggregate income and reducing wheat stocks
was carried out in the form of acreage payments for with_
drawing land from wheat. The acreage reduction program

offered $4 per wheat acre that was put to sunrner fallow
and $2 for wheat acrea put into coarse grains, grasses or
clover. An income maintenance program that was proposed
but not carried out, r,üas f or the government to take over
the carrying costs of wheat stocks in commercial storage.
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The ideas from policy advisors during the early period of

the war T,vere particularly innovative and the tr,ùo mentioned
above r^iere to be repeated in the future; the latter with
less than desirable results, however.
Up to the L94L-42 crop year, the role of the üIheat
Board had largely been to control deliveries of wheat.
The acreage reduction program, together with a poor wheat
crop in L94L, aLlowed for more manageable stock levels.
At this time the war effort was in greater need of meat,
feed grains and oilseeds than wheat, p?r se. The quota
system, government pronouncements to farners regarding
agrLculture policy, wheat acreage reduction pa¡nnents and
guaranteed initial payrnents vTere measures used to induce
farmers to change farming activities in accordance with
national needs and processing capacity. Starting with the
L942-43 crop year, initiat guaranteed payments were applied to coarse grains and flax as well as wheat. Due to
the stress that the war effort had placed upon the
transportation system, the !'Ineat Board and others became
involved in coordinating the allocation of rolling stock
among competing demands. In many respects, the Canadian
Wheat Board was gaining the expertise during war time
controls which it would make use of during peace time.
As events would have it, the l,,Iheat Board was not to be
discontinued after the war and the Board continued to
operate on a year to year basis untiL L967 when it was
made a permanent institution.
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The trading of wheat futures on the ütrinnipeg Grain
Exchange was suspended in september L943, and such trading

has never been resumed. The suspending of futures trading
in 1943 was surrounded by conditions similar to those in

L9L7. Rising futures prices in both yeârs, which could
have seriously disrupted the canadian governmentts ability
to provide wheat and flour in support of the war effort,
ttas a major reason for suspension. The suspension in
T9L7 rvas supported by the winnipeg Grain Exchange because
of an inability of some grain companies to deliver on their
contracts. In L943, ho\,vever, this was not the case, and
the Exchange members resented the implication that somehow
they \.^7ere responsible for the increased spread between
terminal and street prices which was occurring.63 rt was
contended by the Exchange that the problern of spreads \,vas
due to transportation and manpo\^7er shortages which caused
grain to back up into the country elevator system.
The Grain Exchange has been very much in the

same

position as the messenger who gets blamed for the content
of the message. The closing of the exchange mechanism in
L9L7 and in 1943 was not done primarily because of the
exhortations of farm organizations, but rather to satisfy
government needs of the day" In L943, the potential for
a significant price increase for wheat would have had
serious consequences for the wage and price control
68lnlil"orr,

ibid", p.

77g

r00

program. FurtheTmore, rLsing prices could have resulted
in deliveries to the I,rrheat Board dropping off., hence reducÍng canadars ability to supply wheat under the Mutual

Aid program.
[,ihile certain farm organizations had lobbied for
the closing of the Exchange since virtually the turn of
the century, this \.vas achieved at their o\,ün expense at
least in the short term. The notion of a tradeoff between
short tern high prices and a government guaranteed floor
price was the crux of government policy in the five year
post war period. The following address by the then
Minister of Agriculture to the members of the House of
Commons, êxplains the governmentts position.
It is in the interest of Canada and of
Canadian wheat gro\,rers that the importing
countries should continue to obtain Canadian
whea.t at prices not_in excess of those prevailing
at the end of hostilities.
Accordingly- ihe
government, by order in council, has instructed
the Canadian InJheat Board to offer wheat for sale
f.ot export overseas at prices not higher than
the current export pricè of $f.55 pe; bushel,
basis No. I northern, irt store Fort l^Iilliam/Port Arthur or Vancouver.
In asking Canadian producers to forgo such
benefits as might be reaLized in the shõrt run
through higher export prices, the government
recognize the paramount need for relative stability of income to wheat producers. Toward this
end, the government undertakes that in the fiveyear period endÍng July 31, 1950, producers will
receive not less than $1 per bushel. basis No. I
northern, in store Fort I,Iilf LamlPorÉ Arthur or
Vancouver on the authorized deliveries for each
crop year- For the balance of the L945-L946 crop
year, ât least, the Canadian wheat board initialadvance will continue at $f.25, where it was set
two years ago. By providing a long-term floor
price of not less than $1.00 the góvernment will
protect producers against the consequences of

t01

reversal in the world wheat position
during the next five-year period.
government, in adopting this policy of a
.The price
maximum
for overseas shiþments for the
present gnd a floor price for five years, is
asking the producers, irr their own interésts, to
forgo- exceptional short-run advantages in faiour
of ? long-run stability of income. -fn arriving
at its decision on this policy, the governrnent
had the following fundamental- considãrations
in mind:
,Any further increase in wheat prices no\,v
would
aggravate the problems of ec-onomic and
pclitical readjustment of the liberated areas to
Canadars detriment in future trade with those
areas. There is a moral obligation not to take
advantage of our recent allies in their time of
compelling need.
Higher wheat prices would encourage the importing countries in a hurried return to wheat
production and pre-r,,Jar poticÍes very directly to
the detriment of the whèat exporting countriós,
par!icularly Canada. Moreover, production in a
number of _e¡gorting countries woirt¿ be unduly
encouraged..,
qny. sharp

I/üith the guarantee provided to farmers, the government set out to ensure long term sales agreements with

Britain. Any such agreement which would result in
significant yearly'volumes would necessitate the continuation of the canadian !üheat Board and the monopoly position
which it would entail. If the bilateral agreement was
insufficient to ensure the continued existence of the
Inlheat Board, the promise of multilateral agreements such
as the first of the International trlheat Agreements would
add to this likelihood.
69
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By 1950 the Canadian wheat economy had passed

through almost two decades dominated by surpluses. The
'rsurplus psychology," a term used by the President of the

pt".railed over the wheat economy and
was instrumental in the policy of the federal government
to attempt to ratify medium term quantity-price agreements.
The attempts to ratLfy such agreements r.,rere wholeheartedly
supported by the prairie Pools" The fact that the Pools
!{ere willing to sacrifice possible short term income gains
for longer term stability indicates their general mistrust
of and discontent with the futures market mechanism.
The federal government grappled with the role of
the Exchange for almost the entire half century up to the
end of World War II. As stated previously, the closing of
the lrlinnipeg Exchange Ln L9L7 and 1943 was primarily to
facilitate government policy. After the second [,,Iorld Inlar
the government had the opportunity to dismantle the lriheat
Board and allow for futures trading in wheat as was the
intent, be it either a Liberal or Conservative administration. Year end stocks of grain in commercial positíon
which averaged almost 400 million bushels from L940 to
L945, averaged less than 90 million bushels from L946 to
T949. The bilateral and multilateral agreements assisted
in the maintenance of the Canadian lrlheat Board. However,
the federal government had to respect the wishes of the
Saskatchewan Pool,70

70
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producers organizations which lobbied for the continued
monopoly position of the Board and had supported governmenL

price policy during the war.
The surpluses which had diminished during the immediate post war era, reappeared in the earry r95os. The

rather sudden turnabout of stocks in store led to federal
government policy regarding the storage of grain. The
canadian Inlheat Board which was initially
established as a
marketing agency also became the administrator of the ne\,v
grains policy.
Of particular interest to the country elevator
system during the 1950s r/vere the Ternporary wheat Reserves
Act, the Advance Payments Act and the program of ac_
celerated depreciation to encourage the construction of
elevator stor¿ge capacity. The accelerated depreciation
program was introduced for a one year period cornmencing
with the T953-54 crop year, and thereafter it was extended
on a yearly basis until its terminatÍon at the end of the
1960-61 crop year. The program alrowed for the writeoff
of 95 percent of the cost of ne\,v elevators in a four year
11
period.'' During the period from Lg5z to Lg6L the capacity
of the country elevator system increased by about 75
million bushels.
TlReport of the Interdepartmental Committee
on
Handling in Cänada, Volume I, Ortawa,
lrain
lt"r3g9^and
September L962, p. 388,

^
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rt was shown previously that the storage tariff
r.'ras changed from time to time to reflect the change in
stocks held and the revenues derived therefrom, During
the 1950s the storage tariff was reduced from Ll3o to L/35
of a cent per bushel per day for the crop years 1955-56 to
L957-58 reflecting the large inventories held. The
revenue resulting from the use of added storage space as
well as facilities already in existence reduced the need
to raise the handling agreement. rndicative of this form
of cross subsidization among the handling and storage
function is the fact that whereas the Board of GraÍn commissioners raised the maximum handling tariff from z, to
3T+ cents per bushel from 1950-5r to Lg66-67 respectively,
the canadian Irrltreat Board handring agreement remained
constant at 4, cents per bushel for wheat. The figures
indicate that whereas the Board of Grain Conr:nissioners sa\,v
a need f or increased handling tarif f s, the Canadian triheat
Board did not necessarily see the need for additíonal
income to be derived from the handling of grain. It
could be the case that the canadian l,rlneat Board was able
to capture some of the benefits of potential increased
profits of the accelerated depreciation program, from the
grain companies. If this \,vere the case, then the accelerated depreciation program resulted in a form of indirect subsidy to farmers.
The federal government made use of accelerated
depreciation programs in the 1940s and the 1950s, during
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which time the storage capacity of the country elevator
system increased by some L75 mLllion bushels. I¡/hether or

not a1l of the increased storage capacity was due to the
capital writeoff programs is not essentialry a provable
point. Nonetheless, it is plausibre to assume that the
programs lvere LargeLy, if not totally,

responsibre for the

increased storage space developed,
I^Iith the added storage space, record crops during
the early 1950s, and exports which did not keep pace, there
lvas a buildup of commercially held stocks. For example, as
of July 31, L959 commercial stocks of grain r^7ere about 54L

million bushels, whereas just ten years earlier, total commercial capacity was only 513 million bushels. rn comparison, the stock level at July 31, L949 \,vas only about
100 million bushels. since the vast majority of commercially held stocks r¡7as wheat, the problem regarding the
cost of holdíng those stocks naturally became another in
the long string of 'rwheat problems".
Prior to the monopsony position of the canadian
lrlheat Board, congested elevators and oversupply manifested
itself in increased buying margins of the country elevator
companies and farling prices as determined by the futures

market. under the control of the [,]heat Board, the increased spread partly manifests itself by increased
storage costs which are paid out of the pool, thereby
reducing the final realized price to farmers. Because
storage payments are made from the pool, farmers do not
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directly feel the economic consequences of rarge stocks
and congested facilities " I^/ith the buirdup of wheat stocks
in commercial position, the heavy cost of storage to
farmers, paid on their behalf by the canadian w:reat Board,
\,vas considered by the federal gorrernment to be an excessive burden. rt was not only the buildup of stocks but
also the reduced exports of wheat, particularly during
T953-54 and L954-55, in relation to the previous two crop
years with falling wheat prices which resulted in the
passage of the TempoTary Inlheat Reserves Act in Lg56.

The salient features of this Act are that the
Minister of Finance was authorized to pay, out of the
consolidated Revenue Fund, for the storage and interest
charges on wheat hetd by the Canadian t/heat Board in excess
of 178 million bushels at the beginning of a crop year.
Payments to the canadian t{heat Board !úere made for the crop

years T954-55 to Tg72-73 inclusive and totalled about 7lg
million dollars during those Lg crop years.
The demise of the Act was described by the
Canadian In]heat Board as f ollows.
On August l, L973 the stocks of wheat
which carrying charges r,üere payable by the on
canadian tlheat Boarã were not in exceês of r7g
million bushels and amounted to T65,gZ5,SOZ-

bushels. rn accordance with sectioå o ót tne
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Temporary-vrlheat Reserves

Act no carrvins charses
glg^pgyabre by rhe sovernmeñt--ðr-öå;åðä"fõ;-¿f;Ly / 3- / 4 or any subsequent crop year. /'2
The passage of the Act forlowed two periods in
which the federal government appried accelerated depreciation programs to promote the expansion of storage space
in the country elevator system. The expanded storage
capacity was likely unneccessary from a perspective of
handling grain and added perceptably to the storage
orientation of the country elevator system. rf the added
capacity does not increase the abirity of the system to
increase exports, the only positive aspect is the increased
cash flow to farmers from grain delivered to fill the increased storage capacity. This aspect, however, has only
dubious and short lived benefits which are possibly far
outweighed by the continued liabirity of paying for the
storage of added stocks.
as the added capacity was not essential
for export purposes, it served onry to change the timing
of cash flow. The cash flow to farmers from the canadian
vJheat Board comes about only on the ability to earn that
money from sales. rt follows then that storage capacity,
beyond that necessary for export and domestic sales, that
is filled with grain is an unneccessary marketing cost to
farmers. That loss was picked up, to a certain extent, by
rnasmuch

7Zrh"
canadian tJheat Board Annual Report LgTz-73,
l,riinnipeg, p. 63.
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the canadian public through the provisions of the Temporary
i,'lheat Reserves Act. The monÍes paid under the Act \,üere in
part an interest free loan to farmers between the time that
deliveries are made to fill space and the time those extra
stocks are drawn down" The vast majority of the benefits
of those public funds went to the grain companies for the
physical storage of wheat and to the chartered banks who
financed the operations of the Canadian Inlheat Board.
The Canada Grains Council evaluated the
I¡/heat Reserves Act in the following manner.

Temp

orary

It is useful to evaluate the expenditure of

government funds under the temporary I,rlneat Reserves Act in the following rday. Through the
strategy of taking
excess production into store,
the producers I income was augmented by a total
of over $350 million between-L950/51 ãnd L954/55.
In following this strategy however, âû annual
liability f or storage charges \^7as established.
The federal government acted to alleviate this
burden on producers through the T.l^l.R.A. By
L964165 thè cumulative payments under the T.l^/.R.4.
amounted to about $400 million and exceeded the
added income received by producers under the

storage program. Pa¡rments continued after that
date and the cost to the federal government of
the earli.f^strategy of income suþport, exceeded by
August 1, L972, the total benefit- ieceived by producers in the f951 to L954 period, by over $30^0
million. It may, therefore, have-been a more
efficient-use of government funds, to supplement
producers I income directly withouf.requiring wheat
to move into commercial position. /J
It is our opinion that the Canada Grains Council
has overestimated the benefits to farmers since they
disregard the fact that when the ttextratr stocks are drawn
73cun"dr Grains Council,
'rstate of the Industryr,,
I,rlinnipeg, September L973, p. 37 "
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to meet exports and not replaced by stocks existing
on farms, then deliveries are lost to farmers at the time
of drawdown. This follows as long as sufficient stocks of
wheat exist on farms at the drawdown period. The fact that
there must have been a drawdown period is obvious or else
the Act would remain in existence today, âs opposed to
having been allowed to self destruct in L973.
As we have indicated above, the Temporary lrlheat
Reserve Act cannot be viewed in isolation but rather in
concert with the accelerated depreciation program of the
1940s and 1950s. The federal government reacted to
problems of increasing on-farm stocks by encouraging
additional country elevator capacity and then offering to
have the public pay the carrying costs of wheat stored
therein. Because of the short term cash flow advantage to
farmers, the canadian I¡Iheat Board would have no option but
to increase quotas and utiLLze the available storage space.
To have done otherwise, would have frustrated the policy of
the federal government. Nonetheless, the canadian l,rlneat
Board was responsible for the management of the stocks of
Board grains and must be careful to ensure that rarge
stocks of wheat do not hinder the flow of other grains or
that the cost of holding wheat stocks do not unduly consume the proceeds from wheat sales. This is accomplished
by the Board balancing the cost of carrying wheat, the
monies derived from the Temporary lrlheat Reserves Act and
the relationship between the initial pa)inent and the
expected final payment.
down

rl0
It is Lo the credit of the Canadian [,üheat Board
that it was able to manage the stocks as well as it did.
Not only must the Board contend with the unknoTrns of sales
volume and price, but also with the difficulties
of
administering quotas as equitably as possible among farmers
and at the same time in relation to market demand. The
greater the congestion in the elevator system, the more
difficult and complex does the juggling act become. Only
in the crop year 1968-69 was the canadian ltlheat Board unable to pay to farrners a final payrnent beyond the lever of
the initial payment during the years of the Temporary l,ri"neat
Reserve Act. In that year the initial payment of $1.70,
basis top grade wheat in store Thunder Bay or Vancouver,
\.vas the only payment. As well, the carrying charges for
the wheat account \^7ere 24.T cents per bushel while the
contribution from the Temporary ldheat Reserve Act rvas 18.8
cents per bushel indicating that wheat account for the crop
year 1968-69 was in a deficit position.
Besides being largely a waste of public funds,
there !\iere other features of the Temporary !üheat Reserves
Act which made Ít a particularly inefficient piece of
legislation. The criterion upon which palrrnents vrere made
from the consolidated Revenue Fund was the stocks of wheat
in commercial position above 178 million bushers as at
July 31 of a particular year. Payments r,rrere then made for
a full year on the basis of stock levels as of a particular day regardless of what those stock levels are at any

other point of time during the year. The criterion
clearly encouraged the l,urheat Board to maximize the Ievel
of wheat stocks as of July 31. Table V shows the pro_
portion of wheat delivered in the month of July rerative

to the full crop year, for the crop years

Lg57

lll

-5g to Lg72-

73.

The data indicates that stocks of wheat are
relatively high at the end of a crop year resurting in
payments under the Temporary wheat Reserves Act higher

than

would likely be the case if those payments \,,rere made on
the
basis of actual stocks in store on a monthly basis. since
stocks in store on a monthly basis are avairabre, the
program payouts could have been made on this basis. The

likely reason they were not is because it would be a more
conplex program to administer. As werr, since the target
figure of 178 milrion bushers had no particular relevance
to stock needs, it hardry mattered if the particurar stock
taking month was appropriate or noL.
The proportion of deriveries during Jury L973,
indicates the desire of the government to put an end to

the Tempora-ry Inlheat Reserves Act. The shortfall in wheat
stocks to maintain the provisions of the Act vùere onry
about T2 mLllion bushels. I4lith l15 million bushels of
wheat stored on farm there wourd appear to have been
ample
supply to add the necessary amount to commerciar storage
if it was desired to do so. The decision to allow the
Temporary lrlheat Reserves Act to self destruct was taken
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TABLE V
PROPORTION OF YEARLY THEAT DELIVERIES MADE BY
FAR}{ERS DURING JULY:

L957-58 ro L972-73

Crop Year

ortion of Yearly Iniheat
Deliveries Ifade in July

Prop

L957 -58

2L.58

1958-59

23.70

-60

2L.92

1960-6 r

19.0r

L96T-62

20"60

L962-63

L7 .59

L963-64

L4.44

L964-65

L9.L7

L965-66

16.50

L966-67

LL.96

L967 -68

L2 .52

L968-69

22 .43

L969 -70

30.99

L970-77

20 .32

L97L-72

L2.22

T9 59

L972-7

3

8. 35

SOURCE: Canadian irlheat Board Annual Reports, I,rlinnipeg,
L9 57 _58 to L972-73 "
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f.ar in advance of the L972-73 crop year however. Folrowing
the heavy paynents for the L96B-69 crop year, which
amounted to almost 80 million dollars, the l¡/heat Board
noted that, ttit was the intention of the government to
repeal the legislation effective July 31, Lg70,,,74
At the time the Bill was being debated in the
House of commons in L956, the Minister of rrade and
commerce did not foresee pa)rments of the magnitude which
occurred in L968-69. rn discussing the public cost of
the Temporary üIheat Reserves Act for the first and any subsequent years, the Minister offered the following comments.
.. .Therefore, the cgi! to the treasury this crop
year will be about $32 million. V[har it wilt bä
in subsequent years will depend upon the level of
board stocks, but it cannot go muth above $32
million in any event,because-of the physical
limits
on storage capacity. /)
Table vr shows that in 13 out of L9 years, pa)mìents were
above 32 million do_llars. Rising prices, interest rates
and storage capacity r,rere the causes of the Ministerrs
underestÍmate of possible public cost.
The LIFT Program

The large cost to the public for the Temporary
Inlheat Reserves Act plus the situation whereby farmers !üere

7aff," Canadian l,rlheat Board Supplementary Report,
T969 -70 , hlinnipeg, p. 6 .
House of Commons Debates, Friday, February
- J 3,
L956, Ottawa: Queents Printer, L956, p. B4i.
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TABLE VI
zuNDS PROVIDED UNDER THE TD{PORARY
I^IHEAT RESERVE ACT:

L954-55

L954-55 Pool Account

f955-56 Pool Account
1956-57 Pool Account
L957-58 Pool Account

ro

L97Z-73

$

23

,230,623

29 ,Lg

l,

306

33,137,L07
39 ,57 4 ,057

f958-59 Pool Account

42,959,442

L959-60 Pool Account

48,545,697

1960-61 Pool Account

39

,729,227

L96L-62 Pool Account

37

,940,253

L962-63 Pool Account
1963-64 Pool Account

30,5L7 ,6L3
39 , 900 ,g 57

L964-65 Pool Account

30,954,367

L965-66 Pool Account

33,355 ,322

L966-67 Pool Account
L967-68 Pool Accounr

36

,902,239

46 ,77 5 ,37 6

L968-69 Pool Account

79

L969-70 Pool Account

53,g13,793

L970-7T Pool Account

33,209 ,024

,760,320

(

Continued)

rl5
TABLE VI (Continued)

L97L-72 PooL Account
T972-73 PooI Account
T

otal

SOURCE: Canadian Vüneat Board Annual
I,rlinnipeg, p. 63.

ç 25,900
L2 ,77
$7 L7

,704

4,952

87r 2s8

Report, L972-73,
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not the major beneficiaries from the program !üere no doubt
behind the desire of the government to have it come to an
end. rn L970 the government introduced the LrFT program
(Lower rnventories For Tomorro\.,ü) which paid farmers to
reduce wheat acreage. The program \,üas similar to

one

implemented in L94L and was successful in reducing the

acreage planted to wheat from 24,6 mittion acres in T969 to

L2.L million acres in L970. The reduced acreage and reduced production of wheat, allowed the l,rlheat Board to
reduce both the stocks held on farm and in commercial

position sufficiently over the next two years to allow the
sun to set on the Temporary Inlheat Reserves Act.
I¡ie argued previously that the main beneficiaries
of the Act lvere the grain companies and the banks. I^Iith
the demise of the Act, ho\,vever, the grain elevator companies would lose substantial storage income, if stocks con_
tinued at low levels. This lost income wourd have to be
made up elsewhere because a reduction in stock levels would
result in little , Lf any, reduction in operating costs.
There is little question that as of Lg73 there would be
substantial pressure on the canadian Grain commission to
increase the handling tariff.
The Advance Payments Act

rn L957 the government passed the Advance pa¡rments
Act which, like the TempoTary trlheat Reserves Act, was
designed to provide cash to farmers during difficult
periods" Like the Temporary l,iheat Reserves Act, it also
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had its forerunner during the early r940s. The request
for such a program, by farm organLzations in the early

r was not enacted by the government largely because
of administrative costs. rt was perceived at that time
that inspectors would be necessary to investigate each
farm to ensure that the grain existed and to padlock those
stocks. This complÍcation was not viewed so seriously in
the r950s, and as a result the Act has provided significant benefits to grain producers over the past 25 years.
1940s

To a certain degree, this Act avoids many of the

inefficiencies of the Temporary l,rrneat Reserves Act. To
the extent that farmers are able to obtain cash advances
for farm stored grain at no interest cost, the pressuïe to
increase country elevator stora6¡e capacity is reduced.
However, since the advance is less than the initial paynent,
the pressure from farmers and pcliticians to fill availabre
commercial space is ever present. over the long run the
only mechanism to ensure that commercial stocks do not
remain at unduly high levels is to ensure that excess
storage capacity does not exist at all.
Of the two pieces of federal legislation passed
during the 1950s, the Advance Pa¡rments Act was the more
efficient" since the Temporary l,'Iheat Reserve Act paid for
the storage of wheat, âs opposed to other grains, it would
bias the price relationships (along the production
possibility frontier) in favour of wheat. The fact that
at some point farmers would lose the opportunity to
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deliver wheat such as in a stock drawdown period, wourd not
correct for the bias. The Advance payments Act, which
applied to the wheat Board grains (wheat, oats and barley),
wourd create some bias against non-Board grains. Horvever,
it is crear that the more serious bias existed with the
Temp orary Reserves Act.
lrie mentioned prevíousIy that the accelerated
depreciation program of the 1940s and 1950s resurted in
Targer storage capacity and hence larger stocks in store
which probably resulted in the handling agreement remaining
constant from 1950-51 to L966-67 . This \,vas despite the
rise in the maximum handling tariff set by the Board of
Grain commissioners f.rom 2l to 32 cents per busher for
wheat. The payments under the Temporary trlheat Reserve Act
no doubt had a great impact upon the maintenance of the
level of the handling agreement despite increasing erevator operating costs as acknowledged by the Board of Grain
commissioners. The ability of the canadian Inlaeat Board to
hold down the handling agreement in the face of rising
elevator operating costs might be viewed as a benefit to
farmers from the Temporary I,Jheat Reserves Act.
It is of interest to note that with very high
stocks in store at certain times during the existence of
the Temporary InJheat Reserves Act, the storage tariff was
not reduced, During other periods in which the government
was involved directly or indirectly in the storage of
grain, high stocks resulted in a reduced storage tariff.
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It would appear that the regulatory agencies r^7ere pre_
pared to maximize the use of the storage subsidy to defer
raising handling charges.
rt is easy to be critical of the Tempo'ary lrlneat
Reserves Act with the perfect vision of hindsight. However, the Act was merely manifestation of the accelerated
"
depreciation programs which resulted in substantial increases in commercial storage capacity, during the 1940s
and 1950s. upon completion of the storage capacity, one
could argue that the government, through the wheat Board,
owed a duty to the grain companies to utilize those
facilities for generating income. on the other hand,
because of the potitical nature of the grain handling
system, farmers would virtually ensure that available space
will be utilized. rf there is a lesson to be learned from
the period of time from L940 to Lg7O, it is that the
storage capacity of' the country elevator system should be
highly correrated to that capacity which is necessary to
feed the terminal and other sales outlets.
C.

As will be discussed in chapter rv, the regulation
of tariffs by the Board of Grain commissioners had its

beginnings in L9L2. The maximum tariffs which r,üere
established at that time lvere not based upon the cost of
providing the service but rather upon the tariffs es-

tablished by the trade itself . Those tariff s

\,.rere non-

compensatory Lf the country elevator system operated
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strictly

as wareholrsemen. since the country elevator

system, or at least the vast majority of Lt, operated by
merchandising grain, the tariffs vùere of no consequence

in affecting the system as to its handling versus storage
orientation at that time. By adopting the tariffs in
existence, however, the Board likely ensured that the
elevator system would be comprised only of firms which r,rere
both vertically and horizontaLLy integrated. under the
maximum tariffs determined by the Board, it would have been
virtually impossible for an elevator to be viable in anything but a furly integrated operation. As will be discussed more fully in chapter rv, the Board had little
choice, however, b"cause a changed tariff structure need
not have been followed, nor would it rikely have been
followed, by the elevator companies. As a result, it is
unlikely that the tariffs had a direct impact upon the
grain elevator system ¿t this time. Respecting the regulation of tariffs at the initial stage, the canada Grains
council concluded similarly, that "the level and structure
of regulated tariffs did not greatry influence the conf iguration of the handting system.,,76
I^Iith regard to the reasons for establishing
maximum rates, the canada Grains councir offered the
following:
76Crn.d" Grains Counci!, State
of the Industry,
t{innipeg, September L973, p. L2B'.
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1. to assure that excess arrowances for handring
costs r,'Jere not built into the grain companiest
margins,

2'

to prevent assessment of excessive handring
charges to producers who wished to merchandise
their own grain and who required handring services
onLy .7

7

I^Jhile the reasons mentioned are certainly plausibre, their

validity is suspect. rncreases in the handring tarif.f
might have made elevators profitable on a warehouse basis,
thereby adding substantiarly to the competitiveness of the
industry as opposed to the noncompensatory nature of such
operations as will be explained in chapter rv. on the
other hand, increases in the handring tariff wourd have
added an additional impetus for producers to make use of

platform loadings. The propensity for the use of platform
loadings was very high in the early r9oos, making an increased handling tariff a rather unattractive opportunity
for grain elevator companies. rf the reasons for the
regulation of maximum tariffs \iüere as stated by the Grains
council, they hiere based upon a rather veiled threat.
Nonetheless, such reguration wourd forrow rogicarly from
the protection given to farmers in the canada Grain Act

regarding grade, dockage anci weight and the unwirringness
of the government to regurate buying margins or to nationaLíze the industry.
77

Tbtd., p, Lzg.
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Provided the grain companies were acting as
merchandisers, that is prior to the monopsony contror of
the ltlheat Board, it is doubtful that the tariffs for hand-

ling and storing grain performed any function other than
to encourage the selling of rrstreet' grains. rt is likery
that buying margins could have been raised by the grain
companies sufficiently to reduce those tariffs to zero
without changing significantly the profits of the rarge
efficient organizations. However, this would have encouraged the farmers to use the ttfreett good to their advantage to se11 direct to terrninals or through commission
men on track. fn this regard, the setting of maximum
tariffs could not prevent excessive buying margins. I,rle
note, with interest, that the Council makes no mention
regarding the purpose for regulation of the storage tarLff.
I,rre will examine the role of the storage tariff
in chapter
IV.

subsequent to the closing of the futures market for
wheat in L943 and for oats and barley in L949, the maximum

tariffs

the primary source of revenue for the grain
cornpanies for those grains. The grain companies acted as
warehousemen for the Canadian l¡lheat Board and were paid as
agents of the Board, as opposed to depending upon merchandising for profitability.
Given the changed rore of
the handling and storage tariffs, one might have expected
an analysis of those tariffs to determine if they conformed
to economic criteria of efficiency or at least whether
became
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they \,vere based on an estimate of their relaËive costs.
There are likely four reasons for this not being done.
1" The canadian lrlheat Board was operating on a year

to year basis and was not made a permanent corporation until L967. For several years this could
2.

have created an atmosphere of "rhy change things?rr
Confusion existed because the Canadian l¡Iheat Board
and the Board of Grain Commissioners \.,ùeïe both

involved in tariff setting.
3. Government policy such as the Tempo'ary wheat
Reserves Act and programs of accelerated depreci_
ation did not provide an atmospher conducive to
the a lignment of tariffs to the cost of providing
those services.
4. The hidden nature of storage costs to farmers.
I,{ith regard to the duplicity of tariff setting, the canada
Grains Council concluded:
The principal purpose should be to remove the
_o_verlap in responsibilities between the canadian
Inlheat Board anã the canadian Grain commission.
various_possibilities can be visuarized. Making
the full charge for service a matter or .tegóLi-ation between only the canadian Grain commission
?ttd
!h" grainis companies, without the Board r s
involvement
one example. Making tariff negotiations a matter between- the grain õompanie"
the Board., with the Commissiõnts role'beÍng "ñ¿
;;oversee this procedure is a second.
The latter appears to have more merit for it
would appear that- the judicial role of the Com_
mission should be enhañced, and its responsibilitv
as a protector of all pa7þies, includinþ the graiä
companies, strengthened.

78rbro., p.

Lg4,
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I^Ihile the recommendation of the Grains council to remove
the overlap and to give enhanced powers to the Grain commission is appropriate, the method suggested would probabty
have resulted in the staLus quo, If, as suggested by the
Grains council, rtrt [the canadian Inlheat Board] does not
have final responsibility f.or the financial health of the
10
industtyr"'' then to suggest that the Board negotiate

tariffs and the commission oversee the procedure would
invite open conflict between the two Agencies. The
decision taken for the L974-75, and subsequent crop years,
that the maximum tariffs would be established only by
Canadian Grain Commission (Board of Grain Commissioners)
would appear to resolve the inherent conflict of interest
of the hl"neat Board negotiating handling agreements as werr
as any possible conflict between the two Agencies.
The policy of the federal government to expand
storage facilities in the 1940s and 1950s and then to
transfer part of the storage costs of wheat from farmers
to the general public through the Temporary l,rlheat Reserves
Act inhibited any move to realign the tariff structure.
This would not be the case if the realignment was such as
to demand the raising of the storage tariff and the loweríng of the handling tariff"
Since the nature of the
79rbro.

, p.

Lzg,
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realigr¡ment is usually argued in the other direction, to
lower the storage tariff would have tended to contravene
government storage policies.

The hidden naLure of the cost of storage to farmers

as a result of storage costs being paid by the
I,rlheat Board out of the grain pools rather than being
deducted from the farmers t initial paynent as is the case
for handling and transportation charges. This situation
could be rectified by deducting a storage charge at the
time of delivery. To argue that this would result in the
farmer paying for storage services prior to consuming the
service, and is hence unfair, would be incorrect. For
example, the current handling charge covers taking grain
into the elevator, shipping it out of the elevator and ten
free days of storage. Clearly, the handling charge paid
for at the time of delivery covers services not consuned
at the time of deli.very; that is shipping grain out of
the elevator. Transportation charges are another item paid
for in advance of the activity taking place. In reality,
comes about

the farmer is not paying directly for services at the
time of delivery. All of the charges are paper transactions which appear as deductions from the initial payment. The charges are paid by the canadian wheat Board to
its agents " The initial payment can be juggted around to
accommodate one more transaction which would specify
explicitly the cost of storage to farmers. This would not
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apply to non-Board grains since the sale of those grains
is on arrstreetrrbasis and not subject to the handling
agreement.
InIe

have mentioned four reasons why there likely

no effort to realign the handling and storage tariffs
in the early years of the existence of the canadian l¡Iheat

\,üas

Board. over time, a further reason might have deveroped
which arises out of the rore of the l¡iheat Board to maximlze producer incomes, io part by controlling profits of
the grain companies, and the cost-revenue structure of
the country elevator industry.
The cost structure of the country elevator
industry is such that cost is largely insensitive to
volume of grain handled.S0 l^iith such a cost structure and
highly variable output (grain handled), net revenue is
also highty variable. rf all costs to farmers vüere allocated to the handling function, not only would net
income be highly variable, it wourd also always be negative.
The revenue from storage must make up for the negative net
revenue from handling. This situation could be viewed as
the subsidy paid to a decreasing cost industry, pricing on
the basis of variable or marginal cost. since the canadian
I,rrneat Board has control over the quota systern, it is able
8OOrn

i, l: Zasada, end- F. I^t: Tyrchnie wLcz,
ilcountry Grain
| , Elevãtoi
-Tgrgf
crosures:' implication-s for Grain
Erevator compa¡ies, rr- centre For Transþortation studies,
university_of ManiF?Þ?, I,rrinnipeg, Resäarch Report ño. -io,
l,Iinnipeg, January T973', p. 36'"
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to control grain stocks in country elevators to some
degree. The abÍlity to control stocks wourd arlow for
storage to be manipulated such that abnormar losses on
handling are made up by abnormal increases in storage
revenue. such a mechanism would serve as an automatic
revenue stabilizerSl
enhance or simplify the abirity
"rd
to control profit.
Prior to the large increases in the handling
tariff, which took place after the L973-74 crop year, a
bushel of grain, in store for a year, was worth in revenue
two to three times a bushel of graÍn handled. As a result
of this income relationship, stocks wourd have to be
manipulated from one-half to one-third of the change in
grain handled to maintain gross income at a constant level.
Since total cost is rargely fixed, profits would be maintained as well. The ability to carry out such a profit
control mechanism depends, however, on much more than the
abili-ty to control quotas. The stocks already in store,
the demands by farmers for additionar deliveries and the
difficulties in coordinating grain frows from farm to
terminals reduce the opportunity for such a scheme to
become f ine tuned. trlhile there is rittle evidence to
show that the canadian l,rlheat Board acted in such a fashion,
during periods of severe drops in handlings, storage levels
increased to reduce significantry the possible losses to
8r

Ibid. , p. 5,
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the grain companies. This occurred during the crop years
L952-53 to L953-54 and again from L966-67 ro L967-69"
The argument that the tariff

structure for handting
and storing graín is the cause of a misallocation of
resources within the grain elevator industry does not have
a great deal of supporting evidence. The storage tariff
was neither the cause of storage capacity in excess of that
necessary for handling grain nor of the utilization of that
capacity. rn the case of the former, the addition of some
175 million bushels of storage space in the country elevator system \,üas primarily due to the accelerated depreciation programs. The amount of capacity built by a particular company would not depend upon equating marginal
cost with marginal revenue but rather upon the companyts
estimate of how much of the on-farm stocks the government
wanted to move into cornmercial position and what their
share might be.
The marginal revenue from storage follows a rather
íronic relationship to the amount of capacity buirt provided one assumes the capacity is utiti zed. The greater
the amount of storage built, the higher is the marginal
storage revenue per bushel of capacity. This result
occurs because with increases in storage beyond the level
necessary for handling, the overall handling to capacity
falls reducing the number of free storage days provided by
the elevator industry. However, because marginal revenue
exceeds marginar costs and rises with additional capacity,
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cannot in itself

result in an infinite amount of storage
capacity. The reason the marginal cost was low was
because of accelerated depreciation and clearly the amount
of storage built depends largely upon the amount of extra
grain stocks the company can attract. If there was rrtoo
much, capacity developed, the fault lies with the government. rt is clear that the grain companies responded to
the tax incentive by building storage capacity, but the
government was in control of how much would be built and,
through the Canadian lfneat Board, its utilization.
The storage rate of one-thirtieth of a cent per
day (one cent per month), white far in excess of the short
run cost of stock maintenance, is not necessarily source
"
of encouragement to expand storage capacity. profits
derived from storage become lumped inLo general revenue
merely become a mechanism to reduce the pressure to in-

and

crease the handling tariff.

Therefore, Lf the sLorage
tariff was reduced, this would not necessarily have reduced the amount of storage space created during the l94os
and 1950s. To ensure that excessive stocks are not maintained in commercial storage, it is essential that the
canadian

I,rl"neat

stocks to

Board and the government not allow those

forward from farms in the first instance.
Under the quota system, which regulates deliveries
come

of Board grains to country elevators, the farmer is in no
position to choose between storing on farm or in commercj-al position. As quotas are opened, the farmer either
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derivers his Board grains and receives his initial payment and hÍs right to a share in the proceeds of the poot
or he loses his rights to deliver for that particurar
quota. Prior to the L7TL-72 crop year, the farmer courd
save up his quota within a crop year and deliver as he
desired. This reduced the ability of the canadian vrheat
Board to fine tune the frow of grain from farm to country
elevator and hence, terminals. The implementation of the
terminating quota for the L97L-72 crop year afforded
farmers in aggregate even ress of an opportunity to affect
their storage costs. Regardress of the type of quota
system, however, the responsibirity to control storage
costs on behalf of farmers rests with the canadian rriheat
Board. Unless a third party is prepared to pay for ex_
cessive stocks in commerciar position, there is no good
reason for those stocks to exist. During the 1950s and
1960s, to Lhe extent that wheat stocks were beyond those
necessary to service sales, the general pubtic paid for
those wheat stocks through the Temp orary Iniheat Reserves
Act.

I^Iith the storage capacity in place, the decision
to continue the operation of a grain elevator will depend,

to a large degree, oD the relationship between variabre,
or avoidable, cost and revenue, provided the asset has no
alternative use or value. I^Iith totally integrated firms,
this simple relationship is confused by cross subsidization
either hori zontaLLy or vertically.

13r

Abstracting from the problem created by integration, Table VII shows the relationship between operating
cost and income as estimated by Tangri et al for the 196869 crop year. From the estimates provided, alf elevators
vrere able to meet operating costs (pto rata share of Head
Office expense not included) on the basis of their respecLive handling and storage revenue. If the storage

tariff was reduced to zeTo, and there was no increase in
the handling tariff, most grain elevators, in that study,
handling less than about 250 thousand bushels would be
strong candidates for closure.
To a large extent, this \,,ùas the suggestion of
Channon.32 In addition, however, hê recommended that the
maximum handling rate be removed at country elevators and
that tariffs at terminals be established at average costs.
Channonrs suggestion was an excellent one in our opinion,
and probabty predaded its time only because the Temporary
I,rlheat Reserves Act was still
active in paying storage
subsidies. Under the Channon scheme, the handling tariff
at low volume elevators would have to be raised in order
that operating (variable) costs could be met, Farmers who
deliver to low volume elevators would then decide whether
they would prefer to deliver to a relatively high cost
821,

Channon, I'Transportation and Handling of
Alberta Grain," Crop Marketing-Series, Program L970,S trathmore
, Alberta, January 29 , L97 0-, pp . 9 - 10
w_.-

TABLE

VII

ESTIMATED OPER4IING COST, HANDLING REVENUE
AND STORAGE
REVENUE FOR COUNTRY GRAÍN ELEVATORS OT VARTOUS
SIZE'
AND LEVELS OF HANDLING, L968-69

!landl ing
Size

Group

< 100

100- 149

Group

8,g661

9,gog
5,975
6,L39

L0,gg7
9 ,460

10,250
5 ,445
8,500

10, 941

LL,790
9,460

LT,64g
3,960

10, 3gg

L2,429
6,995
10, 3gg

L3,L25
9,690

TL,g67
3,245
L2,277

T2,gT3
6,765
L2,277

L3 ,7 47

L2,077

L3,Lzg
7 ,L50
L4,L66

4,400
6, 139

100,000
120,000
140,000

250_2gg

3

00- 349

22350

L4,403
,545
6,L39

2L ,g 45

(in thousands of. bushels)

< 80, 000
90,000

rsO-199 200_249

-

gg,ggg

LLg ,ggg

r3g,ggg

Lsg ,ggg

4,950

L4,L66

6,995
8,500

6,L39

8, 500

10, 3Bg

9,570

L2,277
L4,2gg

9,570
L4,L66

L2,272
T2

,495
6,L39

L2,69g
LL,g25

L2,967
L4,L35

6,L39

L7

L6,255
6,139

L3,626
L4,245
8,500

L7

L4,976
,764
8, 500

18,0gg
25,905

L4 ,559

15,000

10, 3gg

10, 3gg

10, 3gg

L9 ,2L7
33 ,27 5

L4,450
11,935
L2,277

L5,267
L4,695

L6,265

L2 ,27

8, 500

L3,779
L2,2T0

L5,4?2

ll,

g35

L4,L66

L5,235

L6,940

g, 500

10, 3gg

040

7

L2,277

2L,023
34,045
L2,277

L7 ,056
L5,345
L4,L66

18, 595
18, 535
L4,L66

22,L70
26,0L5
L4,L66

lg,

(

Cont inued )

ts
t\)

TABLE

Handling
Size

Group

¿

100

r00- 149

150-199 200-249

250_299

300- 349

27350

,g4L

19, 163

19, ggg

,7L0
ggg

23,736
26,940

(in thousands of bushels)

Group

7L6 0, 000

VII (Conrinued

13,691
6,765
18, ggg

l5

L4L
680
18 888
9

16, 353
12,100

lg,

ggg

L7

15,070

L7

l8,

lg,

ggg

lrh"
three figures in each cell are: estimated operating cost, estimated
-handling revenue
and ãstimated
"totãg" revenue.
SOURCE: o' P. Tangri,
9. Zasada, -and-8. .14I. _Tyrchniewicz, Country Grain Elevator
Closures: rmptications'for
Grain Elávator CoTpanies, Centre For Transportation
Studies , Univers ity of Manitoba, I^Iinnipeg, R. R: i0; -iå;;;y
Lg7 3, pp . 40 , 42 .
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plant or to deliver ersewhere, likery incurring added
transportation costs. I{iith the low handling agreement
there was little probability that competition for volume
could be affected by charges to farmers at less than the
maximum allowable under the I,rlheat Board r s handling agree_
ment. The low rate was able to be maÍntained only because
of relatively high storage earnings.
Aggregate earnings from handling and storing of
grain have not impeded the drive for efficiency in grain

handling of the grain elevator companies. However,
because of the high earnings from storage the grain
companies have attempted

to maintain storage capacity.
Efficiency gains have been made by the purchase of grain
firms by other firms, mergers among firms, by the closing
down of grain elevators and by the trading of elevators
among firms. The most apparent increase in productivity
is at the country elevator level where volume of grain
handled per elevator manager has risen appreciably due to
the structural changes. As well, these changes have provided for savings in head office expenses.
consolidation within the grain elevator industry is
not a recent phenomenon, but rather has been ongoing since
the early days of the grain trade. MacGibbon commented on
this subject as follows, regarding activities during the
1930s and 1940s.

...The Reduction in the number of companies has
meant a decrease in head office expenèes and
expansion has enhanced the ability- of these
companies to meet and offer competition"
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. . . Interchanges of this nature have tended to
increase the amount of grain handled per unit of
operation for each company with a reduclion in
the costs of operation- anä supervision. 33

Tangri et al

in L97L as follows:
The grain companies have rationalized their
plant as dictated by economic conditions over
time. But this rationalization has been carried
out in ways that are not always obvious to outside observers. This has taken the form of tradeoflg, mergers, and outright sales of companies, as
well as the fact that there are now at lèast f,000
fewer elevator agents than elevators. Hence the
argument that there are tttoo manytt elevators is
not a valid indicator that the grain companies
have not rationalLzed theÍr plañt. The ãctions
taken by the grain companies have enabled them
to reduce g9sts, both operating and noncommented

operating.

õ+

The Canada Grains Council, in L973, commented in the

following manner.
The difference between company points and operating
units suggests that there is still room to reduce
the number of manager units by about 700 as
companies consolidate operations at points where
they Þqt. more than one manager. Note that both
sa\^7-offs and mergers provide-the opportunity for
cost savings without reduction in the overall
level of service to producers, althouqh thç_competitive environment tends to'be weakãneO.85
The policies of the grain conpanies have been to
reduce operating costs where possible and practical from
their particular perspective. The relationship between
83^
--ll.

A. MacGibbon,

1951, Toronto:
200-20L

UnÍversity

The Canadian Grain Trade 1931.

"

84

Tangri, op. cit., p.

6L,

85curr"dr Grains Council,
op.

cit., p.
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the handling and storage tariffs, prior to L973-74,
mitigated against the reduction of storage capacity. The
study by Tangri et al estimated that the savings generated
by the assumed closure of plants r,rere out\.deighed by the
losses in storage
Storage space is Ímportant
""trirg".86
to the grain companies also as a competitive force to draw
patronage. For both of these reasons the maintenance of
storage capacity was the optimal strategy for grain
companies.

In this chapter, the role of competition, regulation and government policy as it concerns the handling
versus storage orientation of the country elevator system
\,vas developed. As noted, the role of competition established the basic elevator system by 1930. Subsequently,
government policy such as the accelerated depreciation
programs and the Ternporary I¡Iheat Reserves Act were largely
responsible for the storage orientation of the system.
The tariff structure for handling and storing grain played
a secondary role provided the policy of the government was
to maintain and pay for excess wheat stocks. The role of
the handling and storage tariffs was important in maintaining the storage orientation during this period, but was
not the cause of it.
86o. P.-Tangri, D, Zasada, and E. I^1. TyrchniewLcz,
I'Country Grain
Elevãtoi Closures: ' Implicationê for Grain'
Centre for Transportation Studies,
Elevator Comp_aniesr'f
Universi!y_gf
Manitoba, Inlinnipeg, Resèarch Report No. i0,
January L973, pp. 45-5L"

CHAPTER

IV

AN HISTORICAL REVIEI^T OF THE REGULATION
OF HANDLING AND STORAGE TARIFFS
IN THE COUNTRY ELEVATOR SYSTEVI

rn this chapter, the regulated tariffs for handring
and storing grain at the country elevator level are examined. The regulated tariffs are examined during four
periods of time with the view of analyzing the ímpact the
tariffs have had upon the industry. The four time periods
examined are: the initial regulation of tariffs in TgLz,
the period from L9L2 to L943, the period from Lg43 ro Lg74
which covers the years when both the Canadian lriheat Board
and the Board of Grain Commissioners \.,üere involved in
tariff setting, and the post L974 era where the canadian
Grain commission was solely responsible for tariff setting.
The Board of Grain commissioners \,vas renamed the canadian
Grain commission in T97L but we shall use the name as it
existed at a particular point in time.
fnitial Setting of Maximum Tariffs
the Board of
Grain Commissioners in L9L2
There is some difficulty in establishing why the
regulation of handling and storage tariffs, or charges,
A.

took place and on what basis they r,rere initially set,
since there does not appear to have been an occasion where
producer organizations have asked for such control. producers voiced their concerns regarding many factors that
L37
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influence their final return. some of these concerns
\rere vertical integration, street prices, wêight, grade,
dockage and the freedom to use a variety of shipping
methods" No doubt, the tariffs for handling and storing
grain affected the farmers I return, but apparently in a
less material or obvious way than the factors listed above.
Baxter, who Ln L962 was the chief statistician of the Board
of Grain Commissioners, \,vrote: t?Neither the regulations
nor the canada Grain Act set forth the precise way in which
the level of these tariffs shall be established, nor is
there any information on record indicating the basis on
which the initial rates \.,rere set.,,87 Since there is no
official documentation, \,ve are left to make use of other
sources from which to deduce the manner in which maximum
tariffs were initially set.
I^iith regard to the Manitoba Grain Act, 1900,
wirson writes: 'Maximum tariff rates, subject to revision
by the governor in council, \4iere to be filed each year by
both terminal and country elevators."88 Lamont, quotÍne
from the Turgeon commission of L925, states that "maximum
rates for handling and for storage are authorized by the
\,vourd

87^
-

Report of the Interdepartmental Committee on
Grain Storagè^and Halrdlilg in Cänada, Volume I, Ottawa,
September L962, pp " 283-284.
88C. F.
Ialilson, A Century of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoon, Saskatche\^7an: Modern Press, L978, p. 32.
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Board of Grain commissionerstt and that frthese charges have
not been raised above the T}L3-L4 revel,"89 The rates

referred to were: handling - TT+ cents per bushel,
storage - T/30 cent per bushel per day.
From the above, one would conclude that the
process of maximum tariff setting was established up under
the canada Grain Act of r9L2, with the Board of Grain
commissioners as the administrative body. rt would also
appear to be the case that the Board set maximum tariffs
prior
at the level established by the grain trade itself.
to L9L2, the trade established the tariffs and filed them
as required under the Nlanitoba Grain Act. The administrative change regarding tariffs, between the Manitoba
Grain Act and the canada Grain Act is more than subtle.
Under the Manitoba Grain Act, the tariffs were filed and
subject to revision by the government. under the canada
Grain Act the tariffs lvere set by a regulatory body, who
presumably would be able to devote greater time and effort
into such regulation.
By the time the Board of Grain Commissioners \,vas
authorized to set maximurn tariffs, two commissions had
already concluded that the tariff levels \dere noncompensatory" The Royal Grain rnquiry commission of rg99
stated that, rrrhe evidence shows that a standard elevator
89

C. Lamont, _Prairie Sentir3þ, I,rlinnipeg: Northlriest Elevators Association, circa L940, pp. 20-2L"
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operated at a price of LU cents per bushel (the present
rate charged for handling, cleaning and giving 15 days t
free storage) and at which no grain bought by the o\,r7ners

is handled, would require to be filled three times in each
season to make it a profitable investment to the party
erecting and working it."90 As shown in Appendix A, the
Elevator Commission of the province of Saskatchewan of
1910 made a similar comment. During the time period of
the saskatchewan commission, the handling tariff (or

original storage as it was then called) was LZ cents per
bushel. This \,vas an increase of l cent in about l0 years.
By accepting the tariffs as determined by the
trade and doing so knowing that the tariffs per sê,, \,vere
noncompensatory, the Board of Grain commissioners virtually
ensured that only firms integrated both vertically and
horizonatally could compete in the country grain elevator
business. From the evidence provided in the commission
reports, a grain elevator or line of elevators could not
be established in order to handle and store grain for
others on a warehouse basis except at a loss. This is not
correct in an absolute sense because if an elevator or line
of elevators could secure significant volume, probably in
the order of double that which was being achieved by the
industry at that time, it could have been viable. From a
practical point of view, ho\,vever, it would have been only
90

Ibid. , p.

35.
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a philanthropist who would have entered the trade on such
a basis knowing that the existing elevators lvere operating
with a handling to capacíty ratio of less than two, when
a break even position required a ratio of between three
and four"
The purpose of the regulation of handling and

storage tariffs

is unclear. Almost all of the early regulatÍon of the grain trade was for the purpose of fostering
competition or ensuring fair weights, grades and dockage.
To that point in time, it was not obvious that the grain
companies were about to raise the handlÍng and storage
rates in any exhorbitant way to the detriment of producers
since the handling rate had increased only about I cent per
bushel in the previous l0 years.
It is suspected that the initial setting of maximum
tariffs for handling and storing grain, at the levels established by the grain trade, !üas done for strictly pragmatic reasons. To have started with the philosophy that
the handling and storage tariffs should directty reflect
the costs of providing the service would have demanded an
exhaustive costing study of the industry by the Board.
More importantly, if it was the case that the handling
tariff was too low and the storage tariff too high, êstablishing an appropriate set of rates would likely not
have been of any consequence to the integrated elevator
companies" If the Board of Grain Commissioners attempted
to establish initial rates so that revenue levels would be
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conmensurate i,Jith cost, they would have to investigate each

of the possible sources of profit of the grain companies;
mixing, grading, dockage, screenings, commissions, and
activities on the Grain Exchange, profits were not derived from handling and storing erain per sê, but from the
buying and selling of grain. The tariffs made up only
part of their buying margin.
on the basis of the comments of the commissions r of
L899 and 1910, that an elevator would have to turn itself
over at least 3 times and, in fact, \,vas doing so less than
twice, implies that the handling charge would have had to
be approximately double what was being charges farmers at
that time to be compensatory. For the Board of Grain
commissioners to have established the maximum handling

tariff

ât, say 3l cents, when the elevator companies \.,rere
charging LZ cents would have been an extraordinary action.
rt is difficult to see how. such reguration by the Board of
Grain commissioners would have been viewed by producers and
their organizations as being in their best interest. However, âS remarked previously, setting the maximums es_
sentially at the ttgoingrt rates as \^7as done, reduced the
potentíal for entrants into the industry on other than a
fully integrated basis.
since the Board of Grain commissioners appears to
have accepted the goÍng tariffs

estabrished by the grain

trade as the maximum allowable, it is pertinent to understand the role played by the tariffs.
During the first
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decade of this century, a farmer could sell his grain
either on a street basis to the elevator company, on a

track basis via a commission agent, or bypass the country
elevator through the use of a loading platform. Only by
use of the loading platform was the farmer able to avoid
the handling tariff at the elevator. The handling tariff,
therefore, must be competitive with the tariffs charged at
other elevators and competitive with the loading platforrn,
The decision by farmers to make use of the loading platform
\^7as aptly described in the Report of a provincial commis s i on:
Some farmers are satisfied that it is not
worth seventeen dollars and fifty cents for them
to load through the elevator and- have the elevator accept responsibility for out-turn weights
at Fort trlilliam. These usê the platf orm. oEhers
are well satisfied to bin their þrain in the elevator direct from the thresher oi at their convenience, pay the charge, have the grain loaded
out when their car comes and have tñe elevator
accept responsibility,for leakages in transit,
etc., rather than feel that when their car comes
immediately leave whatever work they
.th"y
have Tus.t
in hand, s€cure- assistance from neighbouls
and load the car without delay. The whole
question of the wisdom or otherwise of shÍpping
through an elevator and paying the above chärgã
is one that depends largely uþon the circumstances in which each iñ¿iiiOiraf is placed.9l

The same report also noted that for the crops of r90g to
1911, platform loadings amounted to L9,4, L9.4, L2,2 and

26.5 percent respectively for shipments cf grain out of
o'r

"Report of the Grain Markets Commission of the
Province of Saskatchewan, Regina, Saskatchewan: Government
Printer, L9L4, pp. 28-29:
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Saskatch ewal:..92 There should be no question

loadings

that platform

a powerful competitive force in those years,
both for the farmers that used them, as well as for those
who did not.
rn order for grain companies to ensuïe steady supplies of grain to their terminals, they must purchase large
quantities of street wheat as opposed to merely acting as
\iì7ere

for others, in which case the terminal
destination could not be guaranteed. rf profits could not
be derived from the country elevator system operating as a
warehousê, then the deficit in revenue had to be recovered
through the buying margin or at the terrninal level. patton
describes the terminal prof it sources as f ollows: r'The
main profits from terminal operations, it was discovered,
were derived from the accrual of surpluses or overages in
the turnover of stocks. such suïpruses might arise, quite
legitimately, from the recleaning of screenings, which
public terminals \^7ere allowed to retain where the dockage
set by the inspector did not exceed 3 percent. surplus
might also arise, more questionably, from cleaning grain
slightly under the dockage set. ,,93
Sale on a street basis was made at the prices
offered by the grain companies and marketing charges such
warehousemen

92
o?

rbid.

'-H.

s. Patton, Grain Growers Cooperation in
hlestern Canada, Harvard: Harvara Univ@L928,

p.150"
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as the handling tarÍff \^7ere contained within the buying
margin, sale on a track basis would cost the farmer the
TZ cents per bushel handling tariff for unloading grain
from the farmerts wagon or truck, elevating the grain and
loading into a grain car, plus the one cent per bushel paid
to the commission agent. The only way these charges can
be avoided is by the farmer loading over a platform and
assuming the specialLzed function of the commission agent
regarding the sale of grain to a termÍnal elevator or an
end user such as â flour mill.
The allegation of cross subsidization between the
country and terminal elevator systems emanates from the
notion that the country elevator was limited in deriving
income to the maximum handling tariff of LZ cents per
bushel. This is somewhat incorrect as an independent
country elevator could, if the manager i,üere knowledgeable
in marketing matters, earn as well the commission fee of
one cent per bushel. The fact that such an alternative
did not develop sufficiently to compete effectively with
the vertically integrated firms attests to the efficiency
of the latter form of marketing. The practice of the
terminal division of a verticarly integrated company
returning the one cent commission fee to the country elevator division is not necessarily practice of cross
"
subsidization, but could be regarded as allocating that
revenue to the point from where it is derived. As
explained in chapter rr, it was the efficiency of the
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vertically integrated firm which allowed it to internalize
the cornrnission agent ts role in the marketing of grain that,
in part, explains the development of the verticalty
integrated firm.
Another marketing alternative available to the
farmer was to store grain for future sale. The farmer
could store on farm or in a country elevator. The storing

of grain in an elevator would permit the farmer to sell on
short notice to the elevator or on track to a commission
agent, but would require the payment of the storage tariff
to the country elevator. GÍven that the grain elevator
companies \,vere intent upon the merchandising of grain as
opposed to merely acting as warehousemen; one would expect,
therefore, that the storage tariff would play an important
role in their marketing strategy. rf the handling tariff
\,vas below the cost of providing the service, then one courd
hypothesize that the storage tariff would be greater than
the cost of providing the service. rn effect, the entire
tariff schedule would be an encouragement for the farmer
to sell grain to the grain elevator on a street basis.
The function of storing grain in country and
terminal elevators has not changed from the turn of the
century to the present. storage creates time and space
utility by providing for the positioning of stocks into
market accessible position, For the farmer, the sale of
street grain to cormnercial facilities provided for immediate cash flow oT, when available, elevator storage
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could be used pending future sales. The use, by farmers,
of elevator storage space for the purpose of future sale
as graded storage or special binning which was a
contentious issue at the turn of the century. The farmer

rdas known

of the provision would have estimated that the
charges vùere reasonable given the possibility of future
gains. To the country elevator, the revenue obtained was.
likely less than could be gained from street purchased
grain, particularly in periods of heavy demand. on the
other hand, iri times of weak demand, the erevator would
view whatever revenue was obtainable from this source as
better than nothing.
The Board of Grain commissioners likely realized
the dilemma created by the conflicting interests of storage
space useage and the provision of special binning was
maintained in the canada Grain Act as a privirege to be
gained by mutual consent between the farmer and the country
elevator as opposed to the right of a farmer, The farmers
likely viewed the charge for storing grain as being related to the direct cost of holding stocks. To the grain
company, however, the storage charge was perhaps related
to the opportunity cost of the alternative use of bin
space, which was the merchandising of street purchased
grain,
For a particular parcel of grain purchased on a
street basis, the elevator company would earn the difference between what the grain \,vas purchased for, and what it
who made use
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was sold ãt, or the buying margin, This would be made up,

in part, by the handling tariff of LZ cents per bushel and
the commission fee of I cent peï bushel. on grain stored
for the farmer, the elevator company would earn the LZ
cents handling tariff

plus accumulated storage fees. At
the storage fee of 1 cent per bushel per month (the maximum
storage tariff), the elevator would be in somewhat of a no
loss position after the first 45 days. The 45 days is due
to the handling tariff including the first 15 days as
storage free. The notion of treating the storage tariff in
this manner is fraught with difficulty because of the
surplus developed by the terminals as described by patton
and mentioned above. Beyond the first 45 days, the problem
becomes even more difficult
as the trade-off between uses
of storage space depends upon how long the storage space is
used by the farmer, and the turnover of that storage space
expected by the elevator company, if special binning had
not been provided. The elevator company maintained some
control over this as they could move the grain to a
terminal by giving notice to the farmer.
on the other hand, the notion that the storage fee
r...7as established on the basis of the cost of service is even
less satisfying. The information acquired by the
saskatchewan Elevator conrnission indicated that grain
elevators would cost about twenty cents per bushel to
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trlhile this cost included equipment and other
items that could be considered not related to storage, it
would be just as well to overestimate than underestímate
for our purposes " rf one thinks in terms of only a zoyear life and interest rates of 6 percent and utiLLzation
of storage capacity at seventy percent, the monthly per
bushel cost is quite small in reration to the charge. AccordÍng to amortization tables, the princÍpal and interest
charges would amount to approximately 0.rg cents per month
per bushel.
erect.'-i

The above proposition of calculating the cost of

providing storage is derived from the definition of the
handling tariff which is: loading grain into the elevator,
15 days free storage (fO days after L}TO), and loading
grain out of the elevator. what is missing in this method
of calculating the cost of providing storage is an allocation of such expenses as salaries, taxes and repairs.
The major problem with attempting to arlocate operating
costs between handling and storing is the arbitrariness of
doing so because they are coÍrnon products of operating an
elevator. rn essence, a graLn elevator cannot store grain
unless it handles grain and, likewise, it cannot handle
grain unless it stores grain. I^Ihile it is conceivable
that a grain elevator could transfer grain virtually direct
94Report

of

Saskatcher^7an,

of the Elevator Ccrnmission of the Province
Regina: Government Printer , L9T0, p. 42.

rs0

from farmers to railway boxcars, thereby eliminating the
storage function, this is most unlikely to ever become the
colnmon case. If the grain companies were to attempt to

allocate storage related expenses to determine the cost of
providing storage space, they would likely develop
different estimates because of the arbitrariness involved.
The estimates of storage cost would probably vary as well
from region to region and year to year because of the
condition of the grain and the weather. However, the
problems of differential estimates of storage costs could
be overcome by averaging within a company and by conpetition among companies.
\^Ihile it is conceivable that such a process, to
determine storage cost, could have taken place,

w€

seriously doubt that it did. The proposition that the
storage rate was developed on the oppcrtunity cost to the
elevator of the use of storage space is more realistic.
More importantly, the opportunity cost theory rationally
follows from the fact that the grain companies functioned
primarily as merchandisers of grain and not warehousemen;
that is they bought and sold grain as opposed to handling
it for others without transferring ownership,
Patton describes the sales option of farmers and
makes inference regarding the storage charge in the
following manner:
" . " o\,vners of grain that has not been shipped out
before the close of navigation must either bear
the higher cost of all-rail shipment to seaboard
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or of all-winteroRtorage until the reopening of
lake navigation. Tr
The rail rate, âs recorded by the Grain Markets Ccnnmissior,,96 on grain moving from the Lakehead to Halifax,
lvas Lgtá cents per bushel. rf the farmer \^7ere to store his
grain for the period from December to May, the period of
freezeup, the alternative of alt rail shipment would
convert to a storage cost of about four cents per bushel
per month against an actual charge of one cent. The grain
companies would not appear to have determined the storage
charge on the basis of the farmers I alternative winter
transportation opportunity cost. To have established
storage on the transport basis would have been considered
extortionate, and have resulted in the farmers t demands for
producer cars and storage space in terminal elevators.
Also, this would have played into the hands of commission
agents who would have increased their volune of business.
Furthermore, such a charge would probably have made the
building of space for storage rather than merchandising
profitable, thereby syphoning large volumes of grain a\.vay
from the country elevators of the integrated companies.
95u. s. Patton, Grain Growers Cooperation in
I^Ie s tern Canada, Cambridg
, LgzS,
p. L2.
oÁ

'"Report of the Grain lrfarkets Commission of the
Province of Saskatchewan, Regina: Government Printer,
L9L4, p. 47.
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Another, and perhaps simpler, explanation of the
storage tariff relates to the difference in prices as
recorded on futures markets. Magill, in his report
regarding the operations of the Board of Grain supervisors
during the first l^Iorld I¡Iar: states:
rt freferring to the Board] courd telr how much
the carrying charges would amount to per bushel
per_month, and from commercial experiänce it
could ascertain that in pre-war däys, and when
wheat was selling far .beiow a dollár'a bushãi,
the average exceés of May over previous December
f.or a period of sonq tweive ye"is \,üas a fraction
above 5ç a busheL.Y/
Piper describes the elevator storage charge in the
following manner:
The majot. portion of a full carrying charge
consists of the storage; therefore the Tate
i;
force in the elevatorð connected with
g.ãi'
market will be directly reflected in the
"ry
difference in prices fôr different deliveries
on such market. under the rules of the !{innipeg
Grain Exchange grain is deliverable upon con_
tracts only when it is in store in thä public
terminal elevators at Fort Inlilliam or p^ort
Arthur; - therefore the tariff storage rates of
these elevators have a direct be4Sing upon the
prices of the l,üinnipeg Exchange.vö
Piperts comment regarding the storage tariff at the
terminals and their relationship to future price is
obviously correct. However, it still does not explain

how

97c. F.. Inlilson,
A Century of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan: UoO
á:.
98C. B. piper, rfprinciples
of the Grain Trade of
vüestern canada, " Th9.
Erevator
company Limitãã,
Fpire
Ialinnipeg, 1915, p. L45,'
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the storage tariff

was deterrnined in the first

instance.

The problem appears to be of a chicken and egg variety.

Patton, irr explaing the problems confronting the
Grain Growers Grain Company, which was acting as a trading
company as opposed to physical handlers of grain around
1910, quotes the President of that company in this regard.
I have before frequently pointed out that
the possession of the country elevators gives
the elevator companies a very strong levèr in
working against us. It is conmon knowledge
that, irt order to get the handling of a fãrmerts
grain, country elevator operators, acting no
doubt under instructions from their supeiiors,
will offer every inducement possible. I might
instance as chief of these the loading of grain
through their elevators into cars free of
charge, and the holding of it--often for considerable periods--free of storage... It is
quite possible for them to conduct their
business at country points at a loss and stitt
recoup themselves very handsomely from the
profits at the terminal elevators. This they
can do without in any way resorting to making
profits by improper practices such as mixing
of grades. A company operating country elevators and owning a terminal elevator--as they
nearly all do--can buy a farmerrs car in the
country, apparently without profit, and ship it
down to their terminal elevators for storage.
The spread in price between the cash month in
which they buy the grain, and, sây, the liay
price, is usually from a cent to a cent and a
quarter a month. The only charge they have
against the spread at which they sell is the
interest and insurance charge, which is low
enough to give them a handsome profit on their
turnover. This enables them to, at times,
offer inducements at country points for carlots
that apprently is difficult to understand; or
at_ _points where we are buying street grain to
offer pricçç that we cannot þay unlesá we buy
at a t'oss.99
oo

"Patton, op. cit. , p.

93

.
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The explanation of the storage charge is similar to Piperrs

and leaves one with the same problem of establishing cause
and effect.

If the storage charge to farmers at country elevators \^7as reduced to the physical charge, which likely
would have been well below a cent a bushel a month, farmers
would probably have used elevators in a fashion to acquire
the gain for themselves. If farmers did not do so, an
enterprising middleman would surely have done so. The
actions of the grain companies cannot be considered anything but rational.
In conclusion, we would argue that the maximum
tariffs for handling and storing grain, as initially
established under the Canada Grain Act by the Board of
Grain Commissioners, were simply those determined by the
elevator companies. The establishment of tariffs by the
grain companies, if not designed, had the function of
sponsoring the transfer of ownership of grain from farmer
to country elevator on a street basis. \^Iith regard to the
handling tariff , competition from platf orm loadings \,vas
likely responsible for pushing the tariff below average
total cost. The storage tariff was likely established by
the elevator industry on an opportunity cost basis, which
reflected the difference in December to May futures prices.
Because of the keen competition for farmer patronage, the
tariffs would have been noncompensatory if the industry had
operated merely as \,varehousemen. There should be no doubt,
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however, that the industry had no intention of operating
as warehousemen but rather as merchandisers of grain.
The Board of Grain con¡nissioners of the day must
have been fully cogni zant of the situation in the grain

trade up to L9L2. At least two commissions had reported
by this time and had outrined the noncompensatory nature
of a warehouse operation. rt is from the Reports of these
commissions that the notion of a handling to capacity ratio
of between three and four was necessary for an elevator to

be profitable,

became

popular.

The reason for establishing maximum handling and
storage tariffs under the canada Grain Act is unknown.
However, one can speculate that it was politically

moti-

vated. rnstead of regulating the street prices that
farmers received from, what they argued, was a monopoLized
industry, the tariffs for handling and storing grain \,vere
regulated. The fact that the Royar commissions mentioned
above concluded that the industry in the main operated in
the joint interest of farmers and merchandisers, but that
competition would strengthen the position of farmers, did
not appease farm groups such as the Grain Growers Association. It \,.ras, theref ore, possibly considered by poli_
ticians that regulation of tariffs would somehow limit the
buying margins of the grain elevator companies.
The establishment of maximum tariffs, whether or
not viewed as such by the Board of Grain commissioners of
the day, provided regulation which would help to determine
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the structure of the industry for decades to come.
Knowing that the handling and storage tariffs were noncompensatory from a warehousing perspective, the Board of
Grain commissioners could have established compensatory
maximum tariffs based upon the cost of providing the
service. This could not have been done without a great
deal of difficulty, ho\,vever, as the grain elevator
companies, which lvere primarily privately owned, and intent
upon the purchase of grain on a street basis and the
merchandising thereof, would not likely have been affected
by new tariff schedule.
"
An analysis of changing the tariff structure will
show the difficulties.
rf the handring tariff was raised
and the storage rate lowered, this would be of no conseqllence to the grain companies. They would not likely
follow by raising their handling tariff, thus out competing warehouses that did. The storage tariff, from a
revenue perspective, \.{ias of little consequence since they
dealt mainly in buying street grain, rf, oD the other
hand, the handling tarÍff was lowered and the storage
tariff raised, the grain elevator companies would probably
have raised their buying margin by the same amount. However, the handling tariff of LÐq cents per busher reft
little room for reduction. At any rate, it is most unlikely that the Board of commissioners conducted costing
studies that they would have decided to follow the latter
action.
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As it would not have been necessary for the grain
companies to follow an increased handling tariff unless

did so and !ùere effective competitors for
grain, the change would not have materially affected the
industry. rt is important, however, to speculate whether

warehousemen

such warehousemen would have enetered the industry. rf
they were to be new entrants, it would have been only at

very high risk of survival since the grain elevator
companies would not likely have followed suit initially.
other alternatives would be for the government to provide
warehouse functions or for tegislation to force the elevator industry to provide those functions. The forrner
action was most unlikely because of the failure of the
Manitoba goverffnent elevator scheme and also the failure
of municÍpal elevators in saskatcheT,{ian.100 Regarding the

latter, it would not have been contemplated since even the
pro'ision of special binning was not made a right, but
rather, a privilege.
rt wourd seem, therefore, that the Board of Grain
commissioners had no choice but to accept the tariffs for
handling and storing grain that had been established by

the industry itself . I^Ihile this meant the continuance of
the status quo and effectively ensured that only integrated
firms would exist within the industry, it likely was the
r00_

Report of the Elevator Comrnission of the
Province of Säskatche\,van, op. cit,, pp. 13f-134"
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only realistic option available to the Board. The farmers
and their organizations would have to take the advice
offered by the two cornmissions mentioned above if they
to make substantive changes to the grain industry
which they argued were needed. ütrhile the Board of Grain
vùere

commissioners had no option, the federal government had

the option of severing vertical integration between
country and terminal f acilities " This issue \,vas debated
in regard to Bill Q, as mentioned in Chapter II, but no
action lvas taken.
B.

Tariff Setting to 1945-46
I,rihile the establishing of maximum handling and
storing tariffs for grain does not appear to have been
based upon any imperative, they were of some significance
during the period of time in which the federal government,
through its agencies, marketed Canadian wheat.
The períod between VJorld lrlar f and the end of
I,'Iorld I.Iar rr were particularly significant in terms of the
marketing of canadian wheat in particular, because of large
carryovers, restricted market access, low prÍces, in_
sufficient storage capacity and transportation congestion.
rt was during this period that the futures market frequently could not function properly because of the above
mentioned difficulties and the government operated
centralized selling or propped up the futures market by
taking the opposite side of an evident down market. rt
I^7as also during this time period that grain elevators
Maximum
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operated as lvarehouses, and the storage tariff as set by
the Board of Grain commissioners r,,Jas brought into question.
During the first I,{orld I¡Iarr the l,rlinnipeg Grain

trading because with a buyers t monopoly
the market was anything but competitive. lOf In recognition of the problem, the government established a central
pricing and marketing body called the Board of Grain
supervisors. The Board operated by setting the price of
wheat at export position and in turn by setting the remuneration for necessary marketing functions established
the price to farmers. The process developed by the Board
of Grain commissioners is similar to that currently in
place under the Canadian Inlheat Board.
The following is an excerpt of the final report of
the Board of Grain Supervisors which explains the remuneration to country elevators which acted as warehouses
LO2
r or \.{neatr .
Exchange suspended

STREET PRICES

fixing of prices at the terminal points is,
Ihu
however, only the beginning, though an essential one. Wheat is sold by faimers to the
local elevator or warehouse oþerator both east
and west. This is known as ttètreetrr wheat, And
in by-gone days the prices paid for street wheat
were a perennial source of complaint. After
101c. r'. hiilson, A Century
of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoonr Saskatchewan: Modern ere@

102tbid., pp. Lo6L-62.
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careful consideration the Board decided that the
price of wheat should be stabilized at country
points also.
CARRYING CHARGES ON I^IHEAT

From harvest to the close of navigation
Fort
I¡Iilliam there-is only a limited põriod ofattime.
It is plty.ically impôssible, and it is eco_
n.omically undesirable, to ship out the whole of
the western wheat surplus in that period. Con_
siderable-quantities ãre delivered' by farmers
to
country elevators during harvest whiôh cannot be
transported to Fort tiirlÍam before December, and
considerable quantities are hauled from the farms
elevators during the winter months.
!-o country
I,rlestern
wheat must stilf bã hauled east. The
Panama route is
.not yet effective, Cãnada has no
outlet such as the
United States ánjoys
Gulf of Mexico, and rhe milling inOüsÉiyinof the
in"
Dominion cannoú ygç absorb as ï"rg" a proportion
of the total canâdian wheat as thõ miriinþ industyy in the United States can of United Stãtes
wheat.
Under these conditions a large quantity of
wheat in l.Iestern Canada must be õuriiã¿ over
every year during the winter months__some of it
on,the farms, some of it in country elevators,
and some of it in the terminar eleíators at tÉe
head of the lakes.
|y"ty one understands that if wheat is worth
Ç2.zTh a bushel at Fort t{illiam, it is worth more
at Montreal by the_ cost of tranáporting it there.
ït should be êqually obvious that if wñeat is
worth $2.2L1 per buêhel at Fort William in the
month of December.
is worth more the following
PJay_by the cost of it
keeping it there. That cost
includes storage, insuranõe and interest. And
with wheat at, $Z'.zLU pef_bushel, these carrying
charges,. ag they are_ õalled, amóunted to práctïcally
2ç a bushel per-month.
In normal times all accruing charges, whether
handling charges at the elevatol, oÍ Er"ignt-"nã.g."
by lake- and rãit, or carrying chárges in an ele_
vator, became part of the- prlce of-wheat, just as
do the costs oi production, and all commérõiat experience shows that this is the simplest and most
economical way of handling them.
It is somêwhat curiouã that while the notion
of stabiLLzed prices \.,üas supposed to be
consistent
with these variations that i¿?:re due to freight
rates, it was decided that it was inconsistõnt
with those variations that \,vere due to carrying

16r

charges. In the United States considerable importance was attached to this, possibly because
tþ" carrying.-charges^do not ¡úfi< quite so largelyr
there as in hlestein Canada. In Cánada, ât alT
_e_y9lts, tÞ" cost of carrying wheat from Fort
i.Iilliam r¿hen the price wãs fixed at ÇZ.ZLl per
bushel was, as stated above , Zç a bushef per
month. lnlho was to_pay thï-s-2ç
a bushel pär month,
and how,. i-f it could not be incorporated in the
price of

wheat?

STREET PRICE MARGIN

regard
street prices, the principle adopted
I^Iith.
by-the Board_to
was that 1r the price at th'e terminal
point was fixed, the country þrice should also be
fixed. And this was done simþly by deducting rhe

flgiglt rate from the Forr l^Iiitiam-price,
in
addition whatever amount the elevatbr waé ".ã
fairly
entitled to for its services. The board set thís
latter amount at a maximum of 5ç a bushel, with
result that the street price at any partióular the
point_ in the west was the Fort l^,Ii1iiam price minus
freight and minus a maximum of 5ç.
In reaching this maximum the Board considered
that the canadã Grain Act allows country elevators
a maximum of lZç p", bushel for handling wheai
through_!h. elevator, that the I¡linnipeg"Grain Ex1ç a bushel for selline'iE, and that
9.h""qg-fixes
the difference between the sum of tñese two and
5ç would be sufficient to protect the country elevator-operator.against losè in grades and weight
and give him his profi_t.
As stated above, il,bygone days street prices
gave_ rise to much trouble.- The mãximum marþin set
by the Board for straight grade wheat was 5[ and
at no time during the crop years of L9L7 and lglg
did the Board receive a sinþle protest from producers in regard to that maigin. For some of the
Igwer-grades_l oT the rrno gradett grain, iL was ad_
mitted on all sides that Èhe margin wás too low,
and this \,,ùas provided for as timã went on.
Inlhen the ètreet price problem had been thus
f:I.:olved, the ques-tion oî carrying charges became
still more urgent. A five cent mar[in woütd not
enable a country elevator to. carry Its purchased
y,fg?! long when the carrying charge cost at Fort
i^Iitliam was 2ç a bushel -could
rn other words,
the-street price margin þer-monthl
only be fÍxed at a
maximum of 5ç provided the carryiñg charges--storage,
interest and insurance--\.,üere pai¿ Ëo the"elevators"
by the Board. There were two- alternatives--the
Board must either pay the carrying charges, or the
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elevator must be permitted to collect them from
the producer. And in the case of street wheat
that would mean a margin very much larger than
5ç a bushel"
I¡Ihile there is little in the report by Chief
Commissioner Magill that fully explains how the street
price margin was determined, one might speculate that
bargaining took place between the comrnission and the grain
elevator companies, The outcome probably resembled closely
the actual return the grain companies experienced operating
as merchandisers as opposed to warehousemen without considering the cost of carrying grain. Under ûorrûâ1 conditions of marketing street grain, the elevator company
would be responsible for carrying charges while under the
Board of Grain supervisors, the Board was responsible for
these charges. The carrying charge cost of two cents per
bushel is what eiputlo3 refers to as the full carrying
charge which takes in the one cent physical charge plus an
additional approximate one cent interest and insurance
cost. The interest cost will depend upon the value of
grain, the going rate of interest, and the length of the
storage period.

It is the former cost, âs set by the Board of
Grain Commissioners, that câme into question during the
early part of the depression. The Pool Elevator companies,
103c. ¡. Piper, rtprinciples of the Grain Trade of
I,rlestern Canadarrf The Empire Elevator Company Limited,
ütrinnipeg

,

L9L5

, p.

L45

"
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which r,vere organized in the mid L920s, operated on

much

the same basis as the current l,Jrreat Board by paying
initial and subsequent payments as opposed to the purchase
of street grain by the private grain elevator companies.
I^Iith falling prices in late Lgzg and early 1930 the
initial prices became higher than prevailing market prices
and the solvency of the pool operations came into question.
The overpa)¡ments to farmers for the crop year Lg2g-30 by
the three prairie Pools was about 22.g million dollars .L04
The three provincial governments guaranteed the bank loans

of the Pool companies for several months and eventualry
issued bonds for this purpose. The federar government, in
turn, took over the central selling Agency of the pools,
and as was done under the Board of Grain Supervisors, made
use of the existing grain trade to the fullest extent in
marketing the stock on hand.
rn L932 the head of the centrar setring Agency,
J. r. McFarland, questioned the storage rates because the
large carryovers and low wheat value were resulting in
sizeable profits for the grain elevator companies.
i^Iilsor,IO5 gives a full account of the issue raised by
McFarland and this is reproduced in Appendix c. our
particular interest in this issue is because it provides a
r04-- 'F.

Modern Press, T:_l*if
L975, p.
r05

rgl.
LZ7

Service Ar Co"!, Saskaroon:

.-

lrlilson, op" cit., pp.

323_27.
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useful ínsight into the role of the regulated tariffs,
particularly as they applied after the canadian l,Jheat Board
became a monopoly marketing agency" The letter from
McFarland to the Prime Mínister, as reproduced in Appendix
C, is critical of the Board of Grain Commissioners in not
having lowered the maximum storage tariff when it was
obvious that a heawy carryover in grain elevators existed.
I^Iith reduced export markets available, not only üiere stocks
in store at high levels, but they Í,vere being carried f or
longer periods than was normal for the industry, resulting
in very large profits from the storinq of grain. In the
same light, while export markets lvere depressed,
McFarlandts operation lvas to prop up price by purchasing
futures whenever arrrushtt of short selling was evident.
rn this regard lvfcFarlandrs operation was direcLly affected
by the tariff schedules set by the Board of Grain Commissioners and one could argue there existed a conflict of
interest on his part. The advice of McFarland was eventually accepted and the federal government amended the canada
Grain Act allowing for the revision of the tariff schedules
other than on a yearly basis. In this instance, the storage tariff was reduced from l/30 to Ll45 of a cent per
bushel per day for all grain elevators,
If the Board of Grain Commissioners was in tterrortt
by not adjusting the storage tariff downward in 1931, the
Iterrorrr was caused because the role of the Commission was
noL to control profits over short run cycles but rather to
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set tariffs

which presumably limited buying margins

considered longer run profits"

and

The groundwork covered by

McFarland, however, created a heightened recognition of

the regulated tariff structure that probably did not exist
prior to 193r, The controversy over the storage tariff
and particularly storage capacity was to become an issue
of grain policy in the years to come and today it is
probably one of the more vexing issues to be dealt with.
Several rrestimatesrt of the amount of storage capacity
necessary in the country elevator system \,vere shown in
Chapter III.
For the time period L9L2-L945 it appears as though
the handling tariff for wheat remained constant at LZ cents
per bushel. The storage tariff, on the other hand, varied
from time to time and generally in relation to stock
levels. Table VIII shows, io crude fashion, an inverse
relationship between the storage tariff and the stocks in
store. rn this regard the storage tariff was probably used
to some degree as a regulator of gross revenue, and
possibly profits, which was the issue put forward for the
first time, âs far as we can tell, by llcFarland. That the
issue of storage revenue should come up durine the time
period in which the government was highly involved in the
marketing of canadian wheat is not surprising since a
large amount of public funds \,ùas involved at that time.
on the other hand, under conditions when markets functioned
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TABLE
STORAGE TARIFFS
STOCKS HELD

VIII

IN RELATION TO AVERAGE MONTHLY
IN COUNTRY GRAIN ELEVATORS:

1930-31 to L945-46

Crop Year

. Storage Tariff

(

cents /bushe L / day)

Averase lnlonthlv
stockã (x r06)1

1930-3r

L

l30

77.5

T93L-32

r /30

75.5

L932-33

L

l4s

r03.0

T933-34

L 130

105.6

L934-35
1935- 36

r 130
r 130

L936-37

L 130

34.2

1937-38

L

l30

20.L

38- 39

L 130

52.7

L939 -40

L 130

TL7

.9

L9 40- 4T

L

2L9

.8

L94L-42

L 145

203.5

19

145

96

.4

79

.5

42-43

L

/4s

236.7

T9 43- 44

L

ls0

229 "3

L944-45

L

/s0

L75.3

L945-46

L

l4s

68.8

L9

l_È'rom L939-40
ro T945-46 stocks in store include
Interior Private and Mi11 Elevators in addition to country
elevators,
SOURCE: Canadian Grain Commission.
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more normally, the storage tariff

plicitly,

then implicitly,

was deemed, if not ex-

appropriate,

Tariff Setting 1945-46 to T973-74
I^fith the Canadian l,rlheat Board becoming what has
turned out to be a permanent monopoly marketing organizatLon, the grain elevator companies became agents of the
Board. As agents of the Board, income from country elevator operations for Board grains was limited to the
handling agreement entered into yearLy between the grain
companies and the Inlheat Board and the storage tariff set
by the Board of Grain Comrnissioners. I^lith regard to Board
grains, first wheat (tg+Z) and then oats and barley as
well (L949), the grain companies became warehousemen as
opposed to merchandisers of those grains.
The tariff levels for handling and storing grain
took on a dual aspect for the next thirty years. The
Board of Grain Commissioners established the maximum
handling and storage tariffs for all grains while the
Canadian l{heat Board negotiated a handling agreement for
Board grains with the grain companies" Table IX shows the
tariffs established by Board of Grain Commissioners, the
Canadian Inlheat Board handling agreernent and the difference
between the two for the years L945-46 to L973-74.
Acting as \,varehousemen for Board grains, the
storage tariff took on a significantly different character
f or the grain companies. I,ühereas during the period of
C.

Maximu-'n

time the grain companies

\,vere merchandisers

of grain, the

TABLE IX
COU}TIRY GRAIN ELEVATOR TARIFFS FoR I/üHEAT
AS SET
THE CANADIAN GRAIN COMMISSION AND THÈ-HEIOLING BY
AGREEVIENT OF THE CANADIAN I^IHEAT BOARD:

L945 TO L973_74

Canadian Grain Commis s i on
Storage
Handlins
,
(ç/busheT/dav)
( ç /bushet
/ãav)

(r)

Year
T9 45- 46

L946-47

L947 -48
T9 48- 49

r949-50
1950-5

1

L95L-52
L952-53
L9s3-54
L954-s5
195 5- 56
L9

s6 -57

1957-58
1958- 59
1959-60
1960-6 r
L96L-62
L962-63

/4s
/30
/25
L /25
L
L
L

L

l2s

r /30
L

/30

L 130
L 130

l30
L /30
L

L 130
L

L

/3s
l30

L 130
r /30
L 130
L

/30

(2\

r

L

3/4
314

L 718
2 r/2
2 L/2
2 L/2
2 s/8
2 s/8
2 sl8
2 slï

2 slg
2 slï

2 3/4
2 3/4
2 314
2 314
2 314
3

Canadian !üheat Board

Hangling Agreement
(C/bushel)
(3)
3
3

3 r/2
4 L/2
4 L/?
4 Llz
4 r/2
4 L/2
4 L/2
4 L/2
4 Llz
4 L/2
4 Llz
4 L/2
4 r/2
4 L/2
4 L12
5

Difference
(3-2)
1

I
t

L/4
L/4
5/8

2
2
2

I 7 /8
I 718
1
1

7
7

/8
/8

I 7lB
7/8
I 6/8
I 6/B
I 6/8
I 6/8
I

I

618

2

(Continued,\

H

o\
Oo

TABLE

Canadian Grain
Storase

Year

(ç/busheï/aav)

L963-64
L964-65
L965-66
L966 -67
L967 -68
196 8- 69

L969 -70

L970-7L
L97L-72
L97 2-7 3

L97 3-7 4

SOURCE: Canadian

(r)

Commi s s ion

Handling
( Ç/bushel /ãav)
(2)

L 130
L

/30

L 130
r /30
L 130
L

l30

L 130
L 130
L 130
r 130
L

/30

Grain

IX (Continued)

2 314
2 314
2 314
3 3/4
3 3/4
3 314
3 314
3 3/4
3 3/4
3 314

3 3/4

Canadian Inlheat Board

Handling Agreement
(ç/busher)
(3)

4 Llz
4 L12
4 Llz
4 L/2
s Ll2
5 Ll2
5

314

s 314
s 314
s 314

6 L/4

Difference
(3-2)

I 618
I 618
I 6/8
618
I 6lB
I 6/8
2
2
2
2
2

Ll2

Commission

H

o\

\.o
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storage tariff was likery used as an inducement for farmers
to sell on a street basis, the storage tariff now became
an important source of revenue for Board grains, tlith the
grain companies acting as warehousemen for Board grains
and the impact that the tariff

structure can have upon the
structure and performance of the industry, no apparent attempt was made by either of the regulatory Boards to adjust
the rates in some relation to their respective costs.
I,r7hile it might appear somewhat redundant to have
two Boards negotiating rates with the grain companies, the
practice is easily rationalLzed. The Board of Grain commissioners, âs required under the canada Grain Act, established the maximum taríffs for handling and sLorage.
The CanadÍan l,Jheat Board, being a marketing agency,

negotiated with the grain companies, those aspects that
involve sone element of buying or selring. The Board of
Grain supervisors, under whose po\.^7ers the grain companies
acted as agents during Inlorld t'Iar r, operated in much the
same fashion. trlhite it might appear somewhat redundant to
involve two agencies, with similar regulatory goals, to
deal with the grain companies, it was a natural occurrence.
The handling agreement arrived at between the
lrlheat Board and the grain companies is made up by adding

fee for acting as agents of the Board, to the maximum
handling tariff established by the Board of Grain commissioners. rn L945-46 this fee was L+, cents and was
comprised of the one cent commission, as described

a

L7I

previously, plus 2 cent for administrative duties.
Exactly how the fee was estabrished is unknown to us, but
it likely followed some form of bargaining between the
the grain companies.
Regarding the Board of Grain commissioners, the
method of tariff setting, as described by Baxter,106
involves tariff meetings where the grain companies present
arguments and data regarding the level of tariffs and the
need for change. The Board, in turn, assesses the arguments together with the profit picture of the grain companies and takes into consideration the necessity of funds
to maintain, expand and moderníze physical plant and
equipment to ensure an efficient and adequate elevator
Inlheat Board and

sys tem.

This form of tariff setting is somewhat similar to
that adopted by most Public utility Boards except that the
Board of Grain commíssioners is not regulating a monopoly
nor does the Board have the polver to investigate, deterrnine
and approve of increases in the capital stock. rt is also
not apparent that the Board fixes a set rate of return on
investment for the industry. Irtrhile we would not question
that the Board had a set of principles by which Ít was
guided in regard to tariff setting in practice, the
106--"Report

of The Interdepartment Committee on Grain
Storage and Handlins fn Canada, Volume l, Ottawa, September
L962, pp " 284-286.
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procedure appears

to have been geared mainly to profits or

net income.
An examination of the maximum tariff

for handling
wheat at country elevators, as set by the Board of Grain
commissioners, shows that the rate increased gradually
from L945-46 to L973-74. The storage tarLff., except for
the variability from L945 to L949 and for Lg57-5g was
constant at Ll30 of a cent per bushel. Given the graduar
increases in the handling tarLl.n despite years of high
versus low handlings and shifts in aggregate storage, it
would appear that the Board of Grain commissioners viewed
the regulation of the handting tariff in a long run sense.
That is, they did not juggle the handling or the storage
tariffs to correspond with the fluctuations in volumes of
grain handled and stored. I,rlhile this supports the argument
that the Board took a long run view, it may, in rearity,
be because the canadian l,rtheat Board held the po\,ver to set
the actual handting tariff through the handling agreernent.
since the canadian I¡Iheat Board negotiated the handting
agreement with the grain companies which incorporated the
maximum handling tariff
of the Board of Grain Commissioners,
in essence, one can argue, that the Inlheat Board determined
the rate. rn other words, the po!üer of the Board of Grain
Commissioners to fix the maximum handling tariff for Inlheat
Board grains r.das, in effect, taken over by the canadian
lrlheat Board "
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An examination of the handting agreements entered
into by the canadÍan I¡Iheat Board and the grain elevator
companies shows a very steady rise in its level through
time. The difference between the rates set by the two

Boards shows a totally different picture, however.

The

difference in rates shows, rather than a steady and
gradual increase, a \,vave-like pattern. This would tend to
indicate that the Canadian l,rlheat Board examined the
handling agreement in relation to very short term swings
in gross revenue or profit.
The functions of the two Boards would lend support
to this hypothesis as well. The canadian vüheat Board,
which operates as a monopsonist on behalf of farmers, became identified not only as a marketing agency, but also
as an institution which could improve returns to farmers
over those received from the private trade. Because the
canadian Inlheat Board was so highty linked to the Íncome

goals of producers, a potential conflict of interest
existed in its negotiation of the handling agreements with
the grain companies.
I^Iith regard to the negotiation which took place
between the Board of Grain commissioners and the grain
companies and between the Canadian l,rlheat Board and the

grain companies, very little information is available.
rn the case of the former, transcripts of the public
hearings are available through the Board of Grain commissioners, but they are of little value in understanding
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the rate setting philosophy of the Board or the reasons for
decisions made in a partícular year. I^Iith respect to the
canadian Inlheat Board negotiations, nothing is available as
those negotiations aïe in camera. The Hansard reports of
the select standing committees provide some evidence of
the philosophy of the two Boards regarding tariff setting.
I^Iith regard to the handling agreement, the chief
commissÍoner of the canadian \nJheat Board, ïêsponding to a
question regarding the agreement, stated as follows in
L952:

You know how the handting agreement is arrived at.
I,rie have a meeting with. tñe elevator companies every

yeqr.. I,'Ie try !o get the rates as low a-s possibte
and they, on the other hand, try to get the best
rates they canr^4nd we usually arrivè at some sort
of

compromise. ru/

In f960, wê get a further view of the bargaining
mechanism when the chief commissioner of the canadian
hiheat Board stated:

As I say, wê negotiate with the companies each
year and tt.y to drive the best posslble bargain.
I suggest that when you get the producer-owñed
organizations, the poo1s, and thê United Grain
Growers supporting the_ line companies and arguing
as a unit that these cha5gçs arè justified, it iõ
hard to break that down. fU8

l0TSelect Standins Committee on
and
Colonization, Minutes of Proceedings an¿ Agriculture
Evidence, Ottawa:
Queenrs PrinÉer, June L6, L952, p."483.
1085"1""t Standins
Committee on
and
Colonization, Minutes of Proceedings anO Agriculture
Evidence, Ottawa:
Queenrs Printer, June 30, f960, p.-370.
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The two quotations tend to support the view that
the handling agreement was based largely, if not sorery,
upon net revenue or profit

levels.

In the

light,
unless all grain companies had come forward with a request
for an increase, it is likely that the canadian hlreat Board
would have been hesitant to grant the increase. This
placed the canadian vJheat Board in a very powerful and,
possibfy, undesirable position vis-a-vis the elevator
companies. If the I,lheat Board sa\,,r its role mainly as one
of maximtzLng returns to farmers, the position of the
grain companies, or at least of some of them, could becorne
untenable. rf not all companies had very similar needs for
cash flow, either for rebuilding, meeting operating costs
or achieving adequate profit levels to justify remaining
in the industry, exiting could result. üle shall expand
on this in Chapter VI, where the philosophy of tariff
setting will be examined in more detail.
I^lith regard to the maximum tariffs established by
the Board of Grain con;'nissioners, wê have previousry argued
that the handling and storage tariffs were not related to
the cost of providing those services. rt would have been
more than fortuitous, therefore, if the negotiations resulting in the handting agreement changed this situation.
The issue of the tariff structure \,vas discussed from time
to time by Committees of Parliament with surprising
results " rn T954 the chief commissioner of the Board of
Grain Commissioners was asked, iD establishing the
samê
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handling and storing tariffs, "do you try to make each
category try to pay its ovün r,ray, so to speak?r' The
response from the Chief Commissioner \.das, ItGenerally,
,.109

Yês'"

In f955, the Chief Commissioner of the Canadian
I¡Iheat Board was asked if they had "given any consideration to increasing the handling charge and decreasing the
storage charge.tt The response \,üas as f ollows: "yes, !ùe
have. lrle have met opposition on that point not only from
the line companies but from the producer organizations. rrll0
rn L959 the maximum storage rate was increased
from L/35 to Ll3o of a cent per bushel per day and upon
questioning as to why the increase had been granted, the
chief commissioner of the canadian Inlheat Board cited
increased costs as the reason. This response lras
questioned on the grounds that if costs had risen, then
should not the handling agreement be increased as opposed
to the storage tariff? The response was as follows:
I would be inclined to agree with that reasoning,
but the elevator companies do not accept thaL.
Unless it would mean an increase in the handling
margin would be directly reflected in the initiãl
payment price the farmer received, whereas an
increase in the storage charges comes from our
I

09

st
Cornrni ttee on Agriculture and Coloni"rrdirrg
zatLon, Minutes
Proceedings and Evidence Ottawa:
of
I
Queen s Printer, May ll, L954, p.226.
110_

Standing Committee on Agriculture and Colonization,t Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, Ottawa:

Queen s

Printer, May 24, L955, P.

98.
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general expenses; and r think that is whv the elevator companies have been pressing for the storage
rate increase rather therr- àsking For an increase
in the handling margin" rlI
The comments by the chief commissioners of the t\,vo
Boards appear to be in conflict as to whether the tariffs
were set in reration to the cost of handling and storing
grain. Neither of the Boards had conducted studies as to

the costs and may not have even asked the grain elevator
companies to do so. For example, the Report of the rnterdepartmental con¡nittee states, in regard to tariff hearings
that:
The companies present data indicating how
to what extent the related component cosÉ itemsand
have changed as evídence of thä need for those
tariff increases or decreases requested. The
tendency is more to indicate relátive changes
in costs as reasons for altering existing Ëariff
levels rather than to present aõsorute cost studies
as basiç^for the stablishment of a specific tariff
leve 1.LLZ

The chÍef commissioner of the Board of Grain

com-

missioners stated, in Lg54, upon questioning, that the
handling and storage charges generalry paid their own \,vay.
The remark is surprising as the Board apparently did not

that the grain companies provide costing studies
but rather only information regarding the increases in

demand

lllstandilg Committee on Agriculture
and CoIonization, Minutes of Proceedings and-Evidence, ottawa:
Queenfs Printer, June 23, 1959, p. Z5L.
ll2Report of the Interdepartmental Committee on
Grain Handlinþ and Storage in Cairada, op " ci. t, p . 2g4.
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operating costs. on the other hand, the chief commissioner
of the Canadian Wheat Board agreed, in L959, that if
operating costs had increased, that it should be the hand-

ling tarLff that is increased and not the storage tariff.
However, it was the storage rate that was increased for the
f958-59 crop year,

It would appear to be the case that neither of the
Boards had any particular rate making philosophy other than
probably the control of net revenue. No doubt, there Trere
questions in the minds of the Boards regarding the relative
level of handling versus storage tariffs, but no action trâs
taken, apparently not even demanding that the grain
companies provide costing studies. The arguments by the
Chief Comrnissioner of the Canadian !'Iheat Board in 1955 and
L959, âs quoted above, that a shift in tariffs to emphasize
handling and de-emphasize storage would be vigorously
opposed by the grain companies and, therefore, could not be
accomplished, leaves much to be desired. The Boards had
the po\,ver Lo establish tariffs based upon any criteria they
so desired. It may well be the case that the greatest
deterrent to change, holvever, \^7as the federal governmentts
storage related policies, as \,vere discussed in chapter rrr.
To the grain companies, the relatively high storage
rate was tantamount to pure profit for that function. The
country elevator system contained excess capacity in relatÍon to the handling of grain, luas largely written off ,
and hence, storage capacity was available at little or no
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cost. rncreases in operating costs over the longer run
lvere covered by the increases in the handling agreement or
tarLff and increases in productivity (increased throughput
per elevator manager). This is implied in Baxterrs com_
ment that the grain companies present data regarding how
component costs change from year to year. since the
handling tariff has always been noncompensatory per s€, the
revenue derived from storage brought the net position to a
level acceptable at least to some of the firms in the
industry.
To the Boards, this method of controlling net
revenue \das particularly pragmatic because of its simplicity.
I^Iith respect to the farmers, they were generally
unav;are of the cost per bushel of maintaining stocks in

conrnercial position because such costs lvere paid by the
canadian lrlheat Board out of the pool prior to farmers re-

ceiving their final pa¡rments. unless farmers rdere to read
the annual reports of the canadian l,fheat Board they would
not know the cost of storing grain or the total charges at
country elevators.
D.

As was discussed above, the tariff

setting process
appears to have been rargely devoid of a philosophy prior
to the establishment of the canadian Inlheat Board, and
thereafter appears to have been based largely on net
revenue or profits.
The manner in which maximum tariffs
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first established set in motion a process which
carried forward an inappropriate tariff structure.
Tariffs \,vere originally established at those levers
existing within the trade as opposed to any study of the
appropriateness or otherwise of those rates. rt is to the
credit of the Canadian Grain Con¡nission that it established
a cor¡mittee to review the tariff structure. The committeets report in March L974 is particularly important
because of its recomrnendations regarding the handling and
storage tariffs and the econornic philosophy regarding
tariff setting.
r/üere

The cornmittee reconrnended the following principles

for tariff setting.113
l. Tariffs should be related to and compensatory for
the services performed.
ôñ
'¿. Tariff structure should be such that
tariffs which
are levied should provide an incentive to perform
required services.
3. Tariffs should encourage required capital investment.

4. Tariff structure should not act as an artificiar
barrier to entry to the industry.
Grain commission, Report of the Tariff
-ll3curr"dian
Review Conrnittee,
I,üinnipeg, March Lgi4, þp. 6-j

18r

The committee argued that, "if tariffs are established in both structure and level in accordance with

these principles, then they will least distort the evolution of the system, while at the same time create an
environment wherein necessary facilities and services will
be provided in the most efficient \day. t,LL4

Beginning with the crop year L974-75, there lvere

two distinctive changes in the regulation of tariffs for
handling and storing grain in country erevators.
1. The canadian Grain commission assumed the sole

responsibility for the establishment of maximum
tariffs (the Canadian Inlheat Board no longer
entered into yearly handling agreements with the

grain companies).
2. The canadian Grain commission established maximum
tarÍffs on the basis of the principles outlined
above and which have been referred to as ,flexible
tarif f srr.
The result of the shift in responsibility to the canadian
Grain commission from the canadian !üheat Board in maxi_mum
tariff setting and the resurtant maximums are shown in
Table x. The shift in rate making policy has resulted in
significant changes. The maximum handting tariff has
6| cents per bushel in Lg73-74 (han¿ling
agreement with the Canadian I,üt¡eat Board) to L9Z cents per
changed from

LL4

Ibid., p,

7,

TABLE X
MAXIMUM TARTFFS FOR I^IHEAT FOR COUNTRY GRAIN ELEVATORS.

L973-74 TO 1980_81

Storage

Year
L973-7 4
L97 4-7 s
L97 5-7 6
L97 6-77
L977 -7 8

T978-79
1979-80
19

80- 81

1981-82

.
(cents
per bushel)
per day)
r /30
r /30
L 130

/30
/30
L lL8
L lL8
L lL8
r lL7
L
L

Handling as Established
By the Canadian
Grain Commis s ion
( cents per bushel)

3

l0

314

L/2

Handling Agreement As
Established by the
Canadian l.Iheat Board
(cents per bushel)

6 Ll4

L2

r3 5/8

L4 3/8

ls

3/4
17 sl8
L7 s/8
Le L/2

* Figures for L97g-79 to lggl-g2 have been
converted from metric measure and therefore
are approximations.
SOURCE: Canadian Grain Commission.
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bushel in L98L-82" The storage tariff, on the other hand,
remained constant at L/30 of a cent per bushel per day to
L977'78, but has since risen to about L/L7 of a cent.
have argued previously that the maximum handlÍng
tariff , âs established under the canadian Grain corn-mission,
was meaningless for l¡Iheat Board grains during the period in
I,tre

which the canadian l¡Ineat Board entered into yearly Ìrandling
agreements with the grain companies. During this perÍod,

the handling agreement became the tariff that applied to
Board grains. The system of flexible tariffs, âs established by the canadian GraÍn commission, Ì,ras designed to
leave some room for the grain companies to vary tariffs on
the basis of cost andfor competition. The change in
principle regarding the maximum handling tariff is novel to
the industry and may take time before its full potential is
realized. There is sone evidence to show that the handling
tariff varies among grain elevators. Table XI shows the
extent of variation of tariffs over the period, Lg74-75 to
r980-Br. rt is difficult to make any judgement as to
whether the differential tariffs exist because of cost or
are due to competition. No doubt, the commission has such
data and will be reviewing the data to anaLyze the results.
The differential in the handling tariffs charged to
farmers will reduce the degree of cross subs LdLzatton which
has existed since the control of the l,rlheat Board. rt may
also change the impetus for farmers to deliver grain other
than to the grain elevator nearest to them.
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TABLE XI
CANADIAN GRAIN COMMISSION FLEXIBLE TARIFFS:
L974-75 ro 1980_81

Year

Iulaximum Handling
Charge (cents per
bushel--wheat)

L97 4-7 5

r0

L97 5-7 6

L2

T976-77

r3

L/2

_Range of. Company
Charges (centè per
bushel- -wheat)

7 3/4

r0 Ll2

8

L2

s/8

9

13 s/8

L977-78

14 3/8

r0

L4 3/8

T97 8-79

ls

L/4

ls

L979 -80

L7 s/8

Ir
lr

L/4

L7 s/8

1980-8r

17 5/8

r3

Ll4

L7 s/A

3/+

3/4

Figures for L978-79 to l9g0-gl har¡e been converted from
metric measure and therefore are
approximatíons.
SOURCE: Canadian

Grain

Commission
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The rapid rise in the maximum tariffs

will provide
tor a substantial infusion of capital into the industry.
The industry is currently under pressure to improve the
control of grain dust in country elevators. The issue of
dust revolves around two interrelated concerns regarding
workplace safety; the health of emproyees and the dangers
of explosion. The chief commissioner of the Board of Grain
commissioners estimated that the cost of dust control
facilities could be in the order of 100 million dorlars.115
The capital requirements for the upgrading of the country
elevator system over the nexL l0 years or so will be even
higher. of particular note in the need for capital is the
following comment by the Chief Commissioner.
I thought_there \.üere exceptionally good briefs
presented in fair detail by all those- pãople pre_
senting briefs. Probably one of the mòst- sigirifigalt things that came out of the hearings anã the
information that was provided was the cãpital requirements that are going to be needed ii1 the
grain industry up to 1985.
I think it is the first time that the pool
organizations, for example, have indicated^ that
they are going to_have
go into the money market
to replace sorne of the !o
facllities that are soine
to be needed. Our estimates of capital thaE is"
g.olng to be required between now and 19g5, and I
think our figuie is on the low side rathei than
ol-lfu hig!. side, is in rhe neighbourhood of $SOO
million. The companies indicatãd to us that the
operating costs lvere increasing and they indicated
that the requirement of funds Ëhat lvere needed to
115St"r,ding
Committee on Agriculture, Minutes
ProceedilC: and Evldence: Ottawa:" Queents Érinter,- of
May 3, L978, p. L6:22.
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be generated within the system ranged arl the way
from 19 p"l'.cent to 50 per cent by"the various
comPanies. rro
The need for large scale upgrading of the country elevator

industry is not an issue that suddently appeared overnight. The massive infusion of capital that is indicated
by the Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Grain Conrmission
is a direct result of the regulation of the industry. rt
would be, at best, âÐ exercise in futility,
however, to
blame the regulators alone. The competition between the
farmer owned and privately owned companies and the federar
governmentrs storage policy must share the blame for the
situation which developed during the l95os and r960s. rf
the data \,vere available, it would be most interesting to
review the requests for increases in tariffs and increases
in the handling agreement by the various farmer-owned and
line-elevator companies since the early 1950s. I¡ie have
shown, previously, that the chief conrmissioner of the
canadian lrlheat Board had stated that when all the grain
companies ask for handling increases, it is difficult
for
the wheat Board not to allow an increase. The corollory
is that if not all ask for an increase, then none would be
granted.

while tariffs have been regurated since LgLz, their
impact upon the industry has changed substantially over
time" The initial setting of maximum tariffs had little
116

Ibid., pp. L6:6-L6:7.
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direct impact upon the industry because the tariffs were
those which had actually been set by the industry and
because the tariffs were subsumed within the buying margins
of firms, or the street prices offered to farmers. rn
contrast, the handling agreement entered into yearLy
between the grain elevator companies and the canadian
ltlheat Board directly controlled the profitability
of the
industry" The maximum handling tariff as set by the Board
of Grain comrnissioners became meaningless in tight of the
Wheat Boardrs handling agreement.
under the Inlheat Board marketing system, the handring agreement and the maximum storage tariff performed a
vastly different role than did the maximum tariffs under
the free market system. rn this regard, it is surprising
that the regulatory agencies did not undertake studies with
the purpose of setting those charges on the basis of their
respective costs. The reason this was not done is likely
as a result of the storage policies of the federal government. rt was not unexpected, therefore, that substantial
increases in the maximum handling tariff occurred immediately after the demise of the Temporary vlheat Reserves
Act which subsLdLzed the large stock of wheat in commercial
p os ition.

CHAPTER V

THE COST STRUCTURE OF, AND PRICE THEORY RELEVANT
COUNTRY GRAIN ELEVATORS

TO

This chapter reviews the results of several costing
studies which have been undertaken over the past eighty
years, âs well as the theory relevant to the regulation of
tariffs in the country grain elevator industry. This
chapter witl provide the background material necessary to
evaluate the regulation of tariffs by the canadian Grain
Commission.

Costing Studies of Country Grain Elevators
There have been many studies conducted with regard
to the cost structure of country grain elevators. These
studies are usually of a cost-output variety employing

A.

statístical techniques such as regression or more simply,
of an accounting type. Because of the techniques used,
the studies do not represent the true planning or long run
average cost curves of economic theory. l\lonetheless, the
studies are useful in demonstrating the relative efficiencies of operating a particular size of plant at various
levels of output, or of various sizes of plant at the same
output. Almost all of the studies indicate unit cost
falling rapidly at relatively low levels of output and then
becoming somewhat asymptotic to the output axis. The
188
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reason for this relationship is a relativety high fixed
cost and low variable cost structure.
The earliest costing studies of canadian grain

elevators

\^7ere

conducted by the Royal commission of

1899

and the Elevator Commission of the Province of Saskatchewan

of 1910" The latter commission obtained data in regard to
its analysis of the Partridge Plan. In anaLyzing the viabitity of the provincial aspects of the plan, the commission
obtained cost-revenue information from several erevator
companies. As envisaged by the Partridge plan, the pro-

vincially owned elevators would operate strictly as handlers
and storers of grain, as opposed to buying grain from
farmers and merchandising it as

\,vas

done by the private

trade at that time. This is similar to the current operation of country elevators in regard to wheat Board grains.
The following comment, made by the commission, sums up the
viability of elevators operating on the basis of handling
and storing grain only. rrlt does not appear to the Commission that on a storage and handline basis such an elevator, fLlled only three times, would pay its way. ¡tLL7 The
Report shows that for the crop years of 1903 to r90g the
handling to capacity ratio varied from L.Oz in LgoT to l.g9
in 1905.1f8 It is clear from the comments of the
LL7

prov
Report
ort of the Elevator Commission of the province
of Saskatchewan, Regina: Government Printer, L9L0, p" 4C
118rbrd.,

p.

ro8.
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commissioners that for an elevator to be viabre without
merchandising grain, that the handling to capacity ratio

would have to be very much higher than the system had been
experiencing at that time or that tariffs would have to be
increased.

studies conducted by Groundwater and l^Iint"rllg and
by Zasada and T¿ngrLL20 in the l96Os, concluded that significant economies vüeïe availabre to the canadian grain
elevator industry by increasing the handling per elevator.
The reason for this was Lhat the cost structure of country
grain elevators is highly fixed. Labour cost is generally
the largest variable or out of pocket expense and over discrete ranges of output, which are not necessarily well defined but which take in a considerable spread of volume,
varies little with increases in the volume of grain handled.
A review of American literature shows the same
general relationships regarding unit cost and output. For
example, a study by Yager concluded that ilthe greater the
turnover in relation to capacity used for nerchandising
119n. e. Groundwater
and G. R. l.Iinter. rrCost Components in Grain Assembly, I' Department of Aerícultural
"3åi;"iöäö
Economics,

universlly ói' åritiËh- c"i"r¡iå,

:

L20

D. Zasada and Gn P. Tangri, "An Analysis of
Factors Affecting_the cost of HandÍing and
storing Grain
Manitoba country Elevatorsrt' Departmeñt of Agricuïtural
Economi cs and
I":rNo.Mgpgçrént,
^únivers i ty of"Mani tobã ,
Research Report
13,*July LgOl.
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decreases the expense per

L.,,L21 sirir"t. results !üere
obtained by Jorgens and snodgras
sorenson and
",L2' o,
Keye
o, Gherti et ,L,T24 ,rd by philtips .L25
",L2'
Three recent studies of country grain elevators,
conducted by P. s. Ross and Associates for the Grains
Group,L26 by Tangri, zasada and ryrchniewi.rL2T und by the
bushe

l2l¡'.

ygg_gr.
irCost Volume Relarionships in the
^p-.
Spring l¡Iheat Belt,"_q.S.D.A.
Service Report, No.'63,
Sèpteñber L963, pi 34.
L22
*--J.
_

R.
Jorgens and._D. Snodgrass, "Handling_
Storing Costs of l.
Countr!_Grain Ï,rrarehous[s in'pasÀi¡lioñ,"
Experimenr Srarions,
T:"ll,llp!9n_AgrigulruraroI r,r/ashington, Bulletin No. 536, June Tg52 "' Siare õðrrég"
L23

V. L. Sorenson and C. D. Keyes , trCos t Re lationin
Grain
Plants," Michigan State University, East
ghip?
ing,
_Lan.s
_Mi chigan, Department"of AgrÍ cultural Economics,
Technical
Bulletin No. 292, L962.
L241.

A. G. schienbein, and R. c. Kite,
.r. Ghet_ti,
rrCost of Storing
and Handling^9fr_il in Commercial Elevators,
T957-68 and Projections for igog-70,,, Economics Research
Service, U.S.D.Ã., ERS-40L, February Lg69
125R. phillips, ,,Erpirical Estimates
Functions for Mixed Feed Miils in the Midwest,ofil Cost
Economics Research, U.S.D.A., Voi. VfII,
{gricultural
No. 1, January L956.
L26

P" S. Ross and Associates, Country Grain
wators, study prepared f or Gralns Grorffi.
L27

Ele_

o. P:- Tangri, ^?. zasada,
E. I^I. Tyrchnie wLcz,
ilcountry Grain
-anq
ElevaEor'crosures:'rmplications
for Grain
Elevator companies,-t' Research Report ño. 10, centre
for
Transportation Studies, University of Manitóba, Winrip.g,
Manitoba, January Lg73'.
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Hal1 commission,L2S concluded, as did earlier studies, that
average cost per bushel decreases with increasing volumes

of grain handled. The studies by p. s. Ross and Associates
and by Tangri et aL, also made estimates of the additional
cost of handling increased volumes of grain in country
elevators" The techniques used to estimate marginal and
incremental cost, the terrns used by respective studies,

quite different, The P. s. Ross study estimated
marginal cost by calculating the change in out of pocket
costs between volurne output groups. ThÍs is the typical
accounting technique. The study by Tangri et al made use
of regression analysis. The p. s. Ross study segregated
by volume while the study by Tangri et al segregated by
various sizes of plant. Despite the differences in
methodology, the studies calculated very similar estimates
of marginal cost. This indicates that operating cost is
largely independent of size of elevator. The p. s. Ross
study estimated marginal cost at 2.4 cents per b.rshell29
whereas the study by Tangri et al estimated incremental
cost at 2.3 cents per bush"l.130
I^7ere

128th". Report. of The Handling
Transportation
corrission, orrawã, Minisrer of suppïyand
and sð;;i¿;;;-Igil,

p.

T4L.

T29

P. S. Ross and Associates, op. cit., Exhibit
130
Tangri et aL, op. cit., p. 48.
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rn both studies the marginal or incremental cost
\,tas significantly below average cost, indícating that
significant cost savings r47ere available to the industry by
reducing the number of grain elevators, thereby allowing
larger volumes to be handled per grain elevator. The study
by Tangri et al showed in addition, however, that while

cost savings are available to the industry by increased
throughput per elevator, the revenue losses due to rost
storage capacity nullified the advantage. That particular
aspect of the study indicated why tradeoffs of plants among
firms, and the mergers and sares of companies, with the
maintenance of storage capacity as opposed to closure of
plants,
a preferred strategy by grain firms at that
'vas
time. The strategy of maintaining storage capacity was a
direct result of the rerative levels of the handling and
storage tariffs.
As is evident from the costing studies mentioned
above, there have been two criteria for measuring efficiency of grain elevators. These are throughput or
bushels handled and the handting to capacity ratio or turn_
over. The latter, however, is more useful as a measure of

the handting versus storage orientation of an elevator
opposed to efficiency per se.

as

The reasons for this are the variabre sizes, and

the largely fixed short run cost sLructure of country grain
elevators. rn the short run, grain elevators of very
disparate sizes can handle the same volumes of grain. The
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major problems for any size of erevator handling a large
volume of grain is having farmers derivering grain and
having grain cars availabre, ât the appropriate times,
I^Iith adequate queuing two elevators of sizes, sây 1oo,0oo
and 200,000 bushels, can easily handle 1,000,000 bushels of
grain in a year. The per bushel cost for each of the ele-

vators handling that volume wirt be quite similar. under
these conditions, comparing grain handled to per bushel
cost is simple and straightforward.
Using the handling to capacity ratio is more
cumbersome. For the hypothetical case given above, wê have
a similar unít cost but handling to capacity ratios of ten
and five, respectively. The handling to capacity ratio is
a useful device, however, in measuring the storage versus
handling orientation of grain elevators, because the measure

is independent of elevator size. For the example above,
the elevator with the ratio of ten has a lesser storage
orientation than the one with a ratio of five. Assume that
each of the elevators has an average yearly 70 percent
utilization of storage capacity. The average number of
months that stocks remain in storage may be calculated as
fol lows .
Average storage period in months : (tZ + HIC Ratio)

x capacity utilization

A) For the elevator with the ratio of 5, the average
storage period : (tZ å s) x 0.7 : f .68 months

t95

B) For the elevator with the ratio of 10, the average
storage period : (tZ + lO) x 0.7 :0,g4 months.
The country elevator system over the long run has
maintained a handling to capacity ratio of about two. At
70 percent utiti zation, the average storage period is about
4. 2 months

" lrlhile this indicates a high storage orientation, there is no measure to determine in some absolute
sense whether thís is Itgoodtt or ,badr. rt does indicate
however, that storage charges to farmers, for grain herd
in country grain elevators, are relatively high.

storage costs to the farmer for vüheat Board grains
are comprised of two factors, The first is the storage
tariff which, for the purpose of this example, we assume to
be I cent per bushel per month.* The second factor is the

carrying charge or interest on borrowed money. In/hen the
farmer delivers wheat to an elevator, he is paid the l¡Iheat
Boardts initial paynent by the erevator company. The elevator company subsequently recovers that money with interest
from the canadian Inlheat Board. The cost of storage in
total may be calculated as follows:
-¡-

The maximum storage-tariff up to and including the
L978-79 qtgp year was I130"_of a.cent þer bushel per da| for
wheat and increased thereafter (see Chapter IV).'
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Assume: 1.
2.
J"

grain in store for 4 months
initial payment is $3 per bushel
interest rate is f0 percent

Cost of storage : physical cost + financing cost
(rç x 4) + ($3 x 4/L2 x 0.1)

4ç + $0.f : 4 + f0
L4ç per bushel.

the farmerst perspective, it is desirable that a
country elevator achieve both a high throughput to obtain
the greatest economy in handling and a high handling to
capacity ratio to reduce storage charges. To achierze this,
however, each farmer cannot expect the country elevator to
be located next to his farm. The trade off for the farmer
is elevator efficiency, both in handling and storage,
versus added transport costs.
I,rlhile the concept of an efficient handling to
capacity ratio developed around the turn of the century,
it can be argued that it was more suitable at that time
than say in the post depression era. The reason is that
grain elevators rdere of a fairly uniform sÍ_ze at that
time. Therefore, to make the comment that a handling to
capacity ratio of four or so was efficient ü7as less ambiguous than is the case no\.d. After the 1930s, the grain
elevator industry expanded the storage capacity of the
system substantially, resulting in a much greater variance
in elevator size. As a result, the handlÍng to capacity
From
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Tatío became more useful as a tool in gauging whethêr an
elevator was storage or handling oriented rather than as a
measurement of efficiency per se.
To give an indication of the manner in which the
term handling to capacity ratio has been used, w€ note the
following. In a paper prepared by Channon and Burges, re_
garding a branch line rationarLzatLon project, the following question was to be investigated: "Does the present
ratio of through-put to capacity at country erevators
represent an optimum situation in terms of operating ef_
f iciency and prof it maximLzatio.,?,,131 zasada and r¿ng¡i,
in their L967 study, concruded that ,the most important
single factor which affests the average cost of handling
and storing grain in Manitoba country grain elevators is
the handling to capacity ratio,t,L32 The National Farmers
union, in their L978 submission to the canadian Grain
commission, t'" stated in effect that a higher handling to
capacity ratio is more eff icient than a lower one. I,,le
point out these quotations, not to take exception to the
statements by the authors, but only to point out that the
131

J. hr. Channon and A. I,rt. Burges, 'rBranch Line
RationalLzation, " unpublished paper, oEtawa,
circa Lg64,
P. ll.

L32

D.

P. Tangri, op. cit . , p. gg.
l33srrb*rssion
to the canadian Grain commission on
of
rariff
charges
for Licenced Elevatorsfhu-sub_ject
Narional Farmers union, saõkaroon, sastãiãn.;;;;
ùårår, 29,
L978, pp" 2-3.
Zasada and

Orn
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criteria of the handling to capacity ratio is not an unequivocal measure of efficiency.
The cost structure of country grain elevators is
such that a given set of inputs can achíeve an incredibly
wide range of output. The limit upon the volume of grain
handled is not the sLze of the country elevator per sê,
but rather the sectors which interface with the elevator on
the incoming and outgoing sides, rf adequate incoming
supplies of grain and adequate grain cars for noving grain
out of the elevator, are assured, the throughput capacity,
while not unlimited, is substantialry higher than the
system as a whole has achieved throughout the history of
the industry. For example, Moffat, in discussing a particular country elevator of L42,200 bushel capacity states,
"a rear good year might let it handle r,500,000 bushe1..rrl34
rt is important to understand the use of the term rlnight'
by Moffat. vühat is referred to is clearly the ability to
obtain grain cars and the delivery of grain from the surrounding area, ât the appropriate times. rrportant in the
consideration of the latter is the variable nature of grain
productíon which depends to a great extent upon weather and
therefore, materially affects the ability of the elevator
system to achieve a high throughput. The particular unit
134R.

at, JtThe Grain Handling Companies
of the Grain Handling and Transõortation
Eroceedings
seminar., Uanada Graiñð couñôir-äño*Ërre-üñï;ã;;iË;-"i'
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, March L973, p. Two-8. J
_E: .

Mof f

,
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to which Moffat refers would have to be regarded as an extremely efficient grain elevator in light of the experience
of the industry as a whole. I^Iith a handling of 1.5 million
bushels, it would have achieved a very significant proportion of available economies of handling. rn terrns of
the handling to capacity ratio, this unit wourd have a
ratio of about ten, indicating a very high handling versus
storage orÍentation since grain stocks would be held only
for about I month on average.
To carry Moffatls example to its rtlogical extreme,
regarding the rationalizatLon of the handling system, leads
one to an interesting result. rf the country elevator
system had such demands placed upon it that it had to
assemble and forward 1.5 billion bushels of grain, it courd
do so with about 1,000 grain elevators. rf they \^7ere of
the approximate size that Moffat refers to, the total
storage capacity of the system would be in the order of
T40-150 million bushels. rn L973, when Moffact made his
observation, the storage capacity of the country elevator
system was about 370 mirlion bushels. rf one accepts
Moffatrs figures as indicative of the potential of the

grain elevator system, then the system was inefficient from
both a handling and a storage perspective.
An important feature of the costing studies referred
to above is that none have calculated separate costs for the
handling and storage of grain. considering that the
canadian Grain commission established maximum tariffs for
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both handling and storing, the separation of costs is essential for the setting of those tariffs on efficiency
criteria. The reason those studies, or at least those
studies that the author has been involved in, have not

calculated separate costs is the common nature of the two
functions. The two function are not cost separable,
basically because one of the functions cannot be undertaken without becoming involved in the other. At least to
this point in time, the canadian Grain commission has not
estimated the separate costs in order to set tariffs on the
basis of those costs.
It has commonly been alleged that the handling and
storage tariffs are not in relation to their respective
costs and are, therefore, a cause of misallocation of
resources wÍthin the industry. The followine comments are
indicative of the claim. The Chief Commissioner of the
Canadian Grain Commission stated in L973 that:
D,egpite the fact the rates haventt changed
since L9L2, it has been argued the rate for-storaøe
of one-thirtieth of a cent per day has been too
hign and that it has encouraged the buildingç_of
elevator space that is no\,v a needless cost.Ï35
Mr. A, D. Mcleod, of the Saskatchewan l,{heat pool, stated
in 1968 that:
135o. u. pound, Plain Facts About Handling
and
Storage Tariffs, Grain Handling and Transportation
Seminar, University of Saskatcheïvan, Saskatoon, L97 3 ,
P. One-26.
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one factor which tends to distort country erevator_operations is the pattern of revenue wltich
3.te,
_in the main, deriveä from two sources. A
"handling,
charge" is deducted from the initiar price
paid to the farmer at time of derivery.
tñ"
years this. charge has been of the ordár ovei
+L
t;
cents per bushel, and for the current year
"t i; 52 5
cents for wheat and barley, and 4 centó for oatJ.
The other.maj_or source ot-étàvator-revenue
is payment by the vrheat Board for storage or giãi"-i;*'
elevators. The current rate is oñe-thiîtieth of a
cent per bushel per day_ for the amount of grain-in
storage. The level of both these
revenue sources
has increased orrly slighrly
ihe-raÀt-jo
-40-;;;rr.
ït is generarly coñcedêd_in
in the trade that the
handling cñarge doäs not cover costs associated with
the grain hanãling, with the ,"rrrii tnãi ;;;;;;"'
earnings contribuÈe a disproportionate share
õE
total revenue. This fact' haè tended to
building of facilities.ylth
emphasis on ""ãã"rãg" for
storage rather than ability to achieve . capacity
iát"
of through.-put. It has beón ,rgg"sted in Àigh
some
quarters that..an upryaSd adjustmãñt of handling
charges, together_i¿ith a dównward ad¡ustmerÈ i"
storage-rates would contribute to a
more realistic

basis of compensation relation to services renderãd.136
channon, who has probably prodded the industry mor:e than
anyone on this topic, offered the following in 196g:
. . . then we gan speculate that country elevators
in Inlestern Canadã lose
on virtúally ;;;;;
"money
bushel of grain handled.
TÉe more Àrain"handlá¿.
of course, the ress the loss is on ãããr, b;;h;i;-'
but the ridículously large number of-;ï.;;;;;;'
limits the bushelagä hanãled by each and ef_
guaranteãs a loss to'thã ãperator on
f.",aively
each
bushel handled.
More perniciously, the loss must be offset
somewhere. obviousry, some of the otiietiinlL36.
A.

D. McLeod, Handl,ing Grein. in Country Elevators
and in the Future, Proceedings of tEe-Crain
Transportation lrtorkshop-, Grain TransportatÍon committee,
Minaki , Ontari o, Sep tember lgOA , p .-'S+ .Now
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comes from the excess profit__or producers,
rent--available from storage ,",r"i.,rå"
" ".ISl
All three comments, which are made by persons eminently
qualified to discuss matLers respecting the erevator
industry, state that the storage tariff may be too high
relative to the cost of providing storage. None, however,
explains the basis for this observation. channon, in
a
later paper, defines the cost of storage to consist of
depreciation, interest on investment, insurance and

taxes , I 38

The key to the question of whether the storage

rate is excessive, is the definition of storage and the
subsequent estimate of cost. channonrs definition
forlows
largely from the manner in which costing studies of country
elevators have been conducted in the past. The studies
conducted by the Grains Group and by Tangri et â1, as
mentioned above, arrocated all costs to the handring
function' This manner of cost assignment subsumes the

storage function into the handling function or alternatively
assumes that storage is in effect handring at a very
slow
rate or that there is no storage function. The grain
L37

J- vü... channon, 'Towards a Revitarized Economy in
" p"p., piesented to the Canadian
Agricultural Economics
sociery, neginã, r.Èi"ãiy io, 196g,
PP.8-9.
Llestern

Canada,

138J.

üI. cha¡rnon, Transportatio@
Grain,
crop t-r"rt et@ogram
Alber.ta
Lg7o,
Strathmore, Alberta, January 29, Lg70, p. L4.
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companies, it would appear, treat costs in a similar
manner. For example, appearing before a parliamentary
connnittee in L967, the president of the Manitoba pool ex_

plained the relationship between cost and revenue in the
following manner.
Manitoba Pool Elevators I country elevator opercosts, including depreciation, approximatä
Stlrg
7.0 cents per bushel.- Thb Canadian'üIhäãt Board
handling agree_ment is 4Z cenLs for wheat and barley
and 3k cents for oats. Consequently, handling
tariffs fall short of a break--even iígure Ay 7"+
cents to 3.5^ggnlg per bushel. The sÉorage-reve_
nue of the L965-66 crop year for Manitoba"pool
busher related to

:l:;î';:åri"i.'"å?o;::fgn¡"'

The evidence provided by Manitoba pool implies that while
storage revenue lvas 2,2 cents per bushel handled, there was

no storage cost. The shortfall of revenue compared to cost
is made up either by terminal transfers, other sources of
income or the grain companies are losing rnoney.
The handling charge to farmers covers the loading
in and loading out, of grain, plus ten days of free storage.
rt is clear that the amount of time spent by the elevator
manager in grain handling and the utilization

of the plant
for storage will vary among plants in a given year and
among years, for a given plant. However, for no plant in
any year would the managerts efforts be solely put towards
loading grain into and out of the erevator. rf handling is
l39Standingon Agriculture, Forestry and
_Comrnittee procãedings
-Minutes
Development,
of
aná Evidence,
fural
Ottawa, Queents Printer, February 10, t561, p" L4L4.
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comprised of loading into and loading out of the elevator,

then storage could be considered to be the function performed between the periods of grain in motion. rt coulcl
be argued then that the managerts salary should be shared
on a pro rata basis having regard to the amount of time
devoted to grain being loaded into or roaded out of the
elevator versus the amount of time the grain is in a still
position. The movement of grain within the elevator for
purposes of rotation or manipulation of stocks could also
be considered a storage function. trlhile this would not
provide any insurmountable difficulty in allocating the
managerrs wages, it would be far more complicated to
apportion other expenses such as repair and maintenance and
municipal taxes.
Although allocating costs to the handling and
storage function would be difficult, the greater problem
is that it would be arbitrary. However, it may not be any
more arbitrary than allocating virtually

all costs to
handling and then concluding that storage revenue is far
above the cost of storage. The problem of allocation arises
because the handling and storage of grain are conmon
products of production as opposed to independent products.
As such, it would be possible to calculate a wide range of
costs for handling and storing grain which would be consistent with the total cost of operating a particular grain
elevator.
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The emphasis placed upon handling, or throughput,
in costing studies, is due to the recognition that the

function of a country erevator is to act as feeders to
terninal elevators. The reason that the storage function
currently exists is because of the definition of handling;
loading ifl, loading out, plus ten days free storage.
clearly, if there r,,rere no mention of free storage days
there would be no storage function from a revenue perspective.
The definition of handling, which created the
storage function, \,vas not developed by the reguratory
agencies but rather by the grain companies themselves.

explained in chapter rv, the storage tariff

As

charged by the

grain elevator companies \,vas not designed to produce
revenue from storage, but to remove any incentive from
farmers to use the elevators for storing grain to be sold
later by the farmer. The storage charges that wourd accrue
against the grain would remove any benefit the farmer courd
gain from this mechanism of marketing. The passage of the
canadia Grain Act in L9L2, merery put into law that which
existed. I^iith what has turned out to be the permanency of
the canadian Inlheat Board, storage has become an Ímportant
revenue producing function.

rt is rather ironic that the
storage tariff, which was a deterrent to farmers from
using country elevators for storage, became a rather
sought-after service by farmers with the installation of
the monopoly marketing of wheat, oats and barley under Ehe
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Canadian l¡Jheat Board. It was not that farmers desired

storage per sê, but rather the initial payrent which was
received upon delivery of Board grains to a country elevator.

Price Theory and the Regulation of Tariffs
The regulation of economic activity usually occurs
because of what broadly could be termed market failures.
Monopolization ofmarkets, economies of scale, ignorance, etc.
the part of buyers and/o:: sellers as the cese may be,
destructive competition, the necessity for standards, and
natural monopolies such as public utilities are some
reasons for economic regulation. Regulation logically
follows from the description of a problem. rn regard to
the regulation of price, the justification for regulation
from an economic perspective is that the price which would
prevail, except for regulation, is not optimal.
The simple n:le for the optimal allocation of
economic resources is that price equal marginal cost. The
rule is confounded by two generar problems. The first is
in regard to externalities and the second in regard to the
theory of second best. I^lith respect to externalities, the
marginal cost principle demands that price equal not only
the marginal cost of production per sê, but that the cost
of production include any costs transferred to others. rn
the grain elevator industry, grain dust which has been an
externality to employees, and possibly others, is being
internal ized as a cost Ëo the firm in the form of dust
B.
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collection and removar. rn regard to the problem of second
best, possibly one can take solace in the words of Baumol
who argues that, "ir{any poticies may prausibry be expected
to yield improvements even though things ersewhere are not
organized optimall r.r,L40
In an industry in which price is not regulated,
firm will continue to operate in the short run provided

a

revenue exceeds variable or direct costs. rn the 10ng
run if revenue does not cover totar cost, which would

include all costs of capitar plus a return to equity, the
firm witl rearrange its affairs so that atr costs are
covered, of exit the industry. I,rlhere price is regulated,
thereby supplanting the 'invisibre handr, the regurators
must assume the rore of the market and estabrish a price
that is economicatly efficient. Not only does the regurator
control the return to equity and as a result, the rong

run viability of the firm, but it must as well take some
responsibility for other market determined factors such as
cost efficiency, innovation and the assurance that accountability does not excessively consume scarce resources
where flexibirity
is essentiar to the provision of ef_
ficient production.
rn a perfectly competitive worrd with rising short
run marginal cost the equilibrium position of the firm wirl
L40.

and Sons

A. E. Kahn, The Economics of lggglulio_=
york, -ionr l,{iley

r;m
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be at the point where price is equated with both short run
and long run marginal cost and also with both short run and
long run average total cost. under these conditions, not

only are resources efficiently used but the resources are
paid their full cost including a normal return to equity.
The presence of regulation implies that such an equilibrium
cannot be achieved by letting the market work on its own.
one of the reasons for the need for regulation, and one
which may have some relevance to the grain elevator industry is the presence of rong run decreasing costs: The
industry operates at both the country and terminal elevator
levels, under short run decreasing per bushel operating
cost at least under conditions in which these elevators
usually operate. This was indicated in the review of
costing studies above.
In regard to the long run nature of cost at the
country elevator level, the studies of the Grains Group and
by Barnett-McQueen, âs indicated in chapter r, have indicated the superior efficiency of very large elevators or
inland terminals over the more traditional grain elevator.
under these conditions, pricing on the basis of short run
operating (sic, marginal) cost results in revenue being
less than total cost. The prescriptions for such a condition is that a subsidy be granted by the state, price
discrímination be undertaken or that departures from
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marginal cost allow for recovery of total cost .L4L The
first and second techniques could allow for the firm to
operate at the point where marginal cost equals price

without a deficit provided that taxes to pay for the
subsidy are l*p sum Ín nature and therefore do not distort
consumption patterns or that discrimination is perfect in
nature (i.e., as in the perfectly discriminating monopolist).
The third technique, commonry referred to as second
best pricing, requires that the amount by which price
departs from marginal cost is inversery related to the
price elasticity of demand.L42
Difficulties

in Specifyine Marsinal Cost
Assuming that the reguratory body (in this case the
Canadian Grain Commission) decided that marginal cost
should be the criteria by which the price for services
ought to be set, several problems would be faced. The
principle of marginal cost pricing involves two interrelated aspects. First, the price charged for the services
provided should be based upon the costs borne by society for
providing one more unit of the service. second, short run
marginal cost most appropriately reflects the cost to
L4I
B. M. Owen and R. Braeutigam, The Regulation
Gamê r cambridgê, Massachusetts: Ballinge@o.,
L978, pp.L77-L78.

L42rbid., p.

L7g.
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society of providing an additionar unit of output.L43 I^rith
respect to the first aspect, specifying arl aspects of
short run mârginal cost wirl be difficult because of ac_
counting procedures within the industry. Depreciation is
usually treated as a fixed cost unrerated to output or
volume of grain handled. As a result, the cost of assets
is written off over a fixed period of years. This treatment is partly incorrect because it impries that output
per
se has no effect upon the expected rife of the asset. The
author, when taking part in the study conducted by Tangri
et â1, discussed the possibility of developing what might
be called elevator rife cycre costs with members of the
grain elevator industry. trlhile most members of the indus_
try agreed that such costing wourd be varuabre in refining
operating costs, the data did not exist and would not be of
great value to a particular firm. To make such data
available would demand a sizeable effort on the part of Lhe
industry because the rife of a grain elevator may be in the
order of fifty years. Such data wor:ld be of limited value
to the firm since data on cost is maintained by necessity
in regard to accounting as opposed to economÍc criteria.
The unit of output as perceived by the canadian
Grain commission and by those who have done costing studies,
as mentioned above, is a bushel of grain. This is indicated by the commission establishing a maximum per

busher

to'^rn.r,

op. cit., p.

7L.
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handling charge for country elevators. However, since
farmers do not deliver one bushel at a time the unit of
output is incorrect. rf cost r,rere constant per bushel regardless of the number of bushels delivered, the per
bushel specification would be correct. This is most unlikely Lhe case, For example, the direct cost involved in

servicing one hundred loads of one hundred bushels will not
be the same as servicing ten roads of one thousand bushels.
Each load must be weighed, graded, dockage determined and
a delivery ticket provided to the farmer. There is little
doubt that much more is involved with one hundred loads as
opposed to ten. To the extent the same volurne delivered
in several small loads as opposed to one big load takes
considerably more time, those delivering small loads may
create congestion at periods of exceptionally high
deliveries and should be assessed accordingfy.
rt would appear that moving from the bushel to the
load would be a step in the right direction, but even the
load cannot be perceived to be the cause of short run
operating or variable costs, For example, the largest
component of operating costs is salary. rf the firm decides to operate a particular grain elevator for a certain
period of time, say a year, the salary component is fixed
and possibly except for bonuses or extra help, is largely
independent of bushels of grain derivered. only if the
salary component was paid on a load or bushel basis would
it be variablee and this is not likely to occur in the
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elevator industry. From this perspective, the measurement
of marginal cost wourd be reduced to include such items
as power and repair and mainten.ance if such could be iso_
lated to reflect cost attributabre to a particurar output
of grain. Marginal cost wourd be a very smarr proportion
of total cost if measured on this basis. In/e argue, therefore, that the marginal unit of output in the grain ele-

vator industry is the country erevator itserf with its
operator, repair costs, municipal taxes etc., rather than
some measure that relates to bushels per se.
¡q,offatL44 in discussing the changes undertaken
by
Manitoba Pool Erevators over the past few years and rooking
into the future, reflected upon two question which are ripe
with economic content. The two questions \,rere:
l. lrlhere are the next of these ner,ü or renovated units
to be built?
2' hlho is to put up the capital to pay for the new or
renovated facilities?
The marginal unit of output and its marginar cost
are, in
our opinion, sunrned up in Moffatrs questions.
A further comprication in specifying marginar cost
for services provided by country grain erevetors is the
coïrnon cost aspect of handling and storing grain. rn
T4¿r

R. E. Moffat, ilThe Grain Handling Companies,,,
Grain Handling and rranéportation seminaï, canada
Grains
council and rñe universitv of saskatàÀåirr, saskatoon,
¡4ay 8, 9, L973, pp. Two-8'- Two-9.
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theory, separate marginal cost functions can be derived for
outputs with cofiìmon costs. For country grain elevators the
rrmarginal costrt of storage theoreticelly might be derived
by varying the amount of grain in store while maintaining
the volume handled constant. For a particular grain elevator at a point in time this would be impossible since to
put additional bushels of grain in store requires that the
grain first be handled. cross section data of several
similar grain elevators could be regressed in an attempt
to determine the ttmarginal costtt of storage. However, the
cost determined by such analysis is bound to be very small
and one could not determine whether the estimate was due
to storage costs or cost differences which could occur for
a variety of reasons within the grain elevators sampled.
studies such as those described above, which purport to develop marginal costs of handting graLn by meâsuring cost in relation to output are in effect measuring
average or prorated marginal cost. Since the farmers who
use the facilities must pay for them on some pro rata basis,
the studies indicate on a bushel basis what that pro rata
charge should be. As we discussed above, ho\,,üever, the pro
rata charge might more efficiently be based on the size of
the load delivered rather than a unit of one bushel.
The statement by Moffat infers that the charges
ought to be based upon what we would term average long run
marginal cost. charging tariffs on this basis would provide the capital infusion necessary to provide for the
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facilities to handle grain at the country elevator level
over the next few decades, However, charging rates on the
basis of average long run marginal cost will not necessarily provide the ans!ùer to Moffat t s first question, nor
would it provide an answer âs to how many of those units
should be built.
By accepting the country elevator as the unit of
production, as opposed to the bushel, the difficurty presented in the separation of conmon costs respecting the
handling and storing of grain would be eriminated. The
definitions for handling and storing grain which currently
exist are those which were pertinent to a time period when
grain companies acted as merchandisers of grain. The
introduction of the canadian Inlheat Board has changed the
merchandising role of the grain companies to a warehouse
role (for Board grains). rt is arbitrary to define the
storage function through the definition of the handling
function which currently is: grain roaded into the elevator, l0 days free storage and grain roaded out. storage
is then defined as the length of time grain stays in the
elevator beyond the 10 days. To gain some insight into
the arbitrariness of the definition of storage, up to LTTL
the free period was 15 days, The change from 15 days to
10 days probably has no purpose other than to generate
more income for the elevator companies. This is not to
argue that the grain elevator companies did not need more
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income, buL rather that the changing of free days is

arbitrary mechanism for doing

an

so.

The regulation of handling and storage tariffs

for

country grain elevators is an extremely complex matter. To
establish tariffs on economic efficiency criteria, that is
marginal cost, demands a proper definition of the unit of

output, the functions on which tariffs are to be set and
whether those tariffs shourd be set on a long run or short
run basis. The costing studies which have been conducted
indicate a highly fixed cost structure resulting in falting
variable cost over a very wide range of bushels of grain
handled. The studies indicate , by implication, that there
is not a storage function which is discernable from the
handling function.
rt is suggested that the unit of output for the
grain elevator industry is not the bushel or more recently,
the tonne, which Ís the basis on which tariffs are set,
but rather the grain elevator itself.
As a result, marginal
cost in the industry is the cost of providing the services
of a grain elevator rather than the elevator costs involved
in handling an additionar bushel, tonne or truckload of
grain- Therefore, the tarÍffs assessed to a particular
farmer are what we wourd carr the average or prorated
marginal cost.
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rt is further suggested that the handling and
storage of grain are corTtrnon as opposed to independent
outputs and therefore, separate tariffs cannot be objectively determined.

CHAPTER

VI

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PHILOSOPHY AND
IMPACT OF TARIFF REGULATION

T9L2 TO

l98l

In this chapter the regulatory philosophy, oÍ the
apparent philosophy, of the agencies responsible for regulating tariffs is examined. Since the impact of tariff
regulation has changed over time, âD analysis of the changes
in philosophy is developed. The deveropment of regulatory
philosophy is not a simple task as the agencies have not
generally made their philosophies known to the public. The
exception to this is the post T974 philosophy of the
canadian Grain commission. The earlier philosophy must,
therefore, be inferred from a variety of events which have
taken place or comments made, ât various points in time.
A. Initial

Regulation of Tariffs

As indicated in Chapter fV, the regulation of
maximum handling and storage tariffs began Ln L9L2. The

discontent of farmers at the time, however, \.vas not in
relation to tariffs per sê, but rather with the alleged
monopoly of the elevator system and the terms available to
farmers regarding the sale of wheat on a street basis to
elevator companies. The federal government, during those
early years, passed several pieces of regislation designed
to protect the interests of farmers, which included the
2L7
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right to order and receive grain cars, the right to the use
of platforms for the direct loading of grain into grain
cars, and to the sale of grain subject to official grade and
dockage. All of these features, which continue today, were
consolidated into the canada Grain Act of L9L2" t'lhite
governments were willing to pass legislation that went some
distance to ensure that the terms of trade between farmers
and elevator companies r,rere fair, they vuere unwilring to
nationalize the grain elevator industry or to fix the buying
margin of the grain elevator companies.
As suggested in Chapter IV, the regulation of
tariffs in L9L2 \.^7as a tradeoff between doing nothing and
adopting the Partridge plan, or some reasonable facsimile of
it. However, it cannot be concluded that the setting of
maximum tariffs \,vere of no consequence to farmers at the
time. Tariffs vüere noncompensatory and were designed to, or
had the effect of, encouraging farmers to sell on a street
basis" rt could be argued that the setting of maximum
tariffs accomplished the exact opposite of what some
farmers were lobbying for at that time. The partridge plan
r^ras designed so that the entire elevator system would be
operated as warehouses for the use of farmers who could
hold title to grain up to the point of final sale. The
setting of maximum tariffs at noncompensatory levels virtually forced any entrant or existing member of the elevator
industry to form a vertically integrated structure and
operate on the basis of buying street.
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rt is rather unlikely that by regurating tariffs at
existing levels, that the government of the day did not
reaLLze the possible effect such action could have upon the
structure of the grain elevator industry. The noncompensatory nature of the tariffs \,,Jere well known, or should
have been, to those entrusted with making poriticar decisions at Lhat time. The necessity to establish maximum
tariffs could not be predicated on the necessity of protecting farmers from exhorbitantly high tariffs since
those tariffs had remained constant for some ten years up
to T9L2. As well, a significant rise in those tariffs
would have encouraged either an increase in platform loadings or the entry of firms willing to operate within the
country elevator industry on a warehouse basis. Therefore,
the decision made by the federal government not to pass
legislation going beyond those items mentioned above implicitly recognized the efficiency of the fully integrated
elevator companÍ-es in the marketing of grain and the
difficulty of nationali zLng the system or of fixing buying
margÍns.

have shown in chapter rr the possible reasons
for the development of vertically integrated elevator
[.Ie

companies. However, it was not necessary to regulate
maximum tariffs in order for the benefits of vertical

integration to be achieved. rn the finar analysis it is
difficult to identify any purpose, other than the political
one, of appeasing farmers by appearing to be taking sorTìe
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action, to the establishing of maximum tariffs during the
very early years of the grain elevator indus try. without
an identifiable purpose for such regulation, it is most
unlikely that a philosophy existed in regard to the regulation of those tariffs.
rn order to determine whether the regulation of
tariffs had any effect upon the industry around LgL2, w€
shal1 make use of the industrial organi zatlon lexicon of
structure, conduct and perforrnance. For the purposes of
definition, Ì,ve shall make use of those developed by Bain.L45
l. structure means those characteristics of a market
which seem to influence strategicarry the nature
of competition and pricing within the market.

2, conduct refers to the patterns of behavior which
enterprises follow in adapting or adjusting to
markets.

3" Performance-refers to the composite of end resurts
in the dimension of price, output, production cost,
product design and so forth which enterprises arrive
at in any market as the consequence of pursuing
whatever lines of conduct they espouse.
From our discussion above, it is apparent that the
setting of maximum tariffs in LgLz had no inrnediate effect
that would not have occurred without regulation as regards
145.1. s
. Bain, InOustriat Organiz
John tnliley and Sons Inc ., L959, pp. 7-LL.

,

New

york:
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the structure of the industry. Likewise, it could have no
immediate effect as regards the conduct and performance of
the industry since the maximum tariffs were merely those
that the industry had already established. The regulation
of maximum tariffs, for the same reasorrr could not have had
any innnediate effect upon the manner in which street prices
\^7ere set by the industry or the buying margin entailed
therein. From our peïspective, the immediate effect of
estabrishing maximum tariffs \.,Jas neutral in all dimensions.
This, Do doubt, displayed the governmentrs lack of enthusiasm for regulation of the grain industry which would
have the effect of treating the industry as a public
utility or more drastically to natÍonalize the industry.
The governmentrs action, or more correctly, inaction was
not made without evidence as to its appropriateness however.
See Appendix A which details the conclusions of the Etevator commission of the Province of saskatchewan of t9l0
which is supportive of the apparent position taken by the
government.

B, The Canadian Inlheat Board Handling Agreement
The apparent lack of a detailed philosophy regarding the handling agreement was due, in part, to the
dual regulatory function of the canadian Inlheat Board and
the Board of Grain commissioners as well as the storaqe
policies of the federal government, as explained in
Chapter IV. I¡Iithout evidence to the contrary, w€ assume
that the regulatory philosophy of the Canadian lrlheat Board
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lvas one of short run prof it control,

The exact f orm of

profit control is unknown but it could have taken the form
of return on equity, net revenue or gross revenue. Given
certain basic information such as the value of the capital
stock within the elevator industry and operating costs of
the elevator companies, the forms of profit control are
highly interrelated. Assuming thaL the Canadian l,fneat
Board had information related to the value of the capital
stock and operating costs, profit control based upon
equity return would be feasible and would resemble the
control undertaken respecting public utilities.
Regulators of public utilities are usualty entrusted with the responsibility of regulating price where
government has determined that a market is unworkable for
reasons such as natural monopoly or the possibility of
destructive competition. The role of public utility regulators is basically to set prices that are fair to the
firm(s) and to consumers for the services provided, The
issues related to the term ttfairtt príces are gargantuan
in scope and are covered in substantive detair by r"hr,.146
As stated in Chapter IV, the imposition of the
canadian l,rlheat Board on the marketing system for wheat,
oats and barley changed the role of the elevator companies
from merchandisers to warehousers of those grains. on a
L46

A. E. Kahn, The Econ.omics of Regulation:
Principles and Institutions, Volumes I and II; Nelv york:
John Inliley and Sons Inc", L970.
^
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yearLy basis, the grain companies would meet with the
canadian l¡/heat Board to determine the price, in addition to
the handling tariff set by the Board of Grain commissioners,

to be paid for the handling of Board grains " The comment
made by the chief commissioner of the canadian I,,lheat Board
in 1960 to the select standing committee, âs mentioned in
Chapter IV, bears repeating.
As f say, wê negotiate with the companies each
year to try_ to drive the best possible bargain.
I suggest that when you get thè producer-oñned
organi zaLLons, the pools, and thê United Grain
Growers supporting the_ line companies and arguing
as a unit that these charges ,A-re justif ied, ft
is hard Lo break that 6or[. r4l
The role of the canadian [rlheat Board, âs a revenue
maximizer for producer delivered Board grains, included its

role as a monopoly bargaining agent for warehouse services
provided by the grain elevator industry. The bargaining
for the yearTy handling agreement, therefore, pitted a
monopoly buyer, or a monopsonist, against an oligopolistic
service sector. The balance of power rests with the
monopsonist, provided collusion does not take place on the
selrerst part. I^Ihile alt firms in the industry did agree,
from time to time, that an increase in the handling agreement was necessary, âs is apparent fro:'n the statement of
the chief commissioner, as quoted above, it is an heroic
L47

Sel,ect Standing Committee on Agriculture and
colonization, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, ottawa:
Queenls Printer, June 30, 1960, p."370.
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assumption to assume collusion.

The farmer-owned elevator

the private or line elevator companies had
been protagonists for several decades and it is unlikely
collusion would take place. The differences in demands for
increases in the handling agreement among firms would
allow the Canadian trlheat Board to accept, or to bargain on
the basis of, the lowest increase demanded.
whether or not the tlheat Board bargained in this
fashion is not easily ascertained since the data necessary
to make a determination is not publicly available. rf the
data are available at all, they probably rest in what might
be called the archives of the trlheat Board and the grain
elevator companies. rf the Board reached its handling
agreement on the basis of the lowest demanded increase, then
the use of the term "bargaining" may do an injustice to the
meaning of the word. such a mechanism for arriving at the
handling agreement amounts to the Canadian I¡Iheat Board
examining bids and offering the entire industry the terms
of the lowest bid on a take it or leave it basis. The
option available to those with higher demands or bids is to
withdraw service or accept the terms.
The option of a withdrawal of service, akin to that
which occurs in regard to employee-employer disputes, is
not readily translated into actions that grain elevator
companies could undertake. These companies cannot put a
grain elevator to an alternate use nor could they rraintain
staff is they operated by withdrawing service fro,'n time to
companies and
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time" A further reason that withdrawal of service is not
practical for a firm is, as explained in Chapter IV, because the country elevator system has operated with a high
orientation to storage. As a result, the withdrawal of
even several hundred grain elevators would not appreciabty
affect the handling capability of the remaining system.
In the short run, a firm, or firms, which may consider the revenues available through regulated earnings as
inadequate for capital regeneration, will continue to
operate provided at least operating costs are met. Because
of the lack of alternate opportunities for the existing
capital stock and because of the very long useful life of
country elevators, inadequate revenues could exist for very
long periods of time without adversety affecting service.
A firm with no optÍons at its disposal and unable to generate adequate incomes will not continue to operate in the
long run however. One alternative available under such
conditions is to merge with other companies and if economies
are available, continue to operate. If this does not provide adequate returns, the only option available is to
leave the industry by selling existing assets at the best
price possible.
The revenue generated from the regulated tariffs,

if inadequate, will affect each firm differently as regards
the decision of exiting an industry. However, the greatest
difference may exist between the private companies and the
farmer owned companies. In the case of farmer owned
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companies, the shareholders (i"e,,

the farmers) may accept
return on equity in the form of lower prices for services
received. rn the case of private corporations, management
could not substitute lower priced services for return on
equity. The only situation where such could occur in a
private corporation is in the rather remote case where the
o\,vners T,vere also the ma jority users of the services of f ered.
I^lith the competition that existed between the farmer owned
private companies and the different role that profits ptay
within the two types of organizations, it is conceivable
that the pools could rtbid, for lower handling agreements
than the privately owned companies, at least collectively
over a span of several years.
Inlhatever the manner the bargainÍng or bidding took
place, because the canadian lrlheat Board has the mandate to
maximize producer returns, it is unlikely that the Board
viewed its role as would a pubric utility regulator. rt
is possible that in driving for the best bargain, the
canadian wheat Board may have been the 'handmaiden'r of the
pool elevator companies. Tabre xrr below shows the change
in the number of companies operating more than r00 grain
elevators and the proportion of country elevators operated
by the three pool elevator companies at three points in
time during the last fifteen years in which the canadian
Inlheat Board negotiated the handling agreement.
Table xrr shows the changes in the structure of
the grain elevator industry from l95g-59 to Lgl3-74 and
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TABLE

XII

CONCENTRATION OF THE COUNTRY GRAIN ELEVATOR SYSTETI :
1958-59 to L97 3-7 4

No. of Companies
Operating More
Than f00
Elevators

Year

Proportion of Total
Elevators Operated
By the Three Pool
Elevator Companies

1958-59

L2

0. 366

T965-66

r0

0. 408

L973-7

4

SOURCE:

0.6r8

Grain Elevators In Canada, Canadian Grain

Conrmission, I,rtinnipeg, L958-59, L965_66, L973_74.
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the rise in the economic po\,ùer of the three pool elevator
companies. In concert, âS of the crop year L973-74, the
three pools operated about 62 percent of the country grain
elevators" The major structural change leading to this
shift in concentration occurred in Lg72 when the farmer
owned pools acquired the assets of Federal Grain which
previously operated about 1,100 grain elevators. The power
held by the Canadian lirlheat Board in negotiating the handling
agreement may be causally linked to the changed structure
of the industry. However, because \^7e cannot detail the
manner in which the handling agreement was arrived ât, the
notion that it was similar to accepting the lowest bid for
contracts must remain at the hypothesis stage.
In Chapter V it was argued that the incremental
unit of output in the grain elevator industry is not a
bushel of grain, which was the basis for setting the
handling agreement, but the grain elevator itself.
The
notion of grain elevator companies bidding or offering the
use of elevators to the Canadian Wneat Board for specific
volumes of grain or by area, could be an economically
efficient method of collecting grain at the country elevator level. It would allow the grain elevator companies
to vary their bids by area, thereby aggressively bidding in
areas of strength and less aggressively in areas of weakness. Pricing of services on this basis would have allowed
for some variance in tariffs among grain elevators. The
variance would likely be reflective of relative efficiencies
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of grain elevators as opposed to the uniformly applied
handling agreement which existed untiL L974"
Such a bidding scheme would not appear to be
workable where the capital stock is virtually tied down to
the spot where it is erected and has a very long useful
life, unless the contract was only for operating the
facility which was owned by the entity requesting the bids.
rf the canadian vflheat Board were to offer contracts for
handling grain based upon efficient sized volunes of grain,
they would, ât the same time, be determining, implicitly
if not explicitly, the size, location and numbers of grain
elevators that would make up the industry. such a bidding
scheme would be faced with other problems such as for how
long a contract would run. rf it was for only a year, Do
grain company would undertake capital investment of the
type necessary in this industry on such a precarious basis.
rf the contract is for a long period, then negotiation
would have to take place every so often to account for increases in operating costs.
I^Iith respect to the evaluation of the effects of
the handling agreement entered into yearly between the
the grain elevator companies up to Lg73-74,
we have previously stated that there is possibly a causal
relationship between the method of arriving at the agreement and the exiting of firms as indicated in Table xrr,
However, to the extent that the l¡rheat Board only put into
place the lowest bid offered, the setting of the handling
inlheat Board and
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agreement may have only speeded up the process of consoli-

dation which would have occurred in any event. Nonetheress,
it would appear to be undesirable for the InJheat Board to
have been placed in a position whereby it could influence
structural characteristics of the industry.
trrlhen a firm is squeezed in one revenue area, it
will look for other areas from which to cross-subsLdtze.
The handling agreement arrived at between the Board and the
elevator companies appried only to Board grains (wheat,
oats, barley). Other grains such as ryè, flax and rapeseed are purchased on a street basis and the price is set
by a conmittee much in the manner that prices lvere set by
what was termed the "syndicate of syndicatesrr during the
early years of the industry. However, the potential for
cross-subsidization is limited because of competition
among companies and because of the relative volumes of
Board versus non-Board grains" It is only since the mid
1960s that rapeseed and specialty crops have substantially
expanded. As a result, it would have taken extortionate
buying margins for non-Board grains to recover for low
handling margins províded Board grains.

A second area where companies would attempt to
increase revenues is through storage by what rnight be
termed a form of the A-J-lnI effect"

The A-J-I^I effect,

after Averch, Johnson and I,riellisz, basically argues
that public utilities wilt increase their capital base

named
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unnecessarily in order to increase profits .L48 l^Iith
respect to the grain elevator industry, Tangri et aL, in
L973, concluded that a strategy of reducing the numbers of

elevators to arlow greater handlings through other elevators would be suboptimal for the elevator companies because at least as much would be lost in storage earnings as
is gained through greater efficiency of increased handlings .L49 rt is the maintenance of storage capacity when
the need nor rationalization of facilities is patentry
obvious which we would term a form of the A-J-l^l effect.
The conduct of the firms, irt relation to the revenues
available from the handling and storing of Board grains,
has been totally rational, I¡Ihite the canadian irlheat Board
had no role in setting the storage tariff, it played a
major role in the use made of the systems storage capacity.
The perfomance of the elevator industry as it
pertains to achieving cost economies is difficult to put
into spectrum ranging from good to bad because there is no
objective to measure the performance against. Nonetheless,
we would offer the opinion that the performance of the grain
elevator industry has been good in relation to the revenue
L48
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schedule presented to them. The drive for efficiency
primarily took the form of reducing the labour requirements

for the assembly of grain at country elevators. The reduction in the number of firms allowed for savings in cost
to the industry without noticeably affecting the handling
of grain. At the country elevator level, the industry was
able to operate with far fewer elevator managers than
elevators. For exampre, Tangri et al indicated that in
L964-65 there \,vere 5,153 elevators with 4,L05 managers,
while in L968-69 there \.^rere 4,976 elevators with 3,883
managersr50 The canadian Grain conrnission, which now
reports the number of operating units (managers) in their
publication rtGrain Elevators in canadarl, indicate that in
L973-74 there were 3,073 manageïs for 4,383 elevators and
for the crop year L976-77 there \,vere 2,546 managers for
3,964 graín elevators.
Between the crop years L964-65 and L976-77 the
industry has reduced the number of elevator operators by
about 559 or by about T4 percent. rt is quite simple to
say that there is still room for improvement or that the
process of improving efficiently took a long time. However, the firms Tdere engaged in a more competitive market
in the 1950s and 1960s than currently exists today which
must be placed into the judgement matrix. perhaps more
importantly, it was the storage policy of the federal
15

0_
'l'angri

et al, ibid. , p .

53.
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government, through the Tempo'rary vüheat Reserves Act which

retarded the necessity for greater efficiency in the grain
handling system.
C.

canadian Grain commission (Board of Grain commissioners)

Maximum

Tariffs

The Canadian Grain Commission has been involved in

setting maximum tariffs for handling and storing grain for
the country elevator system since L9L2. The commissionrs
regulatory pohTers extend to the price of terminal elevator
services as well, but this is not a matter of concern in
this study.
The maximum tariffs

for the handling and storing of
grain had little impact, prior to the establishment of the
canadian wheat Board, upon the grain elevator industry. At
worst, the tariffs maintained the status quo established
by the grain trade such that the tariffs encourage farmers
to sell grain on a street basis. The maximum handling
tariff was noncompensatory in a full cost sense with the
losses made up through the buying margin. The storage
tariff served to discourage farmers from using grain elevators as warehouses by reducing the advantage the farmer
could gain by storing grain in an elevator in the hope of
selling at a higher price after the fall delivery period.
The establishment of the wheat Board changed the impact of
those tariffs for Board grains due to the changed role of
the elevator companies from merchandisers of grain to
warehousemen.
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have, in Chapter IV, noted the philosophy of
tarLf.r. setting of the canadian Grain commission respecting
what they have termed "flexible tariffs.rr
They are
We

repeated here so that a comparison may be made with the
method of tariff

setting prior to the flexibte tariffs.
The meLhod or philosophy of tariff setting prior to L97475 is taken from the Report of the Interdepartmental Committee on Grain Storage and Handling in Canada, L962" The
statements made in the L962 Report cannot be presumed to
cover the entire period prior to L974-75 in which tariffs
\^7ere regulated but might be considered to be the principles
which applied from, sây the 1950s through to L973-74.
since the philosophy portrayed below are exact quotes from
the text of the Report they do not read as a set of
principles and the reader will have to bear with this
slight annoyance. The fact that the T962 Report dealt only
with how tariffs \^7ere set and did not state any particular
philosophy of the role of tariffs, mây in itself be revealing of a fairly ad hoc approach to such regulation.
i) Philosophy of the Board of Grain Commissioners for
s e tt ingjr a;imum
1. In actual fact, if the proposals Ifrom the grain
companiesJ and the related Board action have been
appropriate from year to year then the currently
15l
Report of The Interdepartment Committee on Grain
Handling and Storage in Canada, Ottawa, L972, pp. 284-288"
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existing tariffs should provide returns
mensurate with the costs of operations.
)

3"

com-

The Board has always considered as part of these
costs that maintenance and expansion or moderni-

zation of plant and equipment necessary to provide
Canada with a modern, efficient and adequate
elevator system. It has further recognized that
this cost also includes a return on investment
sufficient to continue to attract capital to the
grain trade. The profit position or net revenue is
definitely assessed by the Board when reviewing the
submissions of the grain companies.
The Board assesses the submissions not only from
the immediate position but also from the long
renge. Variations in either costs or revenues of
an obviously temporary nature aïe not accepted for
immediate adjustment.

4"

Parallelling this advi". I fro* the ]lanager of the
Canadian Governrnent Elevator System ] wiff be a
series of statistics and records submitted by the
chief statistician.
These will incrude the records
of the past several years, or whatever period the
Board may so direct, as indication of what has
happened under the basis of the then existing
tariffs " It may also include an estimate of the
relationship or ratio between storage revenue and
elevation revenues as enjoyed or likely to be
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enjoyed by the elevator companies, some indication
of the overall volumes likely to move through the

elevator system throughout the forthcoming season
and what these volumes will do to the revenue
p

ii

)

i cture

.

P-þ1þ:spÞy_e! the canadian Grain cornmission

for settigg

ryaxim

1. Tariffs should be related to and compensatory for
the services performed.
2 " Tariff structure should be such that tariffs
which
are levied should provide an incentive to perform
required services.
3. TarÍffs should encourage required capital investment.

4, Tariff structure should not act as an artificial
barrier to entry to the industry.
iii)
The major principle involved in tariff setting up
to L973-73 according to the information given above, is
aggregate net revenue or profit of the industry. rt would

appear also to be the case that it was long run profits

that

of concern. rn regard to profitability,
there
has been no change in principre. However, such a principre
\.ùere

L52^
--Report

of The Tariff Review Committee to the
canadian Grain con¡nission, . canadian Grain commission,
lnlinnipeg, March L974, pp .'6-7 .
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is not operative unless the regulatory agency has a concept
as to how much capital ought to be invested within the
industry and what incentives are necessary for the industry
to move towards a conceptually optirnal structure.
I^Ihile it is probably the case that the commission
does not have atiblueprint'f for the future structure of

the industry, the commission is no doubt of the opinion
that the country elevator system must achieve a far higher
volume of throughput per elevator if tariffs are not to
increase substantially in the future. some of the increased volume handled could be expected from increased

export demand, but substantive efficiency gains will have
to be achieved by far fewer elevators handling the grain
moving forward from farms. Proposed amendments to the
canada Grain Act brought forward in Lg70 would have pro-

vided the commission with the po\,ver to direct, through
licencing, the future structure of the country elevator
industry ls3 This power Ì,vas not granted to the commission
in the canada Grain Act which was amended in Lg7L. The
amended Act did, however, provide for differential handling
tariffs among grain elevators.154 The amendment to the
l5

3_

D. H" _Maister, 'rrechnorogicar and organi zatLonal
change in a Regulated
rndustry: The case of cañadian Grain
Transport,rt studies on Regulai:ion rn canada. I^r, T, stenburv.
editor, Inst
Butterworth and Co. Ltd., L978, p" f90.
ts4op. cit., pp. 3L-32.

iicy, Toronto:

'
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Canada Grain

Act provided the framework from which the
flexible tariffs introduced by the Commission in the crop
year L974-75 could take effect"

there does not appear to be a shift in
philosophy as regards profits, there has been a substantive change in the philosophy regarding the role that
tariffs should play in the developnient of the grain elevator industry. Principles I and 4 listed in part (ii)
above, state that tariffs should be based upon the cost of
providing a particular service and that the tariff structure
should not act as an artifical barrier to entry. The
importance of the structure of tariffs was not even
mentioned in the L962 Report. For the country elevator
system the principles imply that:
1. the handling tariff should be based upon the cost
of handling grain,
2. the storage tariff should be based upon the cost
of storing grain,
3, a country elevator earning revenues based upon the
appropriate tariffs should be a viable operation
independent of being vertically linked in an
ownership sense with a terminal elevator.
The principle that tariffs should be compensatory
is not without ambiguity. Taking this in concert with the
principle that tariffs should encourage required capital
Ínvestment further implies that the tariffs should be
based upon long run marginal cost. As discussed in
Inlhereas
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chapter v, the marginal unit of production is the grain
elevator. The tariffs which are set on a per bushel basis
should be designed to cover the average per bushel long run
marginal cost. However, the level of those tariffs witt be
dependent upon the size of the marginal unit of production
(grain elevator) and the volume of grain it can be e>(pected
to handle on a yearly basis oveï the long run. unless the
tariffs are set at a level to cover long run total cost of
what might be consÍdered an efficient unit of production,
and on the basis of actual grain handred as opposed to

a

theoretical optimal amount, the principle of attracting
capital will not necessarity be attained. possibly more
importantly, unless the tariffs are set at such a level to
provide for revenue to cover at reast long run average
total cost, the tariffs at country elevetors will continue
to act as a barrier to entry for any firm desiring to enter
the industry at the country elevator level only, The
setting of maximum tarif f s, ho\,vever, witl neither be a
necessary or a sufficient condition for a new entrant
planning a high throughput country elevator. Existing
fully or partially depreciated grain elevators could attract sufficient volumes of grain in an area a\,vay from a
high throughput elevator, thereby reducing its efficiency
and discouraging the development of such elevators. This
will be particurarly the case if tariffs for the old elevators are below long run average total cost of the
theoretically efficient elevator,
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The Grains Group prepared a costing study of a high

throughput grain elevator in 1971 which adequately portrays
the problem. The cost estimates are contained in Table XIII

below. The average total cost estimates of 17.4 cents and
8.9 cents for the handling of 1.5 and 3"0 mirlion bushels
respectively, indicate the handling tariff that would provide a break even position provided that there was no
storage revenue. The storage capacity of the erevator
depicted here is of about 350,000 bushel capacity. Assuming a storage tariff of I cent per bushel per month and
80 percent capacity utilizatLon, revenues of $33,600 per
year would be obtained. Table xrv shows the handling
tariff necessary to provide a break even position assuming
the storage revenue calculated above is earned.
A comparison of Tables XIII and XIV indicates that
the storage revenue reduced the necessary handling tariff
by about two cents and one cent when the volume handted is
1.5 and 3.0 million bushels respectively. rf existing
elevators reduced the volume handled to say, 500,000
bushels, the necessary handling tariff to achieve a break
even position would be raised to about 40 cents per bushel.
The 40 cent figure is based on a one person staff and a
proportionate reduction in power and repair costs. rn
conclusion, the existence of currently operated grain elevators will create a high level of risk for new entrants
who might consider building a high throughput country

TABLE
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XIII

EST]MATE OF AVERAGE TOTAL CCST FOR A HIGH
THROUGHPUT COUNIRY GRAIN ELEVATOR, L97L

Amortize capital
Depreciation

$r46 ,000
30, g 00

Taxes - property and business
Insurance
Building and property maintenance
sraff (5)
Office and miscellaneous

Head

24,000
2,600
2,000
30,600

l,

office allocation

TOTAL FIXED

000

10,000

COSTS

ç247, 100

Bushels per year

000 3, 000, 000
g, 000 $ r0,000
4,500
9,000

I . 500,

Electrical po\,r7er
Repair costs
TOTAL VARIABLE

$
COSTS

$

rs,5oo

$

rg, ooo

Bushels per year

Total fixed costs
Total variable costs
TOTAL

COST

'COST PER BUSHEL

SOURCE: Grains Group,

1,500,

000

3, 000, 0oo

$ z1t,

lgg
500

$ z+t,100

13,

$ 260,600
L7

"4c

19;000

$

z0ø, t00

8.9c

Transportation and Handling Section,
Country Elevator Stûdy, Inlinnipeg, I{arch L97L,

P.5-5.
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TABLE XIV
CALCULATION OF THE NECESSARY HANDLING TARIFF
FOR A HIGH THROUGHPUT COUNTRY

GRAIN ELEVATOR

Total Volume of Grain
in Bushels

ToLal Cost
Storage

NET

1,500, 000

3, 000,000

$ 260,600

$ 206,100

33,600

33, 600

227,000

ç 232,500

Revenue

COST

Handling Tariff
in cents per bushel

Handled

ç

15.lç

7

.8ç
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elevator unless large volumes of grain are assured such
elevator,

an

The break even estimates present a difficult
problem for those who regulate tariffs.

If the principle
designed to build up capital formation and to encourage
entry are to be realLzed, a minimum tariff of an¡rwhere from
8 to 4L cents per bushel must be assured. The level of the
minimum tariff would depend upon the volume of grain the
elevator could attract. However, a minimum tariff of 8
cents per bushel, which demands a throughput of 3 million
bushels per year, is virtually meaningless where such a
volume of grain could not be reaLized. The setting of
maximum tariffs at reratively low levels cannot possibty be
an incentive for entry into the industry and Ín fact is a
disincentive. A relatively low handling tariff implicitly
demands the continued practice of cross-subsLdization among
grain elevators.
The same problem will not necessarily exist for

firms already established in the industry, Such a firm
could build a high throughput elevator in a particular
location which acts to consolidate the grain handled by
several of their existing grain elevators in the area.
Grain companies have been using such a consolidation and
replacement policy as is evidenced by the statement of
Moffat, âs discussed in chapter v. A regulated tariff
structure could not possibly assure the economic viability
of a new entrant who desires to build a high throughput
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elevator unless the regulators can ensure that sufficient
volumes of grain are actually delivered to the particular
elevator" I,rlhereas the principles of capital formation and
ease of entry are laudable goals, they are unlikely to be
achieved through the regulation of tariffs

per se. The
ability to effect the goals through regurated tariffs
applies more to monopoly situations regulated as public
utilities than it does to the grain elevator industry.
rf the commission is to establish tariffs on the
basis of the stated principles, the commission will have to
define the storage function and estimate iLs cost. rt is
unlikely that this has been accomplished to date and as \,ve
have argued in chapter v, the separation of elevator costs
into handling and storage components wilr be arbitrary.
The concept of the storage function, in respect of htreat
Board grains, is a carryover from the days when the elevator
companies acted as merchandisers of those grains. At that
time the storage tariff was set at a rate that encouraged
farmers to sell on a street basis to the erevator by reducing the gain in price a farmer would attain by storing
grain in an elevator over the winter months. since the
grain companies now act only as agents of the vüheat Board
by purchasing grain from farmers for the Board and moving
it to terminal position at the direction of the Board, a
similar logic for storage charges does not exist. The
continuation of the storage tariff derives its existence
only by an arbitrary definition of handling. rt is onry
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by rimiting the so called "free daystr in the definition
of handling, that the storage function exists.
Storage capacity has two primary functions in

a

country elevator; it facilitates handling and it acts as a
source of competition in attracting patronage. If a
storage tariff is paid to the grain companies, a third
function is developed; storage for the purpose of acquiring
revenue. By defining out of existence the storage function,
the grain companies would be encouraged to develop storage
capacity suited to their particular needs respecting
handling grain and attracting business. Removal of storage
revenue would arso remove any remaining incentive which

might exist for government to encourage significant excess
capacity in commercial handling facilities.
The loss of storage revenue would place all the
emphasis on volume of grain moved into and out of country
elevators" Revenues which are currently acquired from
storage would be made up through higher handling charges.
The increase necessary would vary by grain elevator but
would most greatly affect those elevators where storage
revenue is relatively more important in relation to total
revenue. A hypothetical two elevator example wilt show the
effect of terminating storage revenue. several assumptions
are required.
1" Both elevators have 100,000 bushel storage capacity.
2. Both elevators store an average of 80r000 bushels
of grain
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3.

A handling tariff

of l0 cents per busher is

charged

by both elevators.
4.
5.

elevators handle and store the same volumes and aim
to mainLain the same gross revenue.
Elevator one, handles 200,000 bushers, while erevator two, handles 400,000 bushels.

6"

Case

Storage revenue is LZ cents per bushel per year.
After the storage revenue is removed (Case 2), both

Elevator I

1

Handling
Revenue

200

,000

Storage
Revenue

Total
Case

80,000

Revenue

x

$.

l0 :

Elevator
$20,

000 400,000 x

$. fO

2

:

$40,

OO0

x 9.12: $ 9,600 80,000 x $.f2: $ 9,600
$29,600

$49,600

2

Handling Tariff Necessary to
Maintain Total
Revenue $29, 600 + 200,000 :

gO.

f4g

g49,5OO

+ 400,000 :
90.L24

By removing storage revenue, the lower throughput erevator
must increase its handling tariff by 4.g cents per bushel

to maintain total revenue, whereas the higher throughput
elevator is able to maintain total revenue by increasing
its handling tariff by onLy 2.4 cents per busher. The
removal 0f storage revenue will place greater pressure on
low volume elevators relative to higher volume elevators to
increase volume or to raise the handling tariff.
More
importantly, however, it will reduce the ability of firms
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horizontally integrated at the country elevator level to
cross subsídLze

among

elevators.

iv) The change in tariffs under the new philosophv
The change in tariffs subsequent to the change in
philosophy of tariff setting by the Grain commission !üere
shown in Chapter IV. Up to the L977-78 crop yeaï, the
commission had raised the maximum handling tariff to a point
where the grain companies \'vere able to charge different
handling tariffs among country elevators, but had left untouched the storage tariff.
rt would not appear that the
commission had actively pursued the principal that tariffs
should be based upon the cost of providing a particular
service, Nonetheless, by increasing the maximum handling
tariff in relation to Lhe storage tariff, the Commission
\,vas encouraging the development of higher throughputs per
grain elevator by reducing the disincentive to remove
excess storage capacity as outlined by Tangri et at.155
subsequent to the L977-78 crop year, however, the co..nmission
has raised the storage tariff relatively much faster than
they have raised the maximum handling tariff.
By raising
the daily storage tariff from Ll30 to L/L7 of a cenr per
bushel, the commission has provided the vehicle by which the
grain elevator companies will generate increased storage
incomes" At the same time, horvever, the commission has
155'-'Tangri

et aL, op. ci.t, pp.

49-50.
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reduced the pressure on grain elevator companies to raise
handling tariffs and has increased the incentive to maintain storage capacity. The maintenance of storage

capacity will, iû turn, slow down the rationalization of
the industry by increasing the ability of firms to cross
subsLdLze among grain elevators.
At the current set of maximum tariffs the shielding
effect of the storage tariff is much greater than was the
case in L974-75. To show this, the same two elevator
example as used above is developed. The same assuûrptions
are employed except that the handling tariff is assumed to

be T9.5 cents per bushel and the storage tariff is assumed
to be 2T.5 cents per year (t/tl of a cent per bushel per
day).
Case

Elevator I

1

Handl ing
Revenue
S

torage

Revenue

Total
Case

200,000
80,000

Revenue

Elevator

2

x $.r95 : $39,000 400,000 x $.t95:978,000

x

$.2L5 =

$L7

,200

80,000

$.ZfS : $L7,200

$56 ,200

$95,200

2

Handling Tariff Necessary to
Maintain Total
Revenue 56 r2A0 + 200,000 : $.ZAf

95,200 + 400,000

:

9.238

By removing storage revenue the lower throughput elevator
would have to increase its handling tariff by 8.6 cents per

bushel, compared to 4"3 cents per bushel for the higher
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throughput elevator. The shielding effect of the current
high storage l;ariff. is approximately double that of L974.
The rationale for the large increase in the storage

tarLff since T978 is the need for the greater generation
of income for the grain elevator companies. To increase
the gross income of the companies through the storage
tariff without having defined and estimated the cost of
storage appears to contradict the stated tariff philosophy
of the Commission. The maximum tariffs of L974 to L978 and
L978 to f981 may be characterLzed as being one step forward
and two steps backward. By providing for a relatively large
storage tariff, the Commission is continuing to provide the
vehicle whereby the true cost of elevator services is
rrhidden" from farmers" This is easily rectif ied, however,
by farmers being assessed a storage charge upon delivery as
is the case for handling of grain.
It should be readily apparent that as more of the
charges that are presently paid by the [.]heat Board on
behalf of farmers out of revenues derived from sales become
payable by the farmer at time of delivery, the more all
It
charges resemble what is called the handling tariff.
is not essential for the Commission to abolish the storage
tariff, it Ís only essential that those charges be paid by
producers at the time of delivery.
No doubt sorne members of the grain elevator industry
would argue that the elevator companies should not be
responsible for estimating and assessing storage charges

2s0

since the aggregate movement of grain is controlled by the
I,iheat Board. under the block shipping program the elevator
companies have control of the movement of grain within the
block, however. Nonetheless, to the extent that the
argument has merit, the \rlheat Board could announce annually
an estimate that the grain companies could accept or reject
at their own discretion. This would be similar to the concept of the variable handling tariff.
In time the industry
would accept the artificial
nature of the segregation of
tariffs into handling and storage components and combine
them into one tariff, which for the lack of a better name,
could be called handling.
The Commission is well aware of the necessity of
farmers being cognizant of the cost of providing elevator
services as their L974 report states:
That as m¿ny ¿s possible of the charges which are
assessed on a per bushel basis be deducted at the
time of delivery so that the actual coçFF of
services are apþarent to the producer. 15b
The Commission has not moved boldty to implement

their stated philosophy and indeed has regressed by substantively increasing the storage tariff relative to the
handling tariff since L978"
15
-Report
-- 6_

of The Tariff Review Committee to the
Canadian Grain Commission, Canadian Grain Commission,
!üinnipeg, March T974, p. 10"
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D. Is There a Rationale for Setting Tariffs?
InIe

have questioned elsewhere whether or not there

has ever been an economic rationale for the setting of

in the past. I^Ihatever the rationale in the
past, whether it be to prevent excessive buying margins or
to control profit, that rationale cannot possibfy exist
under the current structure of ownership of the elevator
industry. As shown previously, the three pool elevator
companies operate about 60 percent of country elevators and
along with the other farmer owned compâny, the United Grain
Growers, operate in the order of 75 percent of all country
elevators. Acontrol rationale proceeds on the basis that
farmers must be protected from companies they own, and in
which collectively can have an impact upon the tariffs
charged. Except for the fact that the Canada Grain Act
dictates that maximum tariffs shall be set by the Canadian
Grain Commission, Do purpose seerìs to be served.
The various costing studies undertaken over the
past twenty years or so have all indicated that substantial
efficiency gains are available by increasíng throughput per
elevator. Those directly involved in the grain elevator
industry have undertaken a variety of actions designed to
improve the efficiency of elevator operations as has been
indicated by the study of Tangri et al. In this regard,
the Canadian Grain Commission appears to be struggling to
develop a tariff structure which will provide the necessâry
incentives for the development of high throughput grain
maximum

tariffs
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elevators" I^Iith regard to the setting of tariff s, the
Review committee made the following reconìmendations.
That the Commission publish a minimum tariff
which in relation to- the maximum establishes the
range within which the Commissíon feels primary
elevation tariffs should f.aLTr...
That the Commissionis policy permit tariffs below
the minimum if the comþany can show that the elevator in question meets certain throughput and
cost criteria or that such a rate does not constitute destructive competition. 15 /
The Committee recorTìmended, in effect, that the
commission establish two sets of minimum tariffs; one for

conventional grain elevators and one for high throughput

elevators. The distinction is arbitrary since a conventional grain elevator which is able to attract grain and
receive adequate grain car allocations can develop a
relatively high throughput. The examples given by Moffat
and P¿ffs¡, as discussed in chapters v and rrr respectively,
as well as the costing studies are ample evidence of this.
To effectively prevent a conventional elevator from meeting
the tariff of a high throughput elevator, the commission
would have to investigate the cost structure of the conventional elevator, possibly impute capital costs and then
decide whether it may drop its rates to meet the competition.
This would be not only a difficult task, but it
would be viewed as being discriminatory, and would amount
Ls7
_
--'Report

of The Tariff Review Committee to the
Canadian Graiir Cgryqrission, Canadian Grain Commission,
I^Iinnipeg, March L974, p. L7.
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to a licencing procedure. rf the commission desires to
licence the elevator industry by which it would effectively
determine the síze and location of grain elevators, it
ought to obtain those por.^7ers through an amendment of the
canada Grain Act.

rt was mentioned earlier that similar
po\,rers were not provided for in the T97L canada Grain Act.
The question of destructive competition as mentioned in the above quote of the Tariff Review committee,
is worthy of further examination as a ratÍonale for setting
minimum tariffs.
Kahn argues that destructive competition
requires the existence of the following conditions:
l. fixed or sunk costs are a large proportion of
total cost, and
2. long periods of excess capaciar. t5S
These conditions, in a rather cursory sense, are exhibited
within the grain elevator industry. However, they are not
sufficient conditions to assume that destructive competition would prevail within the industry. The existence
of excess capacity in this industry is not independent of
government policy such as accelerated depreciation and the
Temporary Inlheat Reserves Act, and therefore is not a true
indication of industry determined capacity. More importantly, is the fact that when the flexible tariffs \^7ere
Íntroduced in the L974-75 crop year, the handling tariff
actually charged by grain companies rose substantivery
158

Kahn,

op. ciË., p.

L72.
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(see Table X) " If anything, the rapid rise in tariffs
subsequent to the nelr policy of L974 would argue against
the existence of a tendency for the industry to engage in
widespread destructive competition. As well, it is highly

unlikely that a unique minimum tariff would satisfy the
desired end result. As a result, we would argue against
the necessity for setting a minimum tariff"
The Tariff Review Committee, âs quoted above,
recommended that the Commission set a maximum and a minimum
tariff which would províde the bounds in which tariffs
It is clear that the Com¡rrittee has attempted
should fall.
to provide the means whereby substantial flexibitity is
provided to farmers and to grain elevator companies in the
The conmittee appears to have a
determination of tariffs.
sornewhat schizophrenic attitude towards the determination
of tariffs, however. On the one hand, they appear to
argue for market determined tariffs, and on the other, that
those tariffs should be bounded at levels the Conmission
feels are reasonable. The two need not be inconsistent
if either the Commission is able to predict the upper and
lower bounds which would be market determined, or it sets
the tariffs at such levels that virtually no one would
expect the market to approach. The first is unlikely, and
the second questions the necessity for setting tariffs at
alI.
To set the upper and lower limits at levels which
would restrict the market determined tariffs, forces the
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industry to continue to cross-subsLdize among grain elevators. Regardless of regulated tariffs, particular firms
might determine that such cross-subsLdLzation r.^ias an
optimal marketing strategy and continue to do so. It is
virtually impossible for the Commission to prevent horizont-aL cross-subsidization unless it is prepared to set a
specific tariff for each grain elevator. Ilüe consider such
As a result, we see
action as a rather remote possibility.
no economic reason for the Commission to set upper and lower
bounds which would force horizontal cross-subsidization. To
force horizontal cross-subsidization would be a direct
contradiction of the principle that I'tariffs should be related to and conpensatory for the services performedrrr as
enunciated by the Review Com-mittee.
E. The Philosophy of Tariff Regulation in Conclusion
This chapter has attempted to show the changes, or
apparent changes, in the philosophy of tariff setting
since L9L2. The philosophy of the federal government in
L9L2, with respect to tariffs, lvas non-interventionist.
The tariffs which were set at that time, reflected the
practice of the industry and which had the result of encouraging farmers to sell their grain on a street basis.
The regulation of tariffs had a neutral impact upon the
marketing practices of the industry as the tariffs were in
effect hÍdden within the buying margins of the grain
companies. The a"t1¡¡s had the indirect impact of limiting
the development of alternative marketing methods.
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D.rring the period of years in which the Canadian

negotiated handling agreements with the grain
elevator companies, the philosophy was clearly interventionist" In particular, the philosophy was based upon

I,rlheat Board

the control of profit or more tikely control of gross
revenue. We have characterLzed the method of setting the
handling agreement as resembling the accepting of a lowest
bid and offering the same terms to all in the industry"
By setting a fairly low handling agreement, the charges to
farmers were equal regardless of the relative efficiencies
of grain elevators. This further implies a philosophy that
farmers ought to pay identical grain elevator charges regardless of the social and private costs involved in
making use of a partÍcular elevator location by a farmer.

The impact of the control during this period was to encourage the industry to maintain storage capacity because

of the relationship betvreen the handling agreement and the
This relationship was a direct result of
storage tariff.
government storage policy such as accelerated depreciation
of storage facilities and the Temporary l,rlheat Reserves Act.
The post L974 philosophy of the Canadian Grain
Commission has a great deal of merit with its attention to
performance criteria as opposed to gross revenue or profit.
The principals of tariffs being compensatory and attracting
the capital investment necessary to provide for an efficient country elevator system are a significant departure
from the philosophy existing from L9L2 to L974. The
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rather slowly to incorporate its ne\,v
philosophy and \,ve would argue has made a regressive step by
substantially increasing the storage tariff since L978"
I¡.Ihile the new philosophy of the Commission is commendable, it is unlikely that the Commission will ever
actually implement it unless it takes a far more activist
stand Ín the industry than has been done in the past. The
first problem the Commission must come to grips with is
that tariffs should reflect the cost of providing the
services the tariffs represent. Because the handling and
storage functions involve common costs of production,
their separation will be arbitrary. The second problem to
be faced by the Comrnission is the basis on whÍch to set
tariffs and at what level those tariffs should be set. The
principles underlying the Commissionrs new philosophy imply
a public utility approach. However, the industry is made
up of thousands of elevators, sone of which are of recent
construction and the majority which are quite old. I,trithin
the age spectrum of grain elevators there is a very wide
disperson of grain handled in a year which results in a
wide range of average variable or average total costs.
Under these conditions it is improbable that the setting
of a single maximum or minimum handling tariff would be
able to satisfy the objectives as identified by the Tariff
Commission has moved

Review Committee.
The elevator industry is in a state of transition

respecting the updating of capital stock. I^Ihile it is
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unlikely that the industry will move in the short run towards the building of inland terminals as suggested by the
studies conducted by Barnett-McQueen and the Grains Group,
as mentioned in Chapter I, there is little question that
new grain elevators will be designed to replace several
existing grain elevators. It is also unlikely that the
ne\^7 elevators will be of a unique stze and design so that
a single cost structure would prevail within the industry.
The criterion for technological replacement in economic
theory is that the total cost of ner^7 capital stock be less
than the variable cost of the existing capital stock-.
Unless the Commission is able to dictate the replacement
of grain elevators and ensure that old elevators are taken
out of operation, a minimum or a maximum tariff cannot
possibly direct the industry in the technological replacement taking place.
It has been mentioned previously that the granting
of power so that the Canadian Grain Commission could effectively licence the elevator industry was not provided
for in the amendments to the Canada Grain Act of L97T.
The Hall Commission in reporting as to the possibÍtity
of excess capacity resulting from the uncontrolled recapitalLzatLon of the industry, stated as follows:
The possibility of overbuilding was discussed on
many occasions" The Commission was looking for
reaction of producers. No clear concensus
emerged. When asked if sorne measure of control

2s9

desirable the response \,üas generally in the
nesative from producers and grain cotttpaiies
159
"1i¡s "
I^lithout the po\,ver to effectively licence the elevator
industry and to set tariffs on an elevator by elevator
basis, the setting of tariffs is an exercise in futllity.
It is suggested, therefore, that the Canadian
Grain Commission abolish the practice of setting yearLy
tariffs, leaving this responsibility totally in the hands
of the elevator companies. It is further suggested that
the Canadian hlheat Board not pay the storage tariff on
\,Jas

behalf of farmers, which would, in turn, result in the
elevator companies assessing a storage charge upon delivery
of grain or combining the current handling and storage
tariffs into one charge. By doing So, farmers would be
cogni zant of the cost of elevator services and would be in
a position to select among elevators on the basis of the
relative effÍciency of grain elevators.
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The Report of The Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services,

L977, pp.151-L52.

CHAPTER

VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As stated in chapter r, this study was designed to
examine three interrelated facets of the grain elevator

sector of the grain handling and transportation system; the
efficiency attributes of vertical integration between
country and terminal elevators, the handling versus storage
orientation of the country elevator system and the regulation of handling and storage tariffs at the country
elevator level.
A. Vertical Integration
rn chapter rr, the theory developed by v'lilliamson
was used to anaLyze the efficiency attributes of, and to
provide a rationale' fot, the development of the vertically
integrated structure of the grain elevator industry. The
structure developed concurrently with the very early growth
of the industry and predominantly by American interests who
transplanted an organizational form already in use in the
united states. The vertically integrated firm significantly
changed the marketing mechanism for producers from one
where price appeared to be determined locally to one where
price was determined in l^iinnipeg by the so called "syndicate
of syndicates.tf rhrough superior efficiency, the more
familiar flat warehouses and commission agents were
260
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replaced by the country grain elevator with its ownership

linkage to the terminal facilities.
Pattonr as quoted in
Chapter I, summed up, briltiantly,
the sense of dependence
and frustration which existed in parts of the farning
community on the prairies during the first two decades of
the century and which resulted in the demands for the
virtual nationalization of the grain elevator industry.
The reluctance of the federal government of that
time period to nationalize the industry is indicative of
the conclusions of several commissions which had reported
that the industry was an efficient mechanism for the
marketing of grain. The Elevator Commission of the province
of Saskatche\^7an, of 1910, concluded, for example, that
prices determined through the trlinnipeg Exchange T/,iere competitive. This r.,üas in stark contrast to the conclusion of
some farm organizatLons which argued that the private
companies operated as a monopoly, or cartel, âs reflected
in the phrase, the 'lsyndicate of syndicates.tr The Commission further concluded that farmers could best protect
their interests through the formation of provinciatly based
co-operative organLzations (Appendix A). In the mid
L920s producer co-operatives were formed and today control
over sixty percent of the elevator facilities in the praÍrie
provinces. The development of the co-operatives followed
the vertically integrated form in use by the privately
owned companies which reflected the superiority of this
organÍ-zational form.
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I^Iilliamsont s basic argument favouring vertical

integration is that, under certain conditions, there may
be transactional failures in the operation of markets for
intermediate goods. The transactional failures revolve
around the primary problem of specifying ironclad contracts
to which parties to the contract are able to satisfy their
goals " It is contended by this study that because of the
long useful life of country and terminal elevator asseLs
and because of the large number of transactions necessary
to transfer ownership of the many types and grades of
grains, that vertical integration was almost inevitable in
the industry. Vertical integration substantially reduced
the risk of assurance of supply to terminal elevators, and
provided for an assured market for country elevator
operations. Given the nature of the assets involved and
the generally low margins available to firms, the assurance
of supply was of primary concern to those firms.
Adelman further argued that the early years of an
industryrs development will see firms provide for its o\,ün
market outlets if there is a sluggish response from others
in the provision of those markets. This observatíon
characterLzes very well the early growth of the country
elevator system which coincided with the development of
rail lines. In such a situation a terminal elevator company
which did not develop its own line of country elevators
could have lost the supplies of grain produced adjacent to
new rail lines to those firms who proceeded to build. Under
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I¡iilliamsonf s theory, building grain elevators along
rail lines is a form of first mover advantage.

neT,v

Consistent with I^iilliamsont s theory of trans-

actional failures but specific to the grain elevator
industry, the study indicates that the vertically integrated structure provided for substantial cost savings from
hedging operations and commission agent fees.

If the elevator industry was structured such that country and terminal
elevators were under different ownership, the sale of grain
would involve a duplication of hedgÍng operations and coÍrmission agent fees. Such duplication could be avoided by
contracting f or the sale of grain between country and terminal operations. However, the transactional impediments and
the necessity of building grain elevators along new raÍ1
lines mitigated against this occurring.
B. The Handling Versus Storage Orientation of the Country
Elevator System
*n"
long run the country grain elevator system
has managed to turn over its storage capacity about two
times per year. As discussed in Chapter III, several research studies and comments made by persons knowledgeable
about the industry indicate that the potential of the elevator system to turn over its storage capacity is much
greater than that actually achieved. A relatively low
turnover of storage capacity, or handling to capacity ratio,
is indicative of a high storage orientation.
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A relatively high storage orientation implies that
farmers are paying high storage costs. The ability of
farmers to have some control over storage costs has changed
significantly over the time period examined in this study.
Prior to the monopsony position of the Canadian ltlheat Board
for wheat, oats and barley, farmers sold grain directly to
an elevator company. To the extent that farmers controlled
the timing of the sale of grain they T^7ere able to control
storage costs. The storage charge on grains sold direct
to an elevator, or on a street basis as it was carred, T,vas
an indirect cost that was contained within the buying
margin of a particular f irm. under the canadian lrlheat
Board marketing system grain firms provide warehouse

services to the Board, for Board grains, âs opposed to
actuarly merchandising grain. rn this regard the firms are
paid a storage fee by the Board on behalf of farmers. Because of the quota system which controls the delivery of
grain from farms to country elevators, farmers have lost
their ability to market Board grains in a manner that could

affect

control over storage costs.
rt was during the 1960s and 19 70s that persons from
inside and outside of the industry claimed that the storage
tariff was in excess of the cost of storage and that this
lvas the cause of excess storage capacity in the industry.
rt is important to realize that the claim that the storage
tariff is in excess of the cost of providing storage has
not been shown to be the case by any research conducted on
country elevators.
some
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on the basis of the historical development of the
industry and government policy in respect of the storing
of grain, this study rejects the hypothesis that the
storage tariff

was the cause of excess storage capacity

within the country elevator industry. The storage tariff
was instmmental, however, in the maintenance of storâge
capacity.

Prior to the Canadian In/heat Board assuming its
role as a monopsonist respecting wheat, oats and barley,
farmers generally sold grain on a street basis, or outright
to an elevator company. The tariffs for handling and
storing grain \.rere subsumed within the buying margin of
the elevator company and therefore had littre impact upon
the development of storage capacity per se. The role of
tariffs, âs explained in Chapter IV, \^7as to encourage
farmers to sell on a street basis rather than to derive income directly from the handling and storage of grein on a
farmerrs account.
The development of the country elevator system,
particularly up to 1930, \,r7as primarily based on competition
for the deliveries of grain from farmers. Given the
limitations of the transportation mode availabte to farmers
at that time, grain elevators \,vere fairty small in size and
spaced relatively close together" The railway companies
caused the building of some excess capacity by requiring
elevator companies to build grain elevators to compete
with grain elevators on competing rail lines. The concern
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of a railway company \,vas to maximize the amount of grain
hauled over its lines.
A further expansion of grain elevators and storage
capacity resulted from the formation of the pool elevator
companies during the L920s. By L926 the three pools and
the United Grain Growers in concert operated about 1,050
of the 4,400 in operation. The farmer owned companies
expanded this to about 2,L00 of the 5,600 in operation by
about T929. The combined actions of the privately owned
and farmer owned grain companies was lo increase the
storage capacity of the elevator system from about 27
million bushels in 1903 to 193 million bushels in 1930.
The development of the elevator system to this point in
time was based Lrpon competition and ideology as opposed to
Nonetheless, the expansion of storage
the storage tariff.
capacity over those three decades \.^7as such as to limit the
grain handled per e'levator, thereby maintaining a fairly
1ow handling to capacity ratio.
An important expansion of elevator storage capacity
occurred during the I940s and 1950s as a result of the accelerated depreciation programs of the federal government.
From L940 to 1960 the storage capacity of the country
elevator system increased from about 200 million bushels to
about 380 million bushels. In the 1940s the Canadian lnlheat
Board became the sole buyer of wheat, oats and barley and
the grain elevator companies supplied warehouse services
to the Board. Under the Inlheat Board system of marketing,
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farmers r,\iere paid an initial

for Board grains upon
delivery of grain, authorized by quota, to a country erevator" I^Iith congested elevator facilities durÍng the early
1940s and agaÍn in the early 1950s, the ability of farmers
to obtain initial payments would have been severely limited
unless storage capacity was expanded. The grain elevator
companies r^iere paid for their services on the basis of the
storage tariff set by the Board of Grain commissioners and
a handling agreement negotiated with the I,rlheat Board. The
pa¡rment

canadian l,riheat Board was not only the sole purchaser of
Board grains, but through its quota policy controlled the

delivery of grain from farm to country elevator. whereas
one cannot specify exactly to what extent the accelerated
depreciation program caused the increase of storage
capacity, the control of the industry by the federal
government, the Board of Grain Corrmissioners and the [¡Ineat
Board would indicate it was a substantial factor.
The relatively large storage capacity of the country
elevator system in concert with a high degree of utilization
of that storage capacity resulted in high storage revenue
for grain elevator companies. For the period 1955 to Lg65,
storage revenue made up over fifty percent of the combined
handling and storage revenue.160 A fairly large proportion
of the storage cost to farmers was paid by the federal
t6 0^
Canada

I,rIinnipeg, T973,

Grains Council, State of the Industry,

Exhibit

18"
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government through the Temporary [.]heat Reserves Act.

over

the L9 years the Act was operarive (fgSS to L973) the
federal treasury paid about $7rs million to support the very
large stocks of wheat in commercial position. The large
storage earnings derived by the elevator companies, however, did not provide an impetus to expand storage capacity.
For the period 1955 to L973 the storage capacity of the
country elevator sysLem increased only by about 20 mLllion
bushels.
The primary impact of the large storage revenues

earned by the grain elevator companies during the t950s and
1960s Ì/râs to reduce the need to increase the handring

tariff

or handling agreement. The handling agreement for
wheat, âs shown in chapter rv, lvas constant at 4Lz cents per
bushel from L949 to L967 and rose to 6Lq cents per bushel
by L974"
The relationship between the handling agreement and
the storage tariff was shown, by Tangri , Zasada and
TyrchniewLcz in their L973 study, to be such as to mitigate
against the reduction of storage capacity. That study, as
discussed in chapter rrr, found that the saving generated
by the closing down of country grain elevators r.üas outweighed by the loss of storage revenue. rt follows therefore, that the storage tariff bears a causal relationship
to the maintenance of storage capacity by the grain elevator
companies.
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C. The Regulation of Handling and Storage Tariffs for
Country Grain Elevators
The tariffs

for handling and storing grain have been
regulated since L9LZ by the Board of Grain Commissioners
(Canadian Grain Commission since L97L) " The po\,ver to regulate maximum tariffs rivas provided for in the Canada Grain
Act of L9L2 which provided as well for a variety of rights
for farmers in the marketing of their grain. The regulation
of tariffs, however, does not appear to have been a major
concern of grain producers at that time. Farm organizations
had lobbied for the control of the price at which they sold
grain at country elevators and for the nationalization of
the grain elevator system.
The reasons for the setting of maximum tariffs and
the basis upon which they were initially set is unclear.
The canada Grain Council and the Canadian Grain Commission
have stated that the purpose was to limit the margins of the
grain elevator companies. The study finds this explanation
somewhat oversimplified. The tariffs set by the grain
companies prior to T9L2, had not changed for about a decade.
As well, the ability of the grain companies to set street
prices, of which the handling tariff was only a part, irnplies that tariff regulation would be ineffective in
limiting the buying margin. rf the purpose lvas to rimit
the handling tariff per se, competition from loading pratforms and the possibility of the development of elevators
operating as warehouses would probably have been a
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sufficient deterrent to the grain companies raising the
handling tariff inordinately.
Prior to L9L2, two Commissions had concluded that
the handling and storage tariffs T,üere noncompensatory.
Nonetheless, the tariffs set in L9L2 Ì,vere those previously
set by the industry. The low tariffs made it virtually
impossible for country elevator operators to act as warehousemen, that is, to collect revenue strictly from
handling and storing grain rather than merchandising it.
I,rlrrether or not farrners would have supported this form of
marketing grain is unknown, but there is little question
that the Board of Grain Commissioners did not know that
setting the tariffs at the levels that existed would limit
the possibility of warehouses developing. The setting of
maximum tariffs in L9L2, therefore, had the impact of ensuring that competition at the country elevator level could
only take the form of vertically integrated firms operating
on the basis of purchasing erain on a street basis. To the
degree that the maximum tariffs timited the possible forms
of competition, the regulation of tariffs may have been
more harmful than beneficial to farmers.
Subsequent to the initial setting of tariffs in
L9L2, and prior to the monopsony role of the Canadian l^Iheat
Board, there appears to have been littte discussion or
debate as to the levels at which maximum tariffs vüere set,
the role they served, or the purpose of setting maximum
The exception to this is the questioning of the
tariffs.
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level of the storage tariff at points in time when the
federal government was involved in the marketing of grain.
Appendix C provides McFarland I s argument that the storage
tariff was too high Ln L932" McFarland did not argue that
the storage tariff was too high under norrnal marketing
conditions, but that it was too high when stocks \,üere
abnormally large and were being held for unusually long
periods of time. McFarlandts argument that the storage
tariff was too high was not based upon an analysis of the
cost of providing storage but rather upon the profit levels
of the grain elevator companies. An indication of the
general lack of importance of the tariffs is evidenced in
the fact that they \,.tere basically unchanged between

L9L2

and L945,

the regulation of tariffs by the Board of
Grain Commissioners had little impact upon the grain elevator companies, the same cannot be said for the controls
imposed under the Inlheat Board mechanism of marketing wheat,
oats and barley. Itfith the Canadian l¡Iheat Board becoming the
sole buyer of those grains in the 1940s, the elevator
companies became agents of the Board and supplied warehouse
services at fixed charges. The fixed charges ltere the
maximum storage tariff
set by the Board of Grain Commissioners and the handling agreement determined by the
hlheat Board, which were both set on a yearly basis. The
handling agreement may be viewed as being made up by adding
a fee for acting as agents of the hlheat Board to the
lnlhereas
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maximum

handling tariff

which was set by the Board of Grain

Commissioners.

The determination of the yearly handling agreement

the results of bargaining between the canadian wheat
Board (a monopsonist) and an oligopolistic elevator

\.'üas

industry. under such a bargaining structure, the balance
of po\,ver rested with the Canadian lnlheat Board. As an
agency identified with the maximization of producer returns,
the necessity of the hlheat Board to bargain with the elevator industry placed the Board in a difficult, if not a
conflict, position. Just as the federal government provided no criteria to the Board of Grain comrnissioners for
establishing maximum tariffs, it provided no criteria to the
Canadian I,rlheat Board in setting the handling agreement.
During the years in which the !üheat Board set or
negotiated the handling agreement, it appears that the major
role played by the handling agreement and the storage tariff
rivas the control of prof it of the elevator companies. rt is
in regard to the possibly competing goals of the l,rlheat
Board, in maximizLng producer returns and controlling
industry profits, that the Board may have become an unwitting agent of a major structural change within the
industry. As shown in Chapter VI, the proportion of total
grain elevators operated by the three pool elevator companies increased from 37 percent in 1958 to 62 percent in
T973 as a result of the sale of Federal Grain to the pools
in L972.
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Even though the tariffs , or elevator charges, had
been controlled since L9L2, it was not untir the l96os and
1970s that the structure and function of tariffs was openly

discussed. rt was generally acknowledged during those
years that the tariffs \,ùere not set in relation to their
respective costs, resulting in a misallocation of resources
within the industry. The misallocation of resources refers
to the large storage capacity of the country elevator system
which resulted in a low handling to capacity ratio. As discussed above, the regulation of tariffs and the levels of
tariffs had no relationship to the development of the
country elevator system.
rt is important to note that whereas there may have
been a general concensus that the handling agreement and
the storage tariff \^7ere not set in relationship to their
costs, that the separate costs for handling and storing
grain had not been estimated by either of the regulatory
agencies. Nonetheless, it is interesting to speculate as
to why the regulatory agencies did not adjust the handling
and storage charges. The adjustment would have necessitated a raising of the I,rrrreat Boardts handling agreement and
a lowering of the storage tariff as set by the Board of
Grain commissioners. The resistance to such a realignment
of charges vüas inherent within the [,rlheat Board marketing
system and federal goverrunent policy. The Chief Commissioner of the l,iheat Board, âs quoted in Chapter IV,
stated to the effect that since the storage revenue of the
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elevator companies \^ras paid by the Inlheat Board rather than
directly by farmers, whereas the handling charges \,vas paid
by farmers, that increased revenues should come from
storage. such an argument implies that farmers should not
be made arvare of the total cost of elevator services. rn
our opinion, this argument should be resisted by the regulatory bodies "
More importantly, however, \^7as the storage subsidy
for wheat paid by the federal government through the
Temporary Inlheat Reserves Act from 1955 to L973. About $7f8
million was paid by the federal government during the L9
years the Act existed and was a powerful incentive not to
lower the storage tarLf.f." To have done so would have reduced the amount of the subsidy paid by the federal government. The subsidy paid for under the Temporary Wheat
Reserves Act was instrumental in maintaining handling
charges to farmers at a relatively low level. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the demise of the Act in L973
resulted in subsequent increases in the handling tariff.
As shown in chapter rv, the handling charge to farmers more
than doubled by L978.
Commencing with the L974-75 crop year, the Canadian
hlheat Board no longer set the handling agreement, leaving
the effective charges for handling and storing grain to be
set by the Canadian Grain Commission. In L974 the Coinmission prepared, through the Tariff Review Committee, a
study outlining its philosophy of tariff setËing. The
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importance of. the document lies in the shift in emphasis in

the role that tariffs should play in the industry. In particular, the emphasis I^ias shifted away from control of
profit Lo providing incentives for industry performance"
The Tariff Review Committee stated, to the effect, that the
handling and storage tariffs should be compensatory and
based upon the independent costs of handling and storing
grain. !ühile the philosophy is laudable, this study concludes that its goals cannot be attained through the
general regulation of tariffs.
In Chapter V it was shown that the per bushel cost
of operating country grain elevators was highfy variable and
depended primarily upon the volume of grain handled. The
volume of grain handled by a particular elevator over several years, or by all grain elevators in a particular years is
highly variable. Therefore, it is impossible for a unique
regulated tariff to account for this variability unless it
either forces cross-subsidization among grain elevators or
is set at a virtually meaningless level.
It was also argued in Chapter V, that the handling
and storage functions are conmon, as opposed to independenL, products of production. It is concluded, therefore, that a unique set of handling and storing costs cannot
be identified for a specific country elevator, let alone for
the industry as a whole.
The Tariff Review Committee and the Hall CommissÍon
recommended that the Canadian Grain Commission develop lhe
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capability to anaLyze the costs and revenues of elevator
operations in order to set tariffs on the basis of their
respective costs. It is almost incredulous that such a
recoÍrmendation would be made in L974 and L977 respectively,
when the Commission has been setting handling and storage
tariffs since L9L2. Nonetheless, because the handling and
storage functions are interdependent, such an exercise will
result in arbitrary allocations of costs.
The TarÍff Review Committee recornmended that charges
which are assessed to farmers on a per bushel (currently per
tonne) basis should be deducted at the time of delivery.
I¡Ihile this study is in total agreement with this recommendation, it cannot understand why the Comrnittee was silent
about assessing the storage tariff at the time of delivery.
It is the conclusion of this study that by assessing
farmers both the handling and the storage tariffs at the
time of delivery, that the need to estimate separable
handling and storage tariffs would be eliminated. Elevator
companies would be free to assess farmers either both a
handling and a storage tariff or a combined tariff which
could be called handling or elevator services.
The Report of the Tariff Review Committee sutxnitted
to the Canadian Grain Commission in L974 is an important
document. The document not only outlÍnes a new philosophy
of tariff setting, but it recognizes the difficulty of
setting tariffs which can effectively direct the perfornance
of the industry. The Commission, however, has not moved
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boldly to implement a i-arLfÍ. structure designed to meet the
goals of the new philosophy. Fron L974 to L7TB the effective maximum handling tariff was increased from 6Lo, to
T4 318 cents per bushel for wheat and the storage tariff
\,vas held constant at Ll30 of a cent per bushel per d"y.
The shift in relative tariffs \^7as important because it
provided an incentive to move from a storage to a handling
oriented elevator system. In Chapter V, rn7e discussed how
the rerative tariff levels provide a handling or a storage
orientation as identified by the study of Tangri et al.
From L979 to L982 the Commission increased the storage
tariff from Ll3O to L|LT of a cent per bushel per day and
the handling tariff from L4 318 to LgLz cents per bushel.
The change in relative tariff levels from L979 to
L982 negates the impact of the change in tariffs made from
L974 to L978. In Chapter VI, the impact of the removal of
the storage tariff on the necessary increase in the handling
tariff was shown for a relatively low and relatively high
volume grain elevator. Through that example, it was shown
that the shielding effect of the current storage tariff is
approximately double that of the T974 storage tariff.
This
study considers this to have been a regressive move on the
part of the canadian Grain commission and one that contradicts the T974 philosophy of the Con'rmission. This is
easily rectified, however, by having farmers assessed
storage charges upon delivery of grain to an elevator.
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I,'Iith regard to the regulation of tariffs,

this

study, therefore, recommends the following:
l. that the federal government amend the Canada Grain
Act repealing the porders of the Canadian Grain
Commission to set maximum tariffs, and
2 " that the Canadian hiheat Board not pay the storage
tariff to the elevator companies on behalf of
farmers.

The implementation of these recorTìrnendations would result

in the grain elevator companies assuming the responsibility
for setting elevator charges, would provide more information to farmers regarding the costs of elevator operations
than is currently the case, would put an end to the debate
as to whether or not the tariffs are set in relation to
their respective costs, and would provide more information
to farmers regarding the potential final return from l^Iheat
Board versus non l¡lheat Board grains.

D. Suggestion for Further Research
In L970, Gilson made the following comment regarding the wheat industry which is possibly rnore relevant
today than it was at that time, and is applicable to the
grain industry in general rather than to wheat alone.
.,.!rlerre at a fork in Lhe road in L970 and I
think the wheat industry, the farm organizations
and government - all of us concerned with the
wheat industry - must decide which fork we are
going to follow; and itrs this: are we going
to follow a fork involving a greater degree of
government involvement in the wheat industry, or,
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are \,üe goine to follow the other fork. which will
call foi soñe lesser degree of soverruient involvement in the wheat lndus try".L6L
In the twelve years since Gilson made his cornment,
a great deal of change has taken place. The storage orientation of the country elevator system has given way to a
handling orientation, at least in philosophy if not in fact
This has come about largely because of the demise of the

If the grain elevator
companies are made responsible for the setting of elevator
charges, âs is suggested by thÍs study, and if the Crowts
Nest Rate for transporting grain is substantively changed,
the elevator industry and farrners will play a primary role
in determining the future structure of the grain handting
and transportation system. Because of the importance of
the canadian Inlheat Board in the grain marketing system, two
studies are suggested for consideration.
1" The Canadian I,rlheat .Board
Temporary I,rlheat Reserves Act,

The Canadian [,]heat Board has developed and evolved

over a long period of time datine back to the role played
by the Board of Grain Supervisors of 1918. The Board became part of the grain industry not because of representations by farmers, but rather because it expedited
government policy. It may be an appropriate time to revíew
what has been and what ought to be the role of the Canadian

l6lJ. C, Gilson, Seminar On l,,Iheat, Department of
Agricultural Economi cs, University of Manitoba, l'Iinnipeg,
October L970, p.236.
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wheat Board" Recently the Board has lost its por,vers to set
the handling agreement and to control grain car allocations.
on the other hand, it has purchased grain hopper cars and
has indicated a plan to build a l0 million bushel capacity
grain storage facility at Prince Rupert. The action taken

by the l,rlheat Board may prove to be most appropriate over
the long run and a proper investment of the money of grain
farmers. on the other hand, it should be questioned as to
whether or not this is the proper role for the Board to

play. I^iill the Board next build inland facilities because
the private and farmer owned firms are unwilling or unable
to do so? The vüheat Board, through its initial and final
payment system for clearing its various grain pools,
controls huge sums of farmerst money. rt is possible,
therefore, to use those funds for a wide variety of investments as it has done with hopper cars, without a clear
mandate from the farmers. I^Iith respect to the future role
of the Board, several alternatives could be analyzed; the
status Çuo, the wheat Board becoming a furl fledged grain
company and the l,Iheat Board acting as a central selring
agency for those grain firms and farmers who would wish to
use their services, under the first option, the Board
would retain its current monopoly po\.r7ers whereas under the
latter two it would not. under the latter t\,üo options Ít
might b" possible for trading of wheat to resume on the
Inlinnipeg commodity Exchange and a clear choice provided to
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farmers between marketing on a cash basis with private
firms and a pooled basis through the three Pool elevator
companies.

2. The Handling Agreement
From its inception to L974, the Canadian InJ"neat
Board set the handling agreement on a yearly basis through
a bargaining process with the grain elevator companies.
During this time period, there was a considerable consolidation of firms within the industry. The most significant
was the sale of some 1,100 Federal Grain elevators to the
three Pool elevator companies. consolidation in the elevator industry is not unÍque to the lrlheat Board years and
has been an ongoing process since the turn of the century.
Nonetheless, when significant structural changes occur in
a controlled industry, those changes should be a matter of
concern. It is suggested, therefore, that a study of att
aspects of the setting of the handling agreement would be
of interest to those who are rrstudentstr of the economics
of regulation. Such a study would also fitl what is to
this point in time a void in the history of the grain
trade in Canada

APPENDIX A

OF CONCLUSIONS OF THE REPORT OF THE
ELEVATOR COMMISSION OF THE PROVINCE
OF SASKATCHEIIIAN, 19l0

SU}4VIARY

The Commission are unanimous in holding that while

initial storage, transportation, â system of selling and
terminal storage , âTl form one general system of trading in
grain, yet from the point of view of action by the
Provincial Legislature the matter of initial storage must
be distinguished from the other parts of the system.
They are unanimous in holding that the conditions
necessary to create an effective sample market, involving
as they do sampling, transportation, terminal facilities
and mixing of grain, cannot be dealt with by the Provincial
Legislature alone.
They are unanimous in holding that the question of

terminal storage should be left in the hands of the federal
parliament in the meantime, and that the question of sample
market depends on large measure upon the policy adopted by
the federal parliament in regard to the terminals and the
mixing of grain,
They are unanimous in holding that a Grain Exchange
similar to existing Exchanges, but located within the
province, could not be created by the Provincial Legislature
until the conditions that would make such an Exchange
282
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successful came into existence, and that if these conditions
appeared an Exchange would probably appear also.
They are unanimous in holding that an Exchange
within the province in which grain was traded in for
private gain, and on the lines of the speculative market,
would not be free from the evils alleged against the
present Exchange. The commission believe that there is,

at present, real competition in the lalinnipeg Exchange and
that while there is the possibility of evils connected with
the speculative side of the market, the practice of so
large a number of farmers in shipping their grain to
independent commission men is the best means of preserving
a competitive market under the existing conditions. I^Ihatever evils there may be connected with the Grain Exchange
they could only be removed, if at aLL, by the saskatchewan
Legislature for saskatche\,van grain by the creation of some
system of colrective or provincial selling which would
abolish private trading.
The commission are unanimous in hotding that the
schemes of the executive of the Grain Growers t Association

of saskatchewan and of Mr. Dorrell are not workabre.
The commission are unanimous in holding that the
schemes of municipal and district elevators, while aiming
at locar loyarty, do not secure such a personal and direct
pecuniary interest from the farmer as is needed to make the
elevators a success in competing with other elevators.
The Commission are unanimous in holding that a
scheme similar to the Manitoba scheme wourd not be
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satisfactory to the farmers generally on the one hand, and
on the other, would probably end in financial disaster.
True, by various conceivable devices of bookkeeping the
facts might be more or less conceared for a time, but if
there is anything of a business character that can be forecasted, such a scheme runs the gravest possible financial
risk.
1. There is excessive storage capacity in the province at
present if tested on a storage and handling basis. on
that basis, few of the initiat elevators in saskatche\,van
are profitable.
There is no doubt that the Government could purchase
a large number of the existing elevators at prices not
unreasonable. It could probably purchase some
independent elevators, some farmerst elevators, and
ttlineil companies. But if it
some belongin,g
:o the
endeavoured to bry a monopoly, it wourd most probabty
find itself âs the result in the possession of the
least successful elevators at many shipping points.
Owners would probably, irt many cases, be pleased to
sell their houses at something like the cost of
erection to the Government. They cannot expect better
terms from any other quarter" The Government would
thus saddle its system of storage with a large initial
outlay only to find itself still confronted with the
keen competition of the most successful companies.
Such a beginning would be fatal to the system. An
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indiscriminate buying of existing erevators would be
in the interests of the o\.dners of those elevators but
would not be in the interest of anyone else, and it
would certainly not be in the interest of the grain
gro\,vers who would have to pay the bill.
)

But assuming that the Government did purchase a rarge

of elevators and did enter into competition with
the remaining trading companies, it is demonstrabre
that the Government would compete under several grave
number

disadvantages:

i) rt could only store and handle while its competitors
could also buy and sell. Its income would be
limited to the maximum rate of LZ cents per bushel
and there is no reason whatever to suppose that it
could secure the maximum rate. On the contrary,
the probability is that its rivals would store and
handle for less than the maximum rate, perhaps for
one cent per bushel. And it is sheer nonsense to
suppcse that under such competition the government
would receive a considerable income from secondary
storage.

ii) The Government would find a difficulty in providing
for street grain. Many farmers desire to sell
their grain outright; and if a farmer has to pay
interest it might suit him best to sell his grain
at once, pay his bills, avoid that interest as far
as possible and avoid also the storing and insuring
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of the grain and the possible fluctuations in the
price. The Government would be compelled to make
some provision for street grain. It could lease
space in the elevators and perhaps secure sorne
buyers" Possibly it could induce the Grain
Growers I Grain Company to buy the street grain or
some similar company.
iii)

The Government would be at a disadvantage arising

from the fact that farmers having no direct and
personal financial responsibility for the provincial elevators would feel, according to their ohin

representatives, free to take their grain to whatever elevator paid them best.
iv) The Government would be at a disadvantage arising
from the fact universatly admitted, that there is a
general disposition to exact the utmost possible
from the public treasury while not giving the utmost
return. This is, perhaps, the greatest obstacle to
the development of public ownership and so long as
such disposiEion is general so long will governments
find it difficult to compete in matters commercial
or industrial with private corporations.
v) The Government would be at a disadvantage arising
from the fact that political influences would tend
to make themselves felt. I,{hatever party happened
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to be ir po\,ver wourd be tempted to run the system
in its own political interest. Appointments wourd
be made on the grounds of part affiliation and on
the same grounds contracts would be given and money
spent and all this would be used by some grain
grovüers as a sufficient ground for taking their

grain to the other elevators.
vi) A Goverrunent that wanted to discredit the whore
principle of publÍc ownership, that desired to hold
it up to the ridicule of the west or that was un_
sylpathetic to that principle, would have a
splendid opportunity. The condÍtions under which
the provincial elevators would operate are not
conditions that make for successful public ownership
and they would require to have behind them a govern_
ment, not merely in sympathy with public ownership
but so devoted to it that the members would be ready
to stake their political careers upon it. Advocates
of public ownership of public utilities may welr
hesitate to rest their case on provincial versus
private initial elevators.
on these grounds the commission consider that the
financial success of such a scheme is so doubtful
that they cannot recommend it to the Government.
On the contrary the Commission are unanimous in
advising the Government against such a course.
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The Commission are unanimous in holding that
solution of the elevator problem satisfactory to the

farmers must give the farmers full

a

control of the system.
And they are unanimous in holding that no storing and
handling elevator is likely to be a financial success unless
a considerable number of the gro\,,rers of grain have a direct
personal interest in and responsibility for the elevator.
The Commission, therefore, are unanimous in holding
that the solution must be sought along the lÍne of cooperation by the farmers themselves, assisted in the matter
of finance by provincial loan.
"
The Commission consider that special legislation
should be enacted providing for the creation of a cooperative organLzation of the farmers on the principle of:
(f) The maximum amount of local control consistent with;
(2) Ownership by the whole body of shareholders and
management through a central board of directors.
The Commission consider that the managing body
should be wholly elected by the shareholders themselves ând
should be entirely independent of government interference.
There is no reason why the Government should elect even one
member of the managing body or interfere in any way with
the management, the loan being secured and the conditions
of obtaining it fulfilled.
The local boards should be
elected by the local shareholders and their po\,vers and
functions duly set forth. The shares should be confined
to agriculturists and the transfer of shares by shareholders
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should be subject to the approval of shareholders at the
annual meeting. The annual meeting should be composed of
delegates duly appointed by the local bodies and the central

directors of the

company.

The shares should be $50 each with no less than

15

percent paid up and the maximum number of shares sold to one
person should not exceed ten" The stock subscribed at each
local should be equal to the cost of the proposed elevator,
and the aggregate annual crop acreage of the shareholders
should not be less than two thousand acres for each ten
thousand bushels of the capacity of the elevator, oT

one

acre for every dollar of proposed expenditure at each local.
As soon as twenty-five locals are organized the

first meeting of the shareholders should be called and the
officers of the company elected as provided for in the Act,
and the Government should then be prepared to grant the
loan on the conditions outlined and thereafter from time to
time as the required conditions are fulfilled.
The loan
should be repayable in twenty equal annual instalments,
capital and interest, except that only the interest should
be paid the first year the elevators are in operation. The
loan would be amply secured by mortgages on the property
and by the unpaid subscriptions, which could be called in
when necessary to meet possible deficits or provide the
fixed charges, the liability being lessened thereby each
year. Insurance policies on the buildings should also be
made payable to the Government.
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It is the opinion of the Commission that the
interest on the paid up capital should be limited and that,
if possible, the profits of the company should be distributed on the co-operative principle, according to the
business offered by each member of the company. The same
principle should, if possible, prevail as regards the
locals, thus securing to each of these the advantages of
its own enterprise and discretion.
The Commission consider that for purposes of pre_
liminary organi zatLon the executive of the saskatcher^7an
Grain Growers I Association should be the provisional directors and that the Government should make a special
generous grant to them for that purpose.
The company might be called The Saskatchewan
co-operative Elevator company and the locals the same with
No. 1, etc.
The commiss'ion are not opposed to the principle of
public ownership of public utilities, but they consider
that provincial cornpetition with private companies in the

matter of initiar storage is subject to conditions which
would invite failure and that such a scheme in any case
would be limited in the scope of the service it could do
for the grolvers of grain.
The commission would have rittle objection to an
experiment by the province \.rere it not for the fact that
experiment upon a large scale is being conducted by the
Province of Manitoba. If Saskatchewan would make an

an
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equally serious attempt to develop a co-operative solution
of the problem the western farmers would soon be in a
position to avail themselves of the best results of both
experiments" Both plans aim at removing initial storage
from the ownership of companies interested in the trading
of grain. The one plan aims at ownership by the state and
by the Government and the other aims at ownership and management by the gro\iùers of grain. Both plans
recognize the strength of the feeling of injustice in the
minds of many farmers, both seek to create conditions for
the marketing of grain which will give the farmers confidence and satisfaction, and both involve financial aid on
the part by the state. The chief difference between the
two plans is that in the one the issue is in the hands of
the government while in the other it is in the hands of the
management

farmers themselves, and to this commission at all events it
appears that this difference is in favour of the co-

operative plan. This plan avoids many of the risks and
limitations of the other plans and is pregnant besides with

possibilities

for the future.

SOURCE: Report of The Elevator Commission of
of Saskatcher^ian, Regina: Government

pp.94-98.
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APPENDIX

B

CHARGES MADE AGAINST THE GRAIN MARKETING SYSTEM
BY FARMERS, AS REPORTED BY THE ELEVATOR
CCN{MISSION OF THE PROVINCE OF
SASKATCHEI,{AN, 1g l0

Against the Initial Elevators
l" I^Ieights. That they give lower weights than the farmer
is entitled to.
2 - Dockage. That they take too large a percentage as
against cleaning the grain to grade, and too large an
amount to protect the elevator against shrinkage in
handling the grain.
3. Grades. That in buying the grain they give lower
grades than the grain is entitled to.

4. Prices. That they give too low prices even for the
grade allowed.

5, cleaning. That in many cases they have no cleanÍng
apparatus, that in other cases they refuse to clean
the grain, and that the farmers not only lose the
screenings, but are also forced to pay freight upon
them from the shipping point to the terminal.
6, special Binning. That they refuse to speciar bin grain
on the ground that they have no vacant bins.
7 " substituting Grain. That they often give the farmer
inferior grain, taking his superior lot instead.
292
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L Mixing. That they mix the grain in the bins so that
the grades are skimmed, that is, that the grain
shipped in any one grade, is on the lowest line of
that grade, good enough to receive that grade at the
hands of the inspector, but not a good average of that
grade.
o

Shipping. That they try to ship stored grain to their
own firms even when the o\,vner desire to ship it elsewhere.

It is not charged by many that the elevator operators receive explicit instructions from their superiors
to do these things, though this charge is made by some,
but that the operators are under pressure to make the
elevators pay, and that such practices are almost inevitable results of the system. And it is pointed out
that the farmers who suffer most from such practices
are the homesteaders, the small producers, and in
general those whose financial conditions constrain them
to sell in wagon loads to the elevators, and more especially, such of these classes as live ten miles and
upwards from the nearest shipping point.
Against the Banks
1. That by restricting or refusing credit to may farmers,
they force these to put their grain upon the market as
soon as it is threshed, depriving them of the oppor-

tunity to hold it for a rise in price, and competling
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them to sell when the market is grutted and the price

tends to be lowest. To get the best price the farmer
should be in position to market his grain leisurely,

offering it step by step with the milling and export
demands. The banks make it impossible for the farmers
to do this at present.
2. That in giving lines of credit for moving the crops
they favour the Larger companies, and at times favour a
few such companies, thus giving these a virtual
monopoly of bank credit, and assisting them in monopolising the grain business.
Against the Railway Companies
1. That through leaky cars and other conditions, grain is
lost or damaged in transit, and the loss is too frequently put upon the shipper.
2. That they construct loading platforrns as if the object
\,vas to render the use of them by the farmers as difficult as possible.
3. That in the past they helped to create elevator monopolies and assisted them, and that at present they favour
the large milring and elevator companies, as against
the farmer, whenever they can, and especiarly at points
where there is no competition between the railways
themselves.
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1. That they take too much dockage as against the shrinkage of the grain in handling.
2. That they do not pay the farmer for the screenings
which they take out of the grain when cleaning.
3" That they do not clean the grain as the inspection
requires, but sell it dirty, thus increasing their
surp lus

.

4" That they mix the different grades of grain, sêlling
grain of lower grade at the price of the higher grade,
and that, the grain being dirty and lowered in grade
by mixing, export prices are lowered and the prÍces
paid to the farmer are also lowered.
5. That at times they loan stored grain to themselves as
dealers or to others, while the o\,vner believes he is
holding his grain for an advance in price.
1þainst the Grading Systen
l" That the grades do not represent the different values
of the grain for milling purposes.
2 - That good grain in any one grade gets the grade price
only, and that selling by grade enabres the millers and
elevator companies to lower the quality of each grade,
and so to fix the export and hor¡e prices upon the basis
of the lowest level of each grade.
3. That the existing grading system is unfair to grain
which though slightly bleached, smutted or frosted,
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is nevertheless of good quality for milling purposes,
4. That mistakes are made in sampling and grading.
Against the Large lriestern Milling Companies
1. That they cull the best of the grain for their o\,vn
mills:
(a) By buying through their o\,vn elevators especially in
the districts which produce the best milling grade,
as shown them by their experiments.
(b) By somehow selecting the best car lots in winnipeg,
or by having cars stopped at their mills or terminals which they can buy or not as they choose.
(c) By selecting from all the grain they buy the best
lots, and selling the remainder.
2. That the defects of the grading system, and the absence
of a sample market, enable them to buy grain which
though slightly. bleached, smutted or frosted, is of
superior quality, and to bry it at a price far below
iLs value.
3" That because of their culling, the grades of grain ex-

ported are lowered, with the result that export and
home prices are lowered, and that it is at these lowered
prices they secure the very best of the grain, except
where they pay a small premium.
4" That besides lowering the prices by lowering the grades,
they artificially
depress prices:
(a) By spreading false reports about the crops.
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(b) By juggling in options, and especially by selling
below market value early in the season in the
Liverpool market, quantities of grain for future
de lÍvery,
One illustration

of this bearing of the market is
seen in the fact that wheat sells for less on the
Canadian than on the American side of the line, though
the Canadian wheat is the superior article.

4ee
The members of the Exchange are a small number of
men, some of them inactive, not actually engaged in the

trade, and the others active as mirlers, elevator men,
commission men, track buyers and exporters. The members
fall into two classes according as they do or do not o\.ùn
initial elevators. The larger milring and elevator
companies operating elevators in the country, and owning
or controlling most of the terminals as well, have overwhelming advantages over all the other members. As sketched
above they can buy large quantities of street grain cheap,

they can enhance their profits by malpractices in both
initial and terminal elevators, they have the income derived from the storing and handring of the grain, and they
can obtain special privileges in transportation and banking.
Because of these advantages, they exercise a controlling
influence in the Exchange. They can guard the membership,
modify the rules, and use the mechanism of the Exchange as
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their own interest requires. They can, if they desire,
penalize the independent exporter, because he may need to
buy grain from them, because he uses their terminals, and
because buying much grain at street prices, they can under-

sell him in the ultimate market and still reap a profit.
They can penaLíze the independent commission man, because
he may need to buy his grain from them or sell to them,
and because, having other and larger sources of income than
the connnission rate, they can, if they desire, offer higher
prices for track wheat and cut off his consignment. Real
independence therefore on the part of the comrnission men
and exporters as against the millers and the elevator men
there is none. If the dominating interests maintain several
elevators and buyers at any shipping point, and if they
tolerate in the Exchange a number of apparently independent
and competing commission men and exporters, .it is only to
deceive the public into believing that there is real
competition in the trade.
And the dominating companies can make full use of
the speculative market, of trading in futures, of hedging,
of dealing in puts and calls (outside exchange hours), of
profiting by the rise and fall of the price in their o\.vn
market, and of dealing in spreads when they occur between
prices in different markets. Most important of all, they
can complete the work of fixing the prices paid to the
farmer. That work, âs already stated, includes spreading
false reports about the crops, sêlling futures in the
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British market, and lowering the grades of grain exported.
Their position of command in the l¡Iinnipeg Exchange enables
them to complete the process, and it is the price fixed in
all these !ùays by them that is daily telegraphed to eveïy
shipping point in the country as the basis alike of track
and street prices.
The Present System a Plonopoly

If these charges are true it is evident that the
grain business of western Canada is in the hands of a po\.^rerful monopoly, in which the few large milling companies a-re
supreme and the large elevator companies hold the second
and the only other place. It is also evident that the
strength of the monopoly arises from the following sources:
l. Their ownership of most of the initial elevators. It
is this that enables them to buy grain at street prices
and enhance their profits by the various malpractices
enumerated above.

2. Their ownership of control of most of the terminal
elevators. BesÍdes giving them a good income for
handling and storing the grain, this enables them to
make large gains from dockage, from screenings and
from mixing, and above a1l to lower the export prices
and thereby lower the prices which they pay the farmer.
3. Their control of the Winnipeg Exchange. It is this
that enables them finatty to fix the price of grain,
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track and street, besides enabling them to make
profits by tricks of speculatÍon.
4. The selling of grade alone is one main condition of
their buying the grain below its value.
5. The policy of the banks in restricting or refusing
credit to the farmers, forces the latter to sell their
grain as soon as it is threshed, and delivers them over
to the will of the monopoly at the very period when the
market tends to be glutted.
6. And the transportation companies give the monopoly
privileges which are important as against competitors.

souRcE: Report of The Elevator commission of rhe province
of Saskatchewan, Regina: Government Printer
1910, pp" L9-23.
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C

McFARLAND ' S ARGLMENTS AGAI}]ST THE STORAGE

TARIFF

IN

L932

I^lith a relatively large crop of 423 mLlrion bushels
coming up Ln L932, on top of a carryover of 136 million,
the country and terrninal elevator companies stood to earn
increased revenues from storage, in addition to their
earnings on the handling of wheat. under the canada Grain
Act, the board of grain commissioners were empowered to fix

for each crop years,which they set after
holding public hearings. fn that manner, the maximum
storage rate had stood at Ll30 cent per bushel per day for
some years. Even with the changing conditions Ln L932, no
one had protested the rate. But because storage earnings
appeared to be building up, as well as maintaining the
level of the carrying charges the central selling agency
had to pay, McFarland pleaded with Bennett for their reduction. He did not wish to be personally identified with
his proposal because of his close business dealings with
the elevator companies, but he contended that Bennett
should act as a matter of political expediency before
public criticism arose. He accused the provincial governments, accepted sokesmen for the producers, of neglecting
their responsibilities in that regard because, as creditors
of the pool elevator companies, they now had a direct
maximum charges

30r
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interest in elevator earnings" It T,vas not just the producer who held his grain in public storage whose interest
I^7as at stake. Pool members whose 1930 wheat was still
unaccounted for had an interest in the level of carrying
charges, The public treasury \.,Jas als o involved in respect
of the government guarantee. since the responsibility for
action rested with the board of grain commissioners,
McFarland recommended that Dr. MacGibbon be brought to
ottawa for consultations. rf the board needed additionar
po\,{ers to set actual rates, McFarland hoped that these
could be provided by order in council or by act of parliament. Altogether, McFarland wrote to Bennett three times on
the subject. Following are excepts from his first letter
on October 4, T932:
In the meantime elevator storage charges are just
the same per bushel as they weie when-wheat wãs
selling at $f.50 per bushel and when the quantities
held in storage vüere very materially less -than they
are in these days of heawy stocks and carry-overs.
f am very aware that the storage rates are
sanctioned each year by the Board of Grain Commissioners, _but I believe the sanction is given on
the basis of a maximum which does not mean-that the
rates are irrevocably fixed for the full year, and
I do think, þqrilg rêgard. to the large ,roir-rreé of
grain available for storage to elevator companies
at country points as well as at terminal elèvators,
which grain- is being held for long periods of time
on account of the lack of demand, that the storage
rates should be reduced, and I believe it is theduty of the Dominion Government to take the initiative in causing this reduction in the interests of
the producers as well as in the interests of the
Government itself...
I am quite a\dare that it would be an unpopular
thing to intimate a reduction in storage chãrþes
and will be met by the argument that the Elevãtor
companies are having a hard struggle as it is, but
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the reply to that is that the elevator companies
are not having nearly as hard a struggle a's the
farmer.
I prefer that you do not use my name in connection with this storage reduction movement, and
I am writing this to you in strict confidence,
and would suggest that if you are interested ín
it you should call Dr. MacGibbon of the Board of
Grain Commissioners to Ottawa and put it up to him
as to whether something should not- be done"
The higher the storage charge the greater the
carrying charge between the cash month-and the
futures" For instance today October l,rlheat, which
is no\,rr cash wheat, is 492 cónts, whereas Máy lrlheat
f or delivery next May is 56T+ ceáts, which r-eans
7L cents a bushel of- a cost for stórage and interest from now until next May. You will, however,
observe that the interest is a small iiem on 50cent wheat so that the bulk of that difference
is made up in storage which is earned by terminals.
It increases the value of wheat for future delivery
and makes it just that much more difficult
to compôte
in foreign markets on future sales. Just what
the storage lates should be I do not know, I should
say that half a cent per bushel per month'is not
enough, on the other hand I would say that three
quarters of a cent per bushel per month is ample,
both at country elevators and ãt terminals.
If you do not take some action on this storage
question you might find that the opposition willus9 it politically against you in the future, or
indeed they might beat you to it and draw the attention of the country to the fact that these
storage raEes are too high in times like these when
there are such huge volumes of all kinds of grain
being held in storage because of the lack of-markets
for the stuff.
McFarland wrote a second time on October 18:
Re storage charges " I have heard nothing in regard to this subject since I was in Ottawa. I am
so convinced that your governmenË should do something in regard to this that I a* constrained to
write you further on the subject,
In my other letEer today I mentioned that we
have about 33 million bushels of December options.
I deliberately purchased December because that is
the nearest to cash wheat. December wheat today
is 50 cents; May Wneat is 542, cents. The buyinþ
of December has resulted in the price of l1¿y
wheat being lower than it otherwise would have
been had we been purchasing May wheat instead of
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wheat. The chances are Mav wheat would
have been 6 or 6U cents per bushel higher than
December, whereas today it is +, centõ. It is only
a short time since the spread was 5L+ cents. Of
course, you reaLLze the greater the premitim of
May wheat over December, the greater the profit
the terminals are making in sÈorage. They are
looking for full carrying charges, which means a
cent a bushel a month or the equivalent of five
cents per bushel from December to May, which,
plus interest would amount to between 6f and 6l
cents per bushel. That is where they would like
to have it and even today they think that I will
be stuck and have to pay the full carrying charge
to carry this wheat from December to May, and as
December

your Government is interested in carrying this
wheat I just wish you to understand that it would
make a difference of 2 cents per bushel to the
Treasury if these storage charges are not reduced, because I will have no other option than
to accept the dictation of the elevator companies
as to what they will charge for carrying the wheat,
and they will demand the full pound of flesh so as
to give them the full maximum rate, which they are
entitled to charge according to the Board of Grain
Commissioners. You can figure for yourself what 2
cents per bushel would mean on the many millions
which we alone are interested in and then add to
that the millions which the farmers are holding in
storage and you will get a picture of what the
total might amount to. Besides if these so-called
full carrying charges are permitted to become operative, it makes it just that much harder for
Canadian Wheat to be sold in competition with our
competitors, because it makes it that much higher.

Coupled with the above there is the undoubted
fact that some of the informed public throughout
the country are criticizing the heawy storage charges
which grain companies are allowed to charge and it
has been mentioned that even the Provincial Governments, because of the fact that the Pool Elevator
Companies olve them a lot of money, are not taking
any interest in reducing storage charges. There is
no doubt in my mind that if the Prairie Governments
were not interested in elevators they would be
crying out loud for reductions, not only in storage
charges but also in handling charges.
Now that I have found it necessary to start out
on this campaign of reducing storage charges, I am
going to go a step farther and suggest that the receiving fee at country elevators of TZ cents per
bushel, which includes 15 days storage, is also
extortionate under present economic condÍtions
throughout this country and I believe in fairness
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to all parties concerned and in fairness to your
Government, you should also reduce this fee.'
I know that this is the duty of the Board of
Grain Commissioners but they have taken no action

At the same time I feel that I would be Aefinqueni
in my duty if I did not bring these matters tó
your attention as well as to the attention of the
Minister of Trade & Comrnerce. Furtheïmore, if
it is within the powers of an Order-In-Council,
I think these changes should be made by an OrderIn-Council, and should be made without delay. The
other method would be f.or the Board of Grain Commissioners to advertise for a public meeting to discuss these charges and Elevator Conpanies wóuld be
supposed to present figures and arguments against
it. I say that the reasons for reductÍon aie so
obvious that no such meeting should be called but
an arbitrary reduction should be made and should
be made by an Order-In-Council if you have the
power to do it in that way, which I believe you
have.
There are enormous quantities of wheat and
other grains in storage and if the full storage
charges are permitted to obtain, then some ofthese line elevator companies are going to make
such profits as i,rill look like profiteéring in
times such as lve are no\,v living in.
The fact of the matter is these storage charges
should have been reduced more than a year ago when
it became evident that large stocks \,vere going to
be of necessity carried over for long periods of
time owing to inadequate demand in world I s markets.
Finally, McFarland wrote a third letter on October 29:
...It is stated in Grain Exchange circles that Dr.
McGibbon has been called to Ottawa and it is
generally understood he has been called down in
connection with the storage rates in Terminal
Elevators. I can only add that the reduction
should be made not only in TermÍnal Elevators at
Fort !üilliam and Vancouver but also in all country
and mill elevators. No doubt the grain trade
would like to see the reduction applied to the
Terminals only but it should take in more territory to really be effective, and do what it is
intended to do, namely; reduce the carrying
charges, Furthermore, I would suggest that you
remain very firm in your demand that the rate
should not exceed Tl45 of a cent per bushel per
day. That means 2/3 of a cent per bushel per
month and in my opinion is a fair rate, having
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regard to the huge volumes which are being stored
and the low prices at which grain is selllng.
I was told yesterday that the exportingcompanies intend making an eff ort to- have tfre
Government reduce the rate in Terminal ElevatorsFort Inlilliams and Eastern ports-to a rate of L/50
or even as low as Ll60 of a cent per day, and that
it is intended that the representãtions- shall be
made in connection therewith in time for the
next crop. Of course, when thÍs agitation \,vas
started I suppose they had no idea-that we \,vere already working on it and that you had the matter
under consideration inrregard to making it possible,
by Act of Parliament,J

It was evident from this correspondence that
Bennett had already acted by having the Honourable H" H.
stevens bring Dr. MacGibbon to ottawa, and that the trade
dÍd not appear too upset by what was in the offing. I^Ihile
in ottawa, MacGibbon advised stevens that the canada Grain
Act, as presently worded, prevented the board from adjusting terminal charges during the course of a crop year after
they had been initially established by the board. Section
L34 of the act read: I'Notwithstanding anything in this
act, the tariff of charges made for cleaning, storage and
handling of grain in any public or semi-public or terminal
or eastern elevator shall not be subject to change during
the crop year." Consequently l"lacGibbon recommended a
simple amendment to the act by adding to section T34 the
words: rfexcept by order or regulation of the board.r'
A bill to the effect this change received first
reading in the house on November 4, L932. On second
reading, oD November 7, Stevens observed:
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Hitherto, under section L34, such actÍon by the
board could be taken gn_fy once a year, and the
fees having been fixed bi the boaío cóuld
not
make any- change except súb¡ect to some other
paragraphs in the act. The only object we
have in view is this: During this Ëime of
stress the board is precludeã from taking any
action and we want to empower them to ta[e
action" I may
there- is a very general
willingness and-say
desire, I am info-rmõ¿ toàuy, oD
the part of the elevatór companies to conform to
any reasonable action of the- board. rn fact it
is possible they may take action even before
this bill is paêsed. r am certain that there is
a willingness and desire to meet this situation
and all who are interested in lessening thà
burden of. costs- upon this commodity
wiil welcome
this.privilege beipg given Çg the -board of grain
commissioners at this time.JJ
rn reply to a direct question fror-n Marcorm, stevens
expressed his view on the reduction in prospect for the
storage rate: I'r have no objection to saying what is my
view; r would say Ll45 instead of L/3oi r am not going to
dictate to them, but since my hon. friend has asked me r
will tell him what is my view ,,,34
The bill was passed quickly by the house and
senate, and the amending act was given royal assent on
November 25. The board promptry conducted ner.,r tariff
hearings, âs a result of whÍch storage rates for all elevators situated in the western inspection division were
reduced to L/45 per bushel per day. This action anticipated by r few days the historic row price for wheat basis
in store Fort l^Iilliam.
SOURCE:

C. F. I,rlilson, A Century of Canadian Grain,
Saskatoon,_Saskatchewan: Modern press, 197g,
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